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Calder  ' • Campagnol0 .=I A. s,lgn of the times? 
2t i ;  ' blasted by , 
, s~w~.  a.¢. (a~) -
. The ~ of a s lake  
i n ~ : ~  of the vm 
• ~unt'in coaatar, B,C., hU 
cut the. New ~Democratlo 
• Party's winnina ~ in 
A~ riding In the May 10th 
provinchd elecilen to ulm 
.votes. ' ~.. " 
" Ainn?~ "Pmmrell was 
reported on election ight to 
~veu~et  Frank Calder of 
. ~  :Credit, the Nbhp 
,lndinn •chief who haz 
x~prea~nted the r id l~ for all 
l~/t hree years lsce 1949, by 
124 v~:  
Atlin returning officer 
Norman ~ said today 
that the renulta reported 
from Casslar showed 
~ toss but a check showed 
'A 
R ert Steel .& ' 
.' that the mar lpn  wu aetuail~ 
140 to 99. 
"That changes the 
situation radically," said 
Hamilton. "He (Paesarell) 
'~:~.~!~o~at.could be filed after 
": ",~/.it~iofflela~ count, raid 
. :" .. .H!ux~tm. , "and -rm sm'e 
~-e!th~ one of~ two pu~en 
. .  ::::wm-bu*~ ~lor ,  a ~rm,  
• ~ :=depe~ ~n who w~.,;, . 
. . ,,, "an - i~-Mr~tmf~ 
: . the  1978 election after being 
* ' '  : '": ~:~:~dr0pped , , frOm former 
premier Dave Barrett's 
J 
by Llnda Purscbke 
Ron Huntington, con- 
servative Member of 
parliament for Capilanoi 
. was in' Terrace Monday to 
show his support for federal 
conservative candidate in 
Skconn, Red Cousins. 
Huntington, as well as 
being chairman on the House 
pobllc accounts committee, 
IS Tory erltie on transport 
and commun/catlmm. 
Huntington level led 
criticism at lena Cam- 
~nelo ,  inc~unbunt Liberal 
MP forSkeena, for her 
Irovincos, 
record as MP and as 
minister for fitness and 
did have a lead of I~4 and ~o~o ~ men orooo'  amateur sport and 
.now ho's down to , lend  of SO d naynsbabnothappythat Workshop after the May CensiassoystimtTbree especial ly as minister 
~, ,  ere  ~ Cyril Shelford's old 1o election. "Three RivereWorkshoppvehis. rcepohoibleforLotoCanada. 
,Theunofficlalcount now IS ~ l~ lh~neb~ Rive. Workshop was to campalgnworkers "Loto Canada is a upset ' ~ veConeervat ivo  take the signs down, . sltuntlnu where bureaucrats. 
dete,withthe offlcinl count, remevethapaint, troths permMlcu to use the oragro~pofindividuaiscen. 
• plywood for its own, signs until May 22, "We make decisions Involving :~ ,..which ~will" include the Ashley Proelvlat, a Tan* .wooden Sh~ord w~ ha nm]kln~ a dm~atien 
'.euUnting et abamtoe and campoIp worker for the porpesos,"sheasld,"Tba hundreds of milllons of 
,.~; specM hallo~ to begin May IX'ovin~d ~ ~t  . ~ w ~  '~t~ ~ ~ ~ '~ 'W~ ~I~ ~ ~ to the worksbup aflor the dollarewlthout . . . .  
;'i;' ~3~ . . . . .  me ~zren Rivers in' the federal election." election," he said. parliamentary review of 
An application for s - ,.. ",'~ rceponalbllily," Huntington 
~' "The lottery business 
~; should be left to the 
provmo on the grounds 
.~;~ they leave sufficient cash 
, now to.cu.r the.amet 
spore n~Isof  the country," 
he added. When asked about 
~ilvltl~. Camp~gnolo .~/ti~; 
dertook to expand Lots 
Canada's market into $1 
tickets, Huntington accused 
cab~et. Passarel~ 31, Is a Camlmgnolo of  "impulsive, 
emotional activity, that school teacher. ' ~ shows a high disregard for 
Med/c ' are accountability." ~ Huntington said Cam- Iumg° n"n-- " pagnolo's handling of 
Northland Navigation's 
. '.~: / , proposed, transportation 
autocratic." Huntington raid in . '. Northtand hod put forward a
eopar w oh 
with large government. 
' ". ~1 Health MlulSter Monlqne subsidy that would even. 
~-Be~inthl'utcuedMmulayto ~,. .~ tunlly be reduced to an 
cut off federal ~ovemn~ent ~\~'~ " • ~" ' ~: -' annual $2.~0,000 subsidy. 
,health insurance funds paid ~ Huntington said he bad 
to Ontario unless there Is a ~ been told Northland's 
halt in erosion of the iropesal had been supported 
prov inc ia l  medicare  by a comultant wbuse rq~rt 
scheme. The minister made had never been released. 
a similar tlu'ent to New Frleght and passenger 
Brunswick last week. ~mo ~ ~Jan Or~ service to the west coast 
" Ontario Premier William Cyril Shelford now upside-down on Rod Cousins sign. communities lessened" 
,~;.Davl$ cut some ground from when subsidies to Northland 
°'~ untier~ omervative L ader wore withdrawn, and Rlvtew 
Joe Clark .when he' said he 
mevement ofthe eenntltntlontosupp°rtScanada from'mm'd"" Unemp i o y m e n t w . . ,  down, a.t.  gS areby  
minster. 
• , losln 
i:." e¢f l .m~m, bytelling you adjust it unless Brook that .under a cm-  about 100 --..servatlve government In Ottawa the province could be NEW YORK (AP) -- The as rich as Alberta becau~ It
would have ccutrel over " 
development of offshore oil OTrAWK (OP) The figures from France show 
score Menday was 100 rats 
April, witha drop to 15.7 per unemployment rate well downandatleutacother 1~0 
and ps .  amber of persons lenkin~ e.l-per-cent unemployment cent from the previous below the national avurage to go In the city's war on a 
New Democratic Party zor Jobs dropped to 943,000 in February, Japan had 1.9 month's 17,6 per cent, at 5.9 per cent, This was an colony of momter odents 
Leader Ed Broedbent said ~n[  April from 976,000 in per cent dorin~ the same Other provinces which improvement from its thrtvtn~lnanexoavatedzite 
• " " a'block from city hall. Prime Minister .Trudeau month, West Germany had showed improvement wore l~arch showin~ of e,3 per "We haven't found 
mint" stop binmin8 women However, the seasonally- 3.9 per cent in March and Nova Scotia where unem- cent. 
for ~mada'z unemployment adjusted unemployment rate Britain reported an April pioyment fell to10.8 per cent anythin~ unusual to think 
rate'~ remained at 7.9 per cent, rato of &6 per cont. ~remiisMorchratoofllpor The federal statistics these rate are any special 
• ,. Prime Minister ~ u  Sts~tice Canada raid today. These figures, whlch the ~ent, and Quebec where showed that 63,8 per cant of rats," said Jean Cropper, 
'* .flew went to continue his The zrasonally.aJuated new gevornment will face unemployment dropped to the population were in the deputy city health com- 
.can~p~ign. rate shows the prop~tion of after the Msy 9o election 10.3 per cent from 10,8 per labor fores dor~ April. ndasionor. 
The rate hove been enting '. A public opinion poll eG~. the labor force actively compare with an unem. cent in March. TI~ waz unchanaed from pobcuhalt, a combination d 
ducted for theCBC raid Con- seeking work, adjusted to plnyment rateof S . IM  ~ In Ontario the rate March. 
~'vatives cenflnuc to lead compensate for seasonal on vnthM de iny~.  remained unchanged at 83 
L i l~  in all provinces but factors such as school The ~mp-F~ rate per cent. Saskatchewan, 
quebuc but Trudeau leads ope~dl~s and eiminp, ~ was h l i~t  amen8 these in with 4,3per cent, and New 
Clark In the personal nual frecze-up and the the .is-taq9 age brackei, Brunswick with 19,1 per 
assessment of decided Christmas rush. !Males in this ffreup 
voters. . Durb~ the menth, the registered 18.0-per-eent cent.thange.also 
reported no 
; LAST I 
who found 1oha was 48,000, 17,6 per cent. faced worsening unemploy. 
• . bringing ~ total number i~ The~ was a marked sent;  Prince Edward C Istand'srateelimbingtolS,4 
moreUmnl0miillnu, for this group, Its rate pereentfromlS,Spercentln 
The srasnually-ad~mted ~m~ped by half a percentage Marelt Manitoba re~isterln~ 
rate :of 7,9 p~ cent, which point durt~ Apr,. f~rom 17,7 a l.l-porcent Jump, brln~in~ 
Today wUI b~:tae last | has remained unchanged por centthoprevimm month, I~ rate. to 63 per cent, 
~ce  for elIl0blo voters J slnee February, Isthe lowest In the ~0-to44 age group, Alberta reportin~ 4.3 per 
who are unable to east I slate July, 1~.  unemployment was also cent compared with the 
their ballot on May 22 to. | However, it ensnares caneiderabiy above the previous month's 3,7 per cent 
vote in the adveece POll, J uafav6rably with ' latent national average at 11.0 per end British Columbia's rate 
The poll. Is iooated | unemployment rates for cent. ' risin~ to 8,s per cent fl'om 
downetalrs In the R.E.M, [ other major industrial Newfoundland, which ~lht per cent in March. 
Lee Thaatre and will be | mtiol~. In United 8ta~,  hobitnaily has the hldh~t The Metro Toronto am,  
from noon to 0 p.m, i first quartet, unemployment unmnploymont rate, showed, eomldm~d by many a kayos 
- ,. , • j .wuT,sl~'cent, meatroonnt aellIIht Imp'ovemeutdurlnll t~e May ~ electien, hod an 
Straits began' serving the 
Huntington added ho 
would Ilko to see expansion 
of the grain elevators in 
Prince Rupert and the 
strengtbunlng of the CNR 
linen to handle the increased 
I ra~ which would result, 
Huntington cuncluded that 
he was pleased with the 
erformance of Joe Clark, 
lend~r, of the Cnum'Vatlve 
p~rty, in Sunday'a'telemion 
debate, dmplte i~-:foelin~ : 
that Broadl~t and Tmd~u 
were "supp0rtin~ :one 
another". Whm ~ ~ed to 
make ~ eleetinn Iredie- 
ms, Huntin~t~ said he felt 
the Concervatives; would 
~In ~o-o-flhe-~m soafiln tba 
House o f cosmosand form 
a ma~'Ity government; 
POLLS G IVE  : 
TORIES EDGE-.--.:.. 
• ~OHOmU (cP) - ~ nudedd~but~,  to
p011 conducted for CB~ vote. " .... 
television shows the rn the taet':;g~orai 
Progressive Con. ,~eilon, 28 .per cent ~ 
servativea h ys a grentor e l~ V~ 'IM' ~ n~j '
pereentsgeo~thedeeided vote. ' ~:; ','~'":' 
vote for the May  n m a s immr C~C pen! l 
~nerulei~tfonthanl ln,  announced April-SS~the" l 
Liberals in every reglnu Com~-vatives l~d. W~'!,.-I 
of Canadae~ceptQuehee. per cent of the~/ '  I 
The ~ cenducted by vote, a L~ta~:  "I 
the social science and point lead over lha' Lib,:" I 
Journalism departments orals.' l~NDPhndisper 
sent .  
tim~ ,l~ quebec; the  
sa id  they w© Lg~lendwl th~ixn ' ;  
~onse.~atlve; eat  ~ the decided vote, 
:ee~i~ald:!~ wcu~vo~ fol]0~ed b~..,the Con 
they would vote NDP: cent, S0cinl Credit with 17 
at Carletcu Univenlt~ in 
Ottawa, shows; 40.9 per . 
cent  of decided v~h~'s 
ould vote  
i,,ll M : /- 
q ';4.4 
per  cent said they would 
vote Soctal Credit and 0.0 
per cent said they would* 
for other perttes. .  , 
However, despite his 
party's over-all standing, 
Pierre Trednau rem~lna 
the overwhaimin~ eh~ce 
as the leader seen to be 
most competent and most 
attraeilve in immenallly, 
the survey shows. 
On cmnpet~cy to deal 
with the'issues, Trudesu 
hod the rapport of 41.3 per 
cent of the voters, Con- 
per cent, and the NDP 
with one per cent. 
In the ~3 rldi~s.~' 
Metropolltan Toronto, 
comldered crucial to both 
the Liberals and the 
Conservatives, both 
portion have 41.5 per cent " 
of the decided vo4~. The 
NDP has 16 per ecuL ........ 
In the snuthe~ Ontm.ia.:. 
region between Onlnwlt :'~' 
Metro Toronto 
Hamilton.Nts~re 
reOone, the  . .  C~. 
servative Leader Joe survativ~ have "47 pot 
Clark 15.8 per cent and cent, the ~Is  3~ per 
NDP Lender Ed ecut and the NDp I? per ~-~ 
Brondlb~t 8,7 per cent.' 
• mdexu was Judged by Aerm all ~.Ontarin,-- 
~0.6 per cat  of U~s vat .s  the Comm'vatives have 46 
as hovl~ the most at- per cent, the h l~ SO 
tractive personality, per cent and the NDP IS 
while Clark drew 10,0 per per cent. ....,. 
cent of the voters and In the Atlantloli.regi~, 
Brnadbont 9.4 per cent. the CansorvativaJ~Ve'47 
were conducted with 1,83:i vote, the Liberals SO. and 
the NDPI& ~m betw~ A~ SO 
May 10, before Andin the Prairies, the 
Sunday's television Conservative hove ~0 per. 
debate beiwum the cent of the vote, the 
leaders of the three ma~or Liberain 24 per esat and 
lartien. A sample of this the NDP IS I~r cnuL 
else is accurate within In B~M CulumbIs, 
three pereentq~ peints the Comorvativra have 
either way. . . 45,5 Per cent of the vote, 
the NDP have ~ per cent 
Fifteen per cent of and the Liberals ~,~. : . /  
those interviewed said Aereso' Canada, SO: i~  
• they intendnd to vote but cent of those who voted 
were either undecided or for the Llbarak in the1074 
would net say which party 
they would vote for. 
Seventeen per cent said 
they would not vote or had 
not, dscged wbethw to 
vote, 
Iucindl~ the 17 per 
cent who anld they did not. 
Intend to vote or had not 
decided whether to vote, 
the pollmhaws tlmt 20 per 
cent raid they would vote 
C~lvat ive ;  ~Tpur cent 
said they would vote 
anti-coagulant and zinc 
The agency said said phosphide mixed with grain 
844,000 of 943,000 jobless or peanut butter, sprend 
were activel.v looking for throughout the L-shaped lot 
work, the remaining 99,000 two blocks from city hail, Liberal; iO Ixr c~mt said The poll shows tbet ' 
did not seek joba, some ~lh~? the colony llves, he  they would vote NDP; about SO per eat  of 
became they were on tom- . three per cent said they eligible voters are 
porary layoff, others "We're still putt/n8 down would vote Social Credit changing their party 
because they expected to belt and taking out dead and 16 per cent were cl~/ee. 
hovea job In the next month, rats," said Cropper. ~. 
Candidates, meeting tonight 
r,,Tace ,re,dents will get All candidatm runninl for 
an opportunity to hear office in Skesan wi i lbe at. 
federal candidates es i~u tending, including Ions 
their views and reepmd to Campai[nolo, incumbent 
questions on Tuesday nlBht Liberal I~P; Red Cousins 
at V:SC p.m. when the representing the 
~' race  Jayewe beet an all- 
esadldatea meeting at the Progresses ~onservauve 
R,~-,M, Lw Theatre, party; Rime Fulton, I res 
general election 8aid they 
would do so apto, while 
71 per cent of those who 
voted Conservative in:, 
1974 will do 80 Spin,:-= 
Twan~-ene per cent of., 
the Liberal voters .sam 
they were undec~dnd and: 
le ~ cent said they,  
would vote Cmmwvetlve,- 
th~ time~ Elevm per ceM:. 
of tho~wbe votedNDPin 
1974 tam they now in t~ 
to vote Conservative. 
the NOW Dan~ psri~; are unable to attend. Tbu 
and both Ton~"~nlu. and meeting Is also la in |  
~'ranz Color, moependont brcedeut over able 10, and 
'Candldatm, an ope~line numb~,br  
qumtlms Is planmL {~bk 
TheJavcem,mneolrw~r 10 covet'aM bop8 at ?:90 
acepaelty crows, ~Ot hmve p.m. and  the open.lho 
rn~tde provinlou for any ..mmben will beSlven st b t  
intarouted ¢~Utwnte who use. 
0 
r 
• • .  . . 
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Greenpeace is 
iheading north : 
• --. TORONTO (CP) - -  "We also have , ,~ .  
ST. JOHN S, Nfld. (CP) -- Norwegian ships and their, SimpsonsSoars Ltd. has pseeludedfroin'M, t t~ m 
The Greeapeaee Foundation preyundchaiaed themselves taken dead aim at markets to Slmpsons stor.u. ~ 
will send a 10-member ex- to vessels, held by its former partner, Toronto and Montreal,-.u 
Ltad ~ : • said. • , 
IslandsPediti°aofft°Alaskathe onPribiloffJune 26 f i te~' t~horp~ i~ led  Sh~l?~n°~. l.ort pres.ide_ ~.  ~ ~: :~,~,~~ 
to look for ways to  bring seals on the ice off told the annual n~eatm6~m . . . .  ~ _ . . . . .  
about an end to the annual Newfoundland have had no shareholders Monday that $50mli l J~J[. ,~0,Panam° 
killing of" Pacific fur seals, effect on the actual " Simpsons-Sears will spend " c a p i ~  ,~froxd .Mr. 
. the Vancouver -based  operation $40 million this year m:;.,n~.~'!:~-:~i~~:~i : .~~.~ 
~ 'orga~zatinn'spreaklentnaid This year Canadian and expending!iachainofbtures~ ,,. we~m~.t,,m~_l~.,..~,,~ 
~&~..~.~.:.~ Monday. Norwe|zianve~selstooktheir' someof i tmareaawnerel t  m.u.~..uu~.~_~,"sL~.~'~-.~ 
~'::::~ Patrick Moore said in a fullquots of T/,000 harp seals,/" was prevloualy exeluaed utnnyml_t_sm, w uwmnavv. ~
and close to the full eliot- " became of 'an arrangement go to use cml~uu ram. .  
~"-~!~:~':.,:,~.::i, ---; telephone call to the ment Of 15,-000 hooded seals with Slmpsona . \ again to raise money-for 
t-~:.:.:~:..:+:.:.:~ , : Canadian Press from The season for landsmen ' The new merket~ beeam~ ezpsmiou as well ~ .  for 
. . . . . . .  Extra Vanconver that the ex- -- th, .: . ~"'!!~i!! .peditinn would not attempt coastal resident who hunt available to Simpsona-aear~ inventory ~.ov~..m, _::: ,  
..;:.:, any confrontation tactics but from shore in boats - -was  when it .lost a bid to buy LaSt. year: me c ~  
: would emphasize extsndedMonda until Ma control of .Simpsom in a oPenennews~resaL.~ueqmt 
"diplomacy and 31from May14 ~oYallow mo~ ~k.eove.r fight wi th .  fl.v.al On~; J~to~'~tNf ld~ 
Moore. said some of the quota. Landsmen had taken nipeg last year. In a turn- .x~ catalogue ~m .~n,~|  
..:. "i~ . . methods used by Green- ~,5(}0 seals by the weekend, around, Hudson's Bay wae D _r1~_. me cmnpa, u~ • 
/ peace to protest the in- The hunt on the Priblloffs • itself absorbed by the family to 923 at year ace :!..... 
ternational seal hunt off takes laceonland and adult interests ofnewspaper baron It is a hekdy atom.am, 
" "  P ~-  - r - ' - .  • 
[~.~ i~!~i  -. " northern Newfoundland dur-  an imala  are  k i l l ed  b Kenneth Thomson.  e~nsh~,r in -  the eomaaaY 
.dubbln . Off Newfoundland We are reviewing plans scent rely 816 mfl]kn .~  lng the last three years now tmma Y " ' " "" ~ - " " 
~.~:~..~:::* ' :':':" ' can be seen in retrospect to shl. ~borne. hunters kill .pups in light, of the s.epsr.ati.~ ~na[~' in 'W~,  : ,  
~"~' . -~ i~ . . . .  have been mktakes, wnue mnasmen lake  from mmpsons to oumm ..  .' 
,~:~:..,.:,, At various times since 1976 adolescent seals, access to markets not Last year, the e~ap.y  
I f :  ~ Greanpeaes members have Moore said the Green . .  previously-opened to us," had recor d IrofltI:~.- .IB: 
~.t,~.~ ~, :., eat on seals, stood between peace group, Inc!uding Taylor said. mtillen . . . .  " 
-~c~,'.',~ hunters from Canadian and tdmself and former Money! T yads  " ' ,d',: ? .~: i :  president Bob Hunter, wm He's his own surgeon " ,~:~ ~:: go to St. Paul Island, centre " of the Prlbiloff hunt. ' • . ~::;[ o--, o r  The450nativeAleutpesple CHICAGO (AP) -- An be belioves it was the Ih~ • " . who live on the lsland appar- emotionally troubled young 8ueh~seinm~, lk l l l ! t~7,  
' : ' ' '  ~ ~ : ' '+ ''''>~'d '1 ~ d ' ' ,~u~aa lik derive part of their man performed a corn-. " " 
Jc ~;.,.:: ~ . e livelihood from the hunt but  plieated elghthour lab - .  The23-year-Mdmad/t~MI. 
Moore said "the United dominal operation upon mi r ro rs  and profmmlomu 
States has enough resources hiindelfinun effort o reduce surgical equlpm~t, 
" ' " " " : " "  : "  Ni n's :~'Y': . , . , I : , ' ,  ::.~ / "  ; ' . ' "  ' ~'.~ ~'~: ~ ~ 7.~ ~ ~ '.'; :~.4 ] 1 ~. ' " X O ferrule giVeof income,"them some other journalhia seXreports.drive, a medical ee~.}rhls abdomen.endthe ne~ s trild' ro te  his 
"'" " " " ~;~:"~i'" . . . . . .  KELOWNA,  B.C, (CP) -- "For example, glve them Dr. Ned Kaila, a adrenal gland, which .'t~- 
work new being done by a University of Wisconsin fluenees sexual and a | ,  
!i~i~f~: ~'~':;¢ ', , " The people who advised the single foreign trawler psychiairiat, describes the gnnaslve f elings. HedM:lhls 
~t/'~ ~i:'/(?.,:' • " .: Progressive Conservative operati~,~s, ldatheU,S,200- case in the May18th lsaue of two manths a/~erremovi~ 
. . . . . . . .  ~'~ ' ' '  ' ""' :' 'El : ' ] . Par ty  on its television ad* mile limit, the Journal of the American his own tmtlraes,.the t~l~t.. 
................ - vertlsing campaign handlsd Moore' reiterated an MediealAssociationandeaid said, ' • 
~;: ~, ~: / ... -: :- . . . .  the 1972 election campaign of 
• ~ ~-~  ~' , : former United States earlier statement that said a .... " . . . . . . . .  
.... president Richard Nixon, U.S. congress iona l  
Liberal Senator Ray hunt off . Newfoundland • ." ,~ be 
.~ resolution eond.ulng ~e New adver t i s  code  
' ' ~ '~ " '~ 1" ~ ..... Perrault charged Monday. would have more we~ht ff OTTAWA (CP) - - 'T  Eng l i sh - lan | t la |e '  .T.V 
......... " '" ' Perrault said the Con- B e  servatives have run.a dirty theAmerioans stopped their' words accicknts, and sur- stations to. ruff ler. 
own s eating activities. ;. ~: prises are banned but scheduling of .femildM ~,~.:~.d/=,~,." ..... ... campaign with its worst He said it alan would be up descriptions uch as com- hyaianead~toadultvlewhq[. 
aopeatbelng the "negative to the Canadian and.: fort, absorbency and d~ hours - -botwe~m,  ai~ 
- television campaign." Japanese governments: to' odomntareallewedinaeod*' 4 p.m.'and aftsrg:p,m./On 
'~ " ~ .~ '~ ~ ' " '¢'~ ' ~:  . . . . . . .  You might be interested agreanottoreanmedeep~kea d~veloped by tha-Canadinn weekends and :school 
to know that the people who hunting in the Pacific for fur Association of Broadcasters holidays the emmmrdak 
advised on that campaign seals if the Pribllaff kill of covering the advertising of would "not be. broadcast 
tactic were imported by the Conservatives from the 26,000 animals annually is feminine hygiene products, before 9 p.m: " ." . 
U.S.," Perrault said, brought to an end, plaintsThe actiOnby women'sf°ll°WSgroupscom" talevialon co mn~m~",The  code,whic  a l~to  
"They handled Riehard Under the 1957 Pacifle Fur that such commercials are also says the audio, vI~ud 
. . . .  Nixon's campaign i  1972, so Seal Conventico, the U.S, sometimes inpoor taste and pseaentatien must not me. 
the people that gave you provides Canada nd Japan ~n be emharrassine ploy 8raphle deialk.-o~the 
RIchard N~on ar~t~,_. ~g to aneh with 15 per cent of the --The code. which--I~ames Induct .. or . 
........... give y..~., j.~• ~rk:: i~y: 2~i=~. .~ ..cut the !~b,iloffs~ ..... ofective.June t, a~ r~_.u~,.,. ~,pabtmy,~. : .... /~,• ~: :.~:-. 
***************************************** 
TERRRCE HOTEL,. 
c~n fu l f i l  your  enter ta inment  nee.dsi / . : ,  .~' 
In many  w%qs. . ,  i / " ~;~i  
~. -Barnquet Ro0ms •. d ~ !' / . "  : 'II:~II . 
-X- . " ' . .  ~:. . ~ i~ / ' • . : : . . .~  
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• :~-~'.. .~ -Buffet Luncheon :.i. : : .... / . - .:~.: 
t~,~.~.,~ -~ , " . ". ' / i! "~ "®~'u '®3" :"4(' 
-"~ -.X- -Seafood  Buf fe t  . I , .~,  . • / " , .~,  
ver  F rzda  ' /  .n[e ram. en[ , 
5:00-9 :00 ,  I ~ at the  I ': ' '~ '  
-F ree  ,ft fo r  each  " ' t ~ O " /H i tch ing Ipost ,  the~i . 
.mother .who has  / D_~ n,__  '___ _~/  ' .'~~ 
" r In "he / n ea u,  or  ana  7or  :~, 
(~  , d in ing  room /Iyour easy listenin ):. ! 
"' ~ n " ' . . . , -e :  .~ ~u day ,  . / , -  - . . m ;g. 
May  13th  / .p leasure  we Imve,  the  ~i' 
= "'~ ~ ' / d  " • " ' : ' ' "  ":" '' Carrier ' ' " / 'i:Mauriertalent/-" ' " " ' co.nte.,i I., .4§61 Groig Mist, Terrace's o~ni, .. 
Z LAURIE THAIN ' I : I ~ : : ' I'' 
/ in the 
i UGUS UNGEI . I I 'I  ''dI I~  
S3§ O "1 A TINE E O 
" 3 5 ~ i " ' I ' I ' I d I I 
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. . . . . .  Ill I, , ,  ,, I ° ************************************ 
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~:~::  ; A man-made rock slide was cleared from Highway 25 on Monday 
- ] z '~  .~dt ~,~ - ' • Photo by Br ian Oregg 
• ' charges   io obors pro tes t  a rson  
7~.ONi  IB.C. (CP) -- The 11 were arrested after Sorokin, 77, whose mobLle 
y~e~memhors of the Sons attempts were made on the 
~dF~,  a Douldmbor weekend to bum the houses ,John J, Verlgin, 57, 
~qg\sF~q~.  In court and honorary chairman of, the' 
~.'...-l~tan'a.s..the.ywe~. Union of Spiritual Com. 
;in. pi.ovmda~ court 
thodox Doukhobor sect, Is ars~o 0ndaywithettempted munlties of Christ, an or- 
awaiting thai nn ohnra~ nf  
Preliminary hearings prospered, and the group 
were set for June 19. Peter split. 
A~tafordf was released on The Sons of Freedom, a fa- 
his own'recognimncowhlle na'tically-pure .splinter 
the other 10 were remanded group, attracted publidty in 
without bail, Several the 1950s with outbursts of 
defendants waived their arson, bombings apd pubilc 
right to choose method of nudity. Their targets were 
trial and the others, choec 
trial by jtJdge and jury. usually government in- 
Only 10 days ago, eight stltutiom. 
members of the Sons of 
Freedom' here were sen- 
tencod to a day in prison und | | 
two years probation for 
attempted arson. 
The Doukhobors, u group 
Which broke from 'the 
Russian Orthodox Church In 
the lath century, came to 
Canada in 189~, first settling 
in Saskatchewan, then Present unstable weather 
moving in the early 1900s to systems are causing cloudy 
southeastern B.C. They were skies with a few showers. 
anti-government, vegetarian The expected high today k 
and anti.materialistic, but 14 degrees Celsius and the 
those values eroded as they overnight low is 5 degrees. 
of two reformed Dankhobor 
leaders --  Stefan Sorokin 
and Joe Podnikoff. 
• It iwan not the first .at. 
tempted arson against 
JlPOLICE NEWS 
y.esttgntlng: an industrial 
¢co|delR which involved 
l~e;Therien, ~ ,on  Marteil 
~a'd north on Kainm Lake 
Dr~k londay  at noon. 
.?:1,.:, ~2; . .  
;;Pollee;~are waiting for 
Thedm~.to..regain fall can- 
8~iouSness sothey can learn 
what ,happened. He i s .  Ix] 
Mills Memorial Hospital, 
apparently suffering from 
stemache injuries. 
Therien was clearing land 
and was operating a crawler 
when the accident nccursd. 
He was apparently pinned 
inside the crawler by an old 
log. 
home was burned last year. 
iti  tri l o  c arges of 
conspiring to commit arson 
against properties that in. 
eluded Sorokin's. 
Mary Astaforoff, 64, Peter 
Astaforoff, 34, Fred 
Hoodieoff, 36, and Mary 
Marakoff were charged with 
attempting to set firs to 
Sor~in's home late Sat. 
urday night. 
T in '  Jmaeff, M, Nellie 
Koedrin, 57, Helen Kinakin, 
44, Pauline Hadikin, 69, 
Molly Stoschnoff,, 49, Fred 
Hadikin, 63, and  Alex 
Legebokoff, 65, were 
charged with attempting to 
set fire to Podaikoff's home 
early Sunday morning. 
Women 
not  the  
prob lem 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
New Democratic Party 
Leader Ed Broadbant said 
Monday Prime Minister 
Trudeau mint stop blaming 
women for Canada's high 
unemployment ra e. 
Speaking of Sunday's tale. 
vision debate among the 
three major leaders for the 
May 22 elecfltm campaign, 
Broadbent told aboat 200 
supporters: 
"He once more blamed 
women for the tflgh levels of 
unemployment ... That kind 
of talk in this country has to 
stop and it has to stop right 
at the top ."  
He said Trudeau acted as 
though "suddenly women 
bad appeared from nowhere 
into the job or market." 
Broadbent cited Trndcau's 
reference to Increasing 
number of women entering 
the work force in recent 
years when he was defending 
his government's job 
creation record. 
Broadbentwas starting his 
final eight-day campaign 
stretch in British Columbia 
where the provincial NDP 
showed increased support in 
last week's election. The 
NDP hopes some of that 
increased provinelal sapport 
wm spill over on to federid 
candidates. 
It was the fourth time 
during the campaign that he 
, had singled out women as 'a 
major theme. 
He said government 
s ta r t les  show that during 
• e last decade the humber 
of women entering the labor 
force increased annually by 
one pe r cent. 
"The problem is not 
women, the problem is not 
with people of the other sex 
coming into the Job or 
market." 
"The government had poor 
forecasting on labor par- 
ticipation rates and had 
failed to ensure that. jobs 
were available, for new 
• workers. 
The average annual In- 
come for women now .was 
$7,602, less than half the 
$18,273 average for men. 
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P ioneers  former Terrace pioneeri and Russell William Riley wl~: 
gr son, o ed ham for years, in seen ha~:  
, ," . . , a f ter  boing awarded the top.! 
honored  Seating h°n01 " J°lm in n°W;! 
a California resld~L :: 
! PENTAX SYSTEM 10. 
IT'S MORE THAN A gET CAMERA. 
IT'SA POCKET SLR SYST 
The Pentax System 10 is the World's first i10 SLR sy: 
combine the convenience of a pocket camera with the so] 
a 35am SLR system. 
Simply load the 110 cartridge and the film speed is s 
automatically. 
Both aperture setting and shutter speed are automat 
programmed by the camera. 
With the Single Lens Reflex system you can pre-viel 
you will get; viewfinder warning lights tell you automata, 
enough light is available or a tripod or flash should be us 
This whole system is designed to provide flawless el 
automatically, with a minimum of effort. And it all fits in 
your hand. 
Eventually you'll want all the System 10 has to offer, 
such as interchangeable lenses, flash unit, power wind, 
and a host of accessories. 
Get the Pentax System )0 with its 24am fl2.8 lens 
and you're off to a great photographic start! ' 
~ Iona Campagnolo has been a dedicated and 
~i' :'effective M.P. since her election in 1974... 
~= Her hard work in Parliament and in Cabinet has 
been matched by her genuine concern for the 
!ill'people she serves... 
~, i, ~ Ready assistance In dealing with pension. Immigration, U.I.C. and 
• citizenship problems. 
Cutting red tape In emergency sltuntlons...including personal 
defive~ of passports. 
A larger staff as a Cabinet Minister, wlth more dli'eet access to 
government  depcrtmento.  
"A fully staffed, permanent eomtltuency office In Terrace. 
, [ 
A desire to work for people and n tireless dedication to the tank of 
:,' gaining equality for northemem. 
III 
Keep a s t rong  vo ice  
R .,lr- 
SYSTEM !0 
working for you 
[e -e lect  . I ona  Campagnolol S l6HT SOUND 
~, ~ J 305 Skoona Mail 63e-494S ,-. 
AUTHORIZED BY THE OFFICIAL AGENT FOR IONA CAMPAGNOLO 
°Suggested retail price. 
Nationally advertised 
price. Actual selling 
price may vary 
upwards or down- 
wards at the discretion 
of the Dealer. 
~ql(~.~l, The Herald, ruseday, May 15, 1979 
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There are times when the 
cartoon on today's editorial 
pegs is Just too flnhteningly 
~eto  ~ny.  
We apolo~Ze for the fact. 
that your dai~ paper has 
been late several risks in the 
past week er 8o. It is not the 
paperbny's fault. Nor, for- 
innately, is it because of the 
weather. We have luckily not 
had another flood to disrupt 
The problem'~es in. the 
electronic #~' rdry  ':.that 
allows us ti; heve~;.those 
neatly flush leftr~a~di: right 
margins, with me/words  
spaced out%across the 
column. Ouf~typesetiing 
computers beve~n acting 
up. To be epociflc~inse of the 
two typesetting computers 
would do everythi~, except 
give us the type and then the 
other one stopped working, 
in sympathy perhaps. 
• It could possibly be at- 
tributed to overwork, as we 
have produced more pages 
in the last few weeks than 
• every before. 
The editor cl the paper has 
another explanat ion,  
however. He is reminded 
that when he was but an 
apprentice making up his 
first few advertisements and 
laying out his first pages he 
wu told ab~t a mysterious 
and mischievous ' pirit who 
would occasionally drop 
~tra  letters into words on 
the old hot-metal typesctting 
machine. For some ab- 
so lute ly  unexplainable 
reason they would usually be 
the same letters and In a 
specific order. 
Our editor also talk a tale 
of an older production 
manager, a manwho Worked 
on papers throughout he 
Far East, who was said to 
sacrifice live chlckens to the 
composing machines. 
The computer technician 
we have flown in to repair 
the electronic gadgets 
claims this is all hokum. He 
says it is al l  a matter of 
having widgeto aligned, or 
some such nenesenae. In any 
case, we hope we have it all 
fixed and the editor won't 
have to go out skulking 
around looking for chickens. 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Sir: 
May I take this op- 
portunity to thank you for the 
excellent coverage you gave 
the 14th annual Pacific 
Northwest MUSIc Festival 
which was held recently in 
Terrace. 
Without this news media 
before, during and after our 
festival, this project would 
not have been the great 
success it was. 
Sincerely, 
PUBLICITY CHAIRMAN 
Lois McDaniel 
COMMENT 
I 
By THE CANADIAN PRE~ 
Following are represen- 
lative editorial comments 
from Canadian daily 
newspapers on Sunday 
ninht's televised ebate be- 
twcen Prime Minister 
Trudeau, Progressive 
Conservative Leader Joe 
Clark and NDP Leader Ed 
Brcadbent. 
8udhnry Star: The debate 
was interesting and well 
handled but far from 
i 
predictab-~. Both Mr. 
Trudeau and Mr. Brcadhent 
tended to put Mr. Clark on 
the defensive. 
Ottawa Citizen: If the 
issue in this federal election 
really is leadership, and if 
last (Sunday) night's 
television debate was to have 
bought hat issue into focus, 
then Pierre Trudeau was the 
winner. 
But leadership alone is at 
decisive and we would think the issue, despite the at- 
unlikely to change the out- tempts of the two major 
come of the election had it parties to personalize the 
not been held. There was no campaign. 
clear winner but that was 
pretty much the expoctatien, Calgary Herald: • The 
especially when the format people will still have to 
called for three separate decide hew to vote onMay 22 
debates, the best procedure and it's doubtful ff this 
with tinge participants, exercise will on its own make 
that decision for any. Indeed. 
Toronto Star: For the In the interests of de- 
majority of Canadians who mocraey, let us hope not. 
ha}m already made up their This exercise should never 
mihde on how they want to become a substitute for 
vote, last nlnht's debate rstto|ml thought on the par t  
between the three party . of voters. 
leaders probably didn'-'~ 
change anything, Cambfldge Reperter: In a 
Each of the party leaders campel~n that has been 
per formed cred i tab ly  largely geared for television 
euounh that their supporters coverage, there is some 
will stick by them. lrouy to the fact the debate 
was essentially bad 
Montreal Star: Last television. There wu no 
(Sunday) night's totevisien drama, no punch, nothing 
confrontation managed by really for the televteton 
eeme miracle, to be both audience to feeu8 on, The 
Eood TV and good poUtles, debate, in fact, was sur- 
Whether the debate an. prlsingly similar to the 
tullYchenged anyone's vote election eampelnn. 
ls another question, if the Toronto 8us: Wldls the 
Oellup poll is any guide, Great Debate Is now history 
meat Ce.ldlsne ab~My bed and tha|e who expected Joe 
their minds made up before Clark to be cut up by a more- 
Sunday night, experienced Pierre Trudnau 
will be surprised-- Clark not 
hint John Evening only held his own but, h'om 
TlmesOlobe: Who's any Qurpaint of view, won hands 
wire' for havtn~ ~ thu dawn.  
television debate among Trudeau seemed to devote 
Canada's politiC! lasdenl? mnat of his e~eri~ in at- 
There were no handadown tecking Joe, accus~g him of 
winners. No one fell flat on the inconsistencies and 
his foon, In fo~ the three switches that have been 
debaters~per formed usoc¼ted withTrudnau, 
. ~ . ~ ~ ~ : ~  
OTTAWA " f' , 
O FBEAT " 
~"" BY RICHARD JACKSON ~\' • 
~ threat ~ a At this point, the Prime Ottawa:The 
minor i ty  government  Minster se.e~ .to .a._un}.e. 
coming out o~ this electrum mat any SUCh minority v~u 
very real, ~ ~ be Llber~, r ' q " ~ :
Andt atit -to be ten. 
your pocketboek--aS~ the- ~ ,nr~a~ve~. ~ ~. 
flcnncfal record of ~,iiny :.-'!~o~at'~either would be' 
minority foderal~ govi~rn~: m~t~.s~a,  me beknce.: 
sent  in living memory o!-po~ver " ta ro  pmr~3 
testifies. . pressures, .~ 
For the record shows that So assuming a Libe/al 
thane minorities "buy" third minority, thePrime Midstor 
party suppo~_ with your tax goes on: 
money, spending it as these • "With such a government, 
parliamentarians . boldin~ sometimes the Teries, and 
the precious baiance-o~- sometimes the Now 
power d ie , to . .  . Democrats, and I suppose 
Thn threat.-or u you pre~er sometimes even the 
the impending r~ality-.of Creditistes can say, well, 
minority government has to rather than lose our support 
be very real if, for no other andbringon'anotherelection 
reason that it has Prime we would back you up if you 
Minister Trudnau worried, wQUld add another few bucks 
Worried and perhaps o~i f  youwould si3end 
frightened, a~otber few hundred million 
He doesn't want t~ find dnllars here or there. 
himself in a minority .-you Jnathave to lookat 
position because it carries 
lens tben the almost supreme the government spending 
power with which he has record daring our minority 
been ruling. position years (between the 
And worse for such a man '72 and '74 elections) and yon 
• who has become used to will see that expemill~es 
having his own way, it is-  want up rather faster than 
poses the will and even elther before or afler them" 
dictates of others.. The Prime M~ter  in 
For th6 do-it-or.else threat 'enrrect. The figurse in the 
hangs over the headLof any Estimates• and in the 
minority prune minster. Budgets of those years bear 
him out. ; The "or eke" being the 
pulling out of third pa..rty In the first fiscal year of /4 TOUGH GRIND, supperis which prop up me minority Liberal govern. 
uncertain rule of any mentependlngsearedby22.7 
' minority government, percent, and in the.following 
U S facing election too °"*''-""'- ° '  • • blackmail. ' . ,  Then after the ~Ibetals 
And whether ~ the  wen beck their majority in 
trentoning miuerity-with 1974, spending in the,next 
By CATHY McKERCHER year-old former California lengthofa presidential cam. after raising close to S2 the peri l  real enouih to fiscal year was cut to 18.5 
WASHINGTON (CP) - -  governor makes his move. paign. Beforewinning the million and drawing con, 
While Canadian political On the Democratic side, party's presidential ned, a siderable attention from worry the Prime..M.~stor- percent, thento 10.4 per~nt turns out to be L i l~ l  or in the following year, wlm 
leaders campaign down to Ca l i fo i 'n ia ' s  cur rent  candldatemuetinoffectwin other Republlcaus and from Conservative, the clout in the another edaction to 7.1 in 
the wire for the May 22 governor, Jerry Brown, has a whole series of state-wide major U.S. news media, hhi power showdawes~ ays  the next year. 
federal election, 'the long, his own committee party elections, favoring his campaign began to go sour. with the third petty 
gruelling race to the 1960 organizing a challenge to convenllon delegates. First came money trouble, ! ~:~ "~" '~ It then inched-not leaped- 
U.S. presidential election is,  President Carter fo'r the But Carter's experience in then a struggle over who Conservative or Liberal to 9.5 percent and in the 
picking up speed, party's nomination. 1976 no doubt is having an should run his campaign, minority, no matter w h~.~,~.tl~e _current fiscal year is back 
Kansas Senator Polls indicate, however, impact on the presidential followed by the resignation party label, the price-t~ to • down to 8.9 percent. 
RVOBERT Dole, who was that both men would be campaigns this time. Carter of his seniorstaff. Last weak, the taxpaying voter will be Perhaps in such timea as 
Gerald Ford's 1976 running blownaway by • was virtually unknown when it was reported that his new high. ~ these, an 8.9 percent in- 
mate, is the latest to enter Massachusetts Senator Ed. he decided to seek the campaign manager was an ~ 
the race with his decision to ward Kennedy, Supporters, presidency, unindicted cecousplrator in Tile Prime Minister, in crease in government spending istoo much, but it's 
seek the Republican ignoring the senator's Rcalizing this was a major one of Iowa's largest stock warning of the danger, putit a lot leos than those 28.7 and lids way: nomination, declaration that he is not handicap, the former fraud deals r " • his • : 28.3 percent increases In the 
Dole's declaration brings interested inrunning for the G co~ia gov.e~.o.rbega~nfore ..While the Crane campers :'At this t Lm..e, as you know, minority government years. 
to eight the number of presidency, are organizing cass,~.,s,, ,,-, J.?-:o .~,*. u'tes to recover from me wuenoneetmewayewears . .  
Republican candidates who draft-Kennedy campaigns ~eprnn.aries.~.u~.aro. un~. squabbling and the.bad epenlfying to keep down Ofcourso, IAbarslaa..re.blg 
have formally announced aimedatforcinghimintothe s~e~O~ithP~: O~in~n~l~ publicity, Republicans who inflation is to...lcl~rtail-spenders any time., wile Dig 
pla~ of~running for the race. ~ . y . . . . . . . . . . .  entered~the ~ace more government spending~, I-beeoming~gi~.t "raze ~liea 
presidenoy. A ninth hopeful, To these accustomed to ,.~and his evenm~ eecuen ~:%~tec~ntly;~:such)~S former would fekrJuct on ~~ba lance~of ,~th i rd [1~' ty  
illinois Representative John Canada 's  two-month "~ At :least *on~'" RepuSllcan '~'Texas' governor ~J0hn C0n-'" grounds "alone, ~Wminerity -in~n~eli~l)1~t ~tlhe spe~ 
Anderson, is expected to parliamentary usmpajgn, cand idate ,  l l l i no i s  nsllyandformerCIAdiree- government." wood to them. 
announce his candidacy next one of the astounding things Representative Philip ter George Bush, are getting 
month, about the U.S. political Crane, is learning that the their campaign machinery I 
And a testh, Ronsld hustling is that the flrst teet early-bird campaign tech. ingear. I QUID RIDI:$? Reagan, is currently of a candidate's strength -- nique used by Carter has Itwilihemanthe, however, 
regardednsthefrontrunnsr, the Now Harnpshire primary drawbacks as well as ad- before it becomes Clear 
although e has yet to make --  is still nine months away. vantages, which Republican Will roll to 
an official declaration. His And the election itself won't Cranegot off to an encour- victory at the party con- 
exploratory committee, take place for 18 months, aging 0tort following his ventton -- and how Carter with  Greg  Midd le ton  
however, is hard at work in The U.S. primary system declaration last August hat will weather the challenges 
antictpationofthedaythe68- is largely rceponsible for tl~e. he would be a candidate. Bot from within his own party. It is sprlng..I ckn tell. The year, it was down to the day- 
flowers are beginning to to.day grind of filling out 
HAMBURGERS SAY bloom and a nesting robin is employment applications. 
.harass.lag the dog Who lives We would all hear about 
ouwn me block. . , those mythical Jobs where 
the pay was nearly double Trudeau up in Tory country wage and you stinclively that spring has could lie about reading 
finally arrived but I start cheap novels as a change 
By JOHN SOOSAB areas can fend for them. Trudeau on the other. Sydney Steel plant." aboutt°utlngtheitstimeimminentof the arrivalwinter fromheard abouttext hemb°°kS'butWenoneallof 
HALIFAX (CP) - -  Prime selves now that. Robert Flemmin~'s finn opinions In South West Nova, the solstice, us was a foreman's son. 
Minister Trudeau leads in Stanfleld is gone. on such issues as oil supplies, Conservatives are pressing 
Halifax's burger poll and "In 1974 many Nova the fishery and civil service to replace Liberal Cosine The ancient Druid priests I was still luckier than 
Robert Stanfleld's coattails Scotins honestly felt he jobs are features on one side Campbell with former MP had a December seam In most hough. I got a Job as a 
are gone but ProgresSive (Staafleld) had a chance of contrasted with Cooper's no Charles Hallburton. which they convinced their garbage collector. It was an 
Conservative organizers are becoming prime minister so recorded opinions or Clark's Campbell, who along with followers that unless some ideal Job for a yound student 
convinced that Nova Scotia they went heavily Con- utterances deliberately MacEachen is the only substantial donations were majoring In English and 
is still Tory country, servative," said David Har- made to appear vacillating. Liberal member in the made to the church the sun psychology. Not only wasthe 
Although the rigan, information director Cooper, 37, a lawyer and province, edged the Con- would keep going south and work ou~ide and active, but 
Trudasuburger is sizzling on for the Liberals. • Rhedes Scholar, is Start- nervative in 1974 with a everyone would freeze. The there was the opportunity to 
the front burner at a Halifax "We always felt some of field's successor in this majority, adjusted toinclude donations were made, the pick up whatever books the 
beverage room ahead of the them rode in on his coat- riding. Cooper has clout in changes following priests did a little schtlck housewives cast off in their 
redistribution, of 1,207. and the sun did start con~ spring cleaning. Clarkburger and the toils." the national party hierarchy, 
Breadbentburger, the Tory Jerry Redmond, federal having run Clark's Redistribution has token back. It worked every year 
burger has rallied in recent Tory campaign manager, leadership campaign in the away some fertile Liberal and the priests made a And the housewives. I
weaks along with the party's said the Nova Scotia party Atlantic provinces, ground in tho Di~by area and killing on Christmas could have written a thesis 
standing in the Gallop poll. didn't really have Stanlleld Alexa McDonou~h, 34, the added some Conservative presents, on the housewives. I startled 
NDP candidate, is thn turf in Annapolis county. With eight of the provin- in 1974 when he was I have to admit that In more back yard, bathrobe 
daughter of Halifax But the Conservatives are December I begin to wonder coffee latches than an 
ce's llparllamentary seats preoccupied with the na- millionaire socialist Lloyd making their bl~ost pitch in ifitwou]da'tbeagoodlden Eq0kh country gentle starts in their fold at dissolution, tional campaign. 
the Conservatives say they "We were being dobbered Shaw and a formidable MaeEachen'sridlngofCape to find a Dndd priest, Justin coveys c~ quail on a walk 
8re confident of retaining by wage and price controls," campaigner. She favors the Breton Highlands-Canso case. But as soon as I see thrungh the moors. 
,, , personal touch as she goes with the candidate lawyer those first couple of days those seats and are con- he said. Our guys didnt run I saw them in the morning 
cenirating their efforts on on his coattails in 1974, I'll unaccompe ]nddoor to door. Bill Kelly. when the sun doesn't set as with their hair In curlers 
In a lacklustre campaign, The deputy prime minister early, I feel more com- sittin8 sprawled, over two or 
Mlnisterdisl°dgingAllanDeputYMacEackenPrime tellHe you hesitatedthat"' for a Flemmlng finally got a rise is being portrayed as an fortable and start three chairs, balancing acup 
in Cape Breton Highlands- moment, contemplating the out of metropolitan area aloof "lord of Lake Ainslis," proclaiming spring is here of ten and a Danish in one 
Canna. TheLlberals, who heldtwo effect of discounUng len- Conservatives last week after the site of his summer regardless (~ the fact that hand and dinging alter- 
field's magic, and then whenmedia theYto declaremet th hatneWSthe ridingh°me' sinceTrafflc through the . the  campaign thethere is two feet of anew Ongr und. natolyto the top era dressing 
Nova Scotia scats in the kst added: "Don't get me party would not sack 2,000 gown and a telephene wlth 
reads llke a whus-whn o! the Parliament and think they wrong; he has influence but public servants In the Conservative party with the Canadian Prses, Canada's the other, 
bevaageedchunceofadding hodoesn'thaveceattoikuny Halifax.Dartmouth area as likes of Clark, Lincoln national new gathering oo- Andlnthoafternoon, when 
acknowledge°ne an  perhapsdifficultytWO,in.more.,,A theen-way 'contest in the Liberakwere charging. Alexander and Flora operative shares my sen. we were about finished 
selling Trudeeu for another Stanfleld's former ridlng of The Liberals feel Cape MacDonald and Premier corn, Every year they check pickthif up for the day, I 
Bretou-The Sydaeys, which John Buchanan with his to see if spring is rnaly would see them In'~a frantic 
tenn. Halifax has devalepod into Robert Muir held for 22 cabinet collnaguos touring comlng a~in. They cheek scurry to get dressed, tidy 
But organizers claim onein which the Liberals are the house and leek suitably voters are more rational trying out the American before beingapp0intedtothe with Kelly. with the whales. 
senate by the Liberals after MacEschen, fighting his berried before hubby gut 
about him now than the brand of confrontation the electlonwas called, now 10th election, is atlekinlj Shortly after ithe winter home. 
atttiude they displayed in polities in an effort to shake sollUee the gr~y wbalss, But even though my truck hut October's byelectton in offa~edvemefeeliniahout ls a better bet than the close to home, 
Halifax West when they Trudeau. Halifax riding. "Helnatbylnvotesinilm. whiehwinterl~'UmBelm, had "We eater hippie 
buried the Liberal can. Brian Flemmlng, a lawyer The party is running 1988 Dlefonbaker sweep sea start their miSt/ties North. Weddlnp" 8pluhed ant~m 
didata, expert in the law of the sas, lawyer Russell MaeL,euan he's been paranoid ever Canadian Pr~8 nots the thealde, amottolfaltdidn't 
The New Democrats, till who whittled Stanfleld's apiust Conservative Joyce since." date of this annual event rnetoh the goatee, esndak 
lucking for their second seat majority to ~,~00 vote, in MacDou~ll and NDP Ed TheNDPfeekcmdldantin elthoughtbeyarsaUttlsshy and bnade I sported In the 
in theprovinre, foel thelr 1774 and has spent he last Murphy in a campaign Cape Breton-Eeat Rioh- aboutadmltt lngthatit lsa 00's, it was nlcs to be ousside 
ovm'.allperformance will be several as policy edvlsor to described ss the dullest in mend, their only Jnnt in the cenflrmntion from whales in the Jprl~ time, And 
better th~ time and are Trudeau in Ottawa, is years by one veteran oh- .ITovince, But Rev. A ndy that spring is here. thongh it hu been rune. 
rnnninJ a notthly strong meeting his Conservative server. Hogan, who wen the mat by During the nuny years I years now mines I wan in 
campaign in 8tanfleld's opponent head on. a 4,489 adjusted majority In wu in univeml~, spring oollegc, thoseflrstfowsunny 
former iding of Halifax. After opening up the riding meant summpar ~0be to me, days still tr iuer a feeling 
The Liberak say the big His campal~ brochures wlththesanateappelniment, 1774, ls reported to be .run. After one day of stressing that l should be appiylnd for 
question mark in Nova feature upflnttoringpicture! the Liberals nude sure they ning hard aplrdt popumr through the daffodils or a Job, And that llfllk bit of 
8softs this time is whether of hls opponont and Clark on stood a chance by an. Glaze Bay mayor Dan ekmberinliaboutintbehlil~ restluanes Is the final 
leeklnJ for puuywiilows fo~ eel~lrmatton for me that individual Conservative one side and a smilini nouncinJ ;80 million in Munroe, hie Liberal op . .  whoever was my love that e l~ni is  really here, 
eandidsteain some rnsrliinal Flemming and tough.leeking usistanc~s for the struggling penant. 
• . ,  - . . . ,  . . .  
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THE OLASSIFIED OOLUMNS OF THE 
TERRAOE/KITIMAT DALLY .HERALD, 
' j  
: ......... There  is no reason to keep things you don't • need or 
enj0yanymore just because they're valuable. There are 
• customers willing to pay good money for things you've 
tired of. '~::' ' I 
• Contact the "Recyeler of Unwants," the classified de- 
:partment of the Daily Herald. You will be pleased 
, .~\' 
with t v:fa~t, speedy .  
, results happen!. '
• . ! 
¢ . f  , ,  
!,, 
results. As fast as a phone call, 
/ 
READ FOR PROFIT • USE FOR RESULTS 
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IN ~AN 
b attack kills two .......11,,,1 
• TEL .A.VIV: (AP) - - ,A .  capital, to d l~ resent The consortium, the Arab ArabEustJeru~len~i~m~d 
terrnrmt .~omn r!ppea apar.t Israeli raids against Organization for Industry) to by  tbe IMnmle ' )}b~!  
a sldewaL~ margetl~tce m Lebanon . .. . . . .  8, ~ , ,~  . . . .  . -~'ffi ~,. ministers meeting ' i n  
the northern Israeli r~.ort The raids began after of Saudi .Arabia, Qatar, Egypt Morocco last week. l 
town of Tiberius, killing two four lsraelis died in a and the United Arab "All they did was to rek~r 
persons and wounding 37 Palestininn guerrilla raid Emirntes the problem to the_,U.~t4~d 
Monday. . April 22 on the northern • Each Arab country con- Nations'whichmay'/~i~elq0 
The attack threatened to Israeli coastal town of tributed equally to com. years to do anything, .~ad~t 
start a new.round,of Israeli Nahariya. ~ . ' pony's startup capital, with said. ~,t, . 
reprisal rat~ .wmc.n nave The blast also coincided Egypt's share being existing . ~;:/r I 
"But I want to a l~}~e ,left 80 Lebanese .anct with a warning by Ararat fac~ries. - -  - -  that in December~l w~! 
Palestlnians dead since that Israel will start a war The company employs 
April 22. against Lebanon and Syria 15,000 workers and produces convene- an lalam/e col~- 
Yasser Arafat'a Palestine now that the Israeli- 
Liberation Organization Egyptl~n peace treaty has 
(PL0) claimed respon- secured Israel's southern 
sibility for tbo bombing herder. 
which shattered the festive Meanwhile, the sanctions 
atmosphere in the popular againstEgyptbyArabstat~ 
vacation town on the Sea of rejecting the separate peace 
• Galilee. were taken a step further 
• The bomb exploded while when Saudi Arabia an- 
presidents Elias Sarkis of nousced that an Arab arms 
Lebanon and Hafez Arsad of manufacturing consortium 
Syria were meeting in based in Egypt would be 
Damascus, the Syria n liquidated. 
rockets, bombs, armored 
vehicles and automatic 
weapons, sold mainly to 
Arab governments. 
Meanwhile, Egyptian 
President Anwar Sadat 
lashed out at hie Arab critics 
in a speech near Cairo. They 
are like dwarfs, he said;and 
their actiono are thoue of 
little children, 
Sadat also mocked s 
decision on Israel l -ocoupi~ ... 
ference to solve the proble[n 
o~ Jerusalem and I will pla~ 
before it a solution t i~t  
be achieved," Sadat  l l~l~l .  
Israel copturo ,~[~t  
Jerusalem |rein 't3~rd~n 
during the 1967 Mx-day.:w~'. 
Israeli Prime Minister 
Meaacbem Bngin  lm~*~-----~n 
never to withdraw from ~lm 
it k the "e~s~"  
eap4tal of Israel. 
! 
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ON' A PURCHASE OF .ONE 
Mens  Work  Pants  
).;.~ :T 
• ,~  
I100 percent cotton 
J ~ OHve only ,0w, . . . . .  Wi,h $ 99 ~" Conp~ valid 
l~ s499 ' i' Couponi~ Meym-1,,Imonly 
I Clip this ; . ' I [ ~ ,  . . . .  l "  so  ] • ;:'{:•il "~':~"::~.,:,~ 
1:: ~~_r t  Coupon & ~UV~ 1 !.:! ~il :"~"" 
~ . , :eiw 
- Assor ted  Evergreens  "~~°' 
I in t TDH l .,:,.=,~ , , e ,.,. tub .~ . .  ~ 6") & Q ~o.....~ ! ,:,:,=,.?, 
; i r~ .  ~ # S  ~ e  ~ i~W thont coupon __'  , _ "~ MIy  18"11, ' l ' / l l '  F~.', "q 
I ' .4  99 Coupon,IL~ ' Only I ~ , ~ "' :'; ~"~'~ 
I [== Clipthis _ I~¢~'!~1 o--, I' .moo I "~i~, ":":.,,,,.:, 
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I ~ ON A PURCHASE OF ONE 
Tr o o lh  u t 
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CAR s'TRUCKS" VAHS 
TUNE-UP 
Good for.~urer ,~mtfing, better 
gasoline mileage, peppier per- 
form•ace, reducing harmful emis- 
clans. : ;. 
. I .  
Should io(i//de new apal~ plugs, 
points, condtnter; distributor and 
wit~ c~k; let dmlng~ cam- 
pressman t'~nt mad servicing of
ufl.polluU0a devices. 
Also hnttd~, electrical syatem 
lad clchuretor check. 
i'r~___= - -  
~OCKS 
Good Far'mouther Rmde, Better 
ConL~ol h the Road. 
Check fo~ condition, 
VISIBILITY 
Good For Safe Vision. 
Check windshield wipe~ washer 
ayatem, headlights, urn eignalk 
backup tnd brake lights. 
' ,  HL - - _  
TIRES & WHEELS 
Gond For .l~nger Tire Wear, 
Check Tim For General Condi. 
lion end ~otnte Them. Check 
wheel el,lineal and balance. 
~RAKES 
Good Por.~fe Stopplns. 
Have linlnAe inspected, seals, 
fluid and ~d ustments checked. 
THE TERRACE/KITIMATDAILY HERALD AUTOMOTIVE SECTION 
NEWEST. RVs REFLECT 
DECORATOR TOUCHES 
pearance of the latest RV 
galleys. 
Just as inviting are the 
dinette arrangements in 
most RVs: woodgrain-like 
wall panels; •comfortable, 
full wraparound cushions in 
warm, contemporary colors 
and fabrics; butcher block-, 
look .tables; color-coordi. 
nated~'draperies with val- 
ances and tie-backs for an 
at-home atmosphere; and, 
generous windows for the 
kind of scenery ou can't get 
at home! 
Adding to the luxurious 
feeling of today's RVs are 
the newest •master bed- 
rooms. Here, you' l l  find 
even queen-sized beds that 
allow for your prettiest bed. 
svread; beautifully finished 
wall treatments; decoratox 
draperies and luxurious car- 
peting; and, elegant night- 
, stands to add the finishing 
touch. 
Just as bathrooms have 
become more convenient in 
RVs, they've also become 
more well-appointed. 
WHEN AN RV'S BATHROOM LOOKS LIKE HOME - that's comfort, FlaJr'.~ 
wood-paneled lavy has a huge mirror and plenty of storage for the whole 
family. Colorful and durable materials make Fleetwood's outdoor sport an in. 
door sport, too. 
o .  
:::: 
:.:.: 
.:.:. 
::..':~ 
:.:-; 
t.'.'~ 
Care for your car 
WIPERS BATTERY 
~ we'll checkarm We,ll check for full ~ .~  
and blade power end see thai 
condition and water is at the l l "  
windshield proper level, ~ 
washer tank fluid level. 
' . : . '  
..-o 
,.'.: ! 
STYLED FOR EASY LIVING 
Room with 
VAR.ROOM 
In today's small car world, it's difficult 
to find power and performance married 
to loads of interior room. 
The Rabbit has more power than you 
would expect. It goes 0-50 in 7.7 
seconds, and is rated at 100 m.p.h, top 
speed. But what is more amazing, the 
Rabbjt has more useable room than any 
other car of its si~. It has leg room in 
front and back that lets people sit 
naturally and comfortably. Same with 
head room, six footers don't have to 
scrunch down in their seats. 
And when the Rabbit is loaded with 
people, it's still not anywhere near 
loaded. Open the hatchback door, and 
you see 12.4 cubic feet of space. In 
fact, if you are not using the rear seat, 
the .  ~hed~,  ~unrbe  ; , . , l a ,  f . - , rwnr r l  ~n  Vnt l  
COLUMBIA AUTO HAUS 
635-5844 3779 River Drive 635-5717 
Terrace, B.C. Dealer No. 00.855A 
:;:;:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.'. 
PEglGRFID 
USEg CARS 
ItlOU Ia[ IIIP 006 Ot COUilS[I 
" . "  L 
1974 TOYOTA LAND ORUISER 
$4995 4 speed with winch , ••• .  co l  • eeoc•  ••eeeeeeeeoeeeee loeeeeeeeo~•e oeoeeeeee~ 
1918 FORD FPOO 3 Ton SO§ 
With 18' van body, only 12,000 mi~es $12, 
eoteeeOlet i•$•o$oeoee•  to i le t  ee l•  • | ••o leo  e l l  0•0  ~e l  o teoee  e l  IWIm i 
1976 PONTIAi) ASTRA , $2496 
4 eyl., 4 speed " 
M I M I M M I M I I I l I I M I M M M M  I i l l i J l  M I 
, i  
1977 INTERNATIONAL SOOUT TRAVELLER 
V.8, 4 speed, deluxe model, radio. $7496 
eoe  tee  eat  e i t  e e•  i t  • l i e  • to  eat  • e | .•  •co  i ce  • le  eeeeo  e •ea l i , • l i ooO$oeee .  
1976 6M¢ % TON 
Sierra Classic ,x.  short box $ 7 3 9 6  pickup with canopy, 
slereo, VS automatic 
SQBe e M t 10  O@ I O@ @ee l  Io  l i l l e  @MIOOOI  @OO OO 05  @Ol l~ l@l@l  I l l  #tO@OOOMI  
All TORINO 1973 GR ~ ,~ i~ ~ ~ 
=oow ,oo ]$1995 
. e•  • ree l  .e  ••eteee••eeoae '  • ••ee~e••  |eeooeeeoeoooo•o  • • •eee  oe  eeeee 
1974 BLAZER 4x4 
V8 automatic ,rans, P.S., P.B. $ S 2 9 6  
• • • ,•e .ee  JeH Ja le~•e~.•••~.•oee• .•eee  
1977 GMO 4x4 %TON PIOKUP 
v, .o $6895 • eeeoeeeoeeo•~••o e 04} i o l  i oo  I o o e l e e e o e l e e i $ o e l l  l e  • lo t  . M I  leeMMIMM i 
1972 DODGE VAN 
VS, automatic 
. o  •e•  . • so  eeoc  Dooeeeeoe•eeeee•|oeoeee l  t i t  L C a • t o t e M  "e  i • eeeee•  . •e  
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLAIRE 
2 Door, V.8, 4speed. 
. i oeeee ioeoe lo  e l  oe  eo  o 'e  oeee  eeeoeoeeoee • o •o  oeee .  •eeeeeeoe leee•  • • 
$2396' 
$4695 
1977 B210 DATSUN HATOHBAOK 
' - $3796 eeeeeeeooooeoeeeeeee  e eeee  o#e ooeo  oe  • oeeoee  e e eoeeoo  ~eoooe  e o .eeee  
l LEASING' 
An Alternative to Pr!vate!Ownershlp 
Advantages Include; 
No Capital Investment~ 
Budgeted Transportation Costs 
CurrentModel Transportation 
Simplicity 
Convenience 
Possible Tax Advantage 
ENQUIRE TODAY. 
I 
SPEOIAL 
1067 BUIOK WILDOAT 
. ,  ,u,, .................................................. $69§ 
Terraoo Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
4631 Keillt 
63§-4684 
!) When it comes to decor, 
creationai vehicles are 
.fiicrally giving home set- 
~ngs a "run" for their 
~oneyt 
i::ilndeed, trailers, camp. 
s, and-motor homes are 
• sing so comfortable 
d luxurious, manufactur- 
ers sometimes suggest using 
them as an "extra room" 
~hen they're not providing a 
5)amy away from home. 
i:i Along With the increased' 
~ace nb~ available in RV~, 
(i!re many decorato~ ap- 
pointments imilar to those 
~ou'd find.at home. 
!!i In the galiey, or kitchen. 
~ea. appreciative cooks wil l  
t~nd laminated self-edged 
~ounter iop~5.that re dura- 
ble and ~ to clean, in at- 
tractive colors; gleaming, 
~odvrn appliances in deco- 
~tor to~es; and cabinets 
~at featilr¢ woodgrain fin- 
[~hes, as well as handsome, 
}~ardware. touches. Colorful 
wall designs add to the 
bright and cheery overall ap- 
IIIr 
LUBI~!CATION 
Good FoefOpflmum Wear of 
Vbal MovjJpg Parts. 
Change olJlnnd filler, lubricate 
the chassis and check ell hydrau. 
fh" fl.;,I feveh. 
- , , .  
I l h  
, • , . , " i '  . "• .." 
.:'7 
. I 
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" I!! " NO NEED TO ROUGH IT WITH"RV CAMPING Tests prove a tune-up 
saves an average of a 
gallon .I~. of, gasoline in 
every ~ tankful. 
, %. : . .  
IUNED ENGINES MEAN CLEANER AIR 
vYr l l  IM L- t _%~¥¥t__~!  l l l l ; l l l l l ; ; l~ l~ l  l i l t  I ll,..l I I  l l r tV l i * .~  
INTERNATIONAL, is pleased,4,,.~.,~,0,.~c~,~.~ ,:, ,;:~ 
~l~ I ~  ~ ~ .~.~ C~ i."~.; °':' 
appointment of STU OROUSE to the sales staff. 
Stu has many years experience in financing and 
sales and will help TERRACE INTERNATIONAL 
to provide even better service to our growing 
number of customers. 
5020 Hwy.16  W. • ." . 635-7211 
Camping is no longer just 
pitching a canvas tent and 
b~ilding a campfire. Today, 
people "campout" in elab- 
orate trailers and motor- 
homes, vans, pick-up camp- 
e'rs and fold-out tent railers. 
Ahandful of die-hards till 
pitch tents but they are 
usually made of modern 
materials uch as nylon or 
polyester. 
Some people like to 
combine recreational ve- 
hicle camping with tent 
camping by taking along a 
small tent for the kids. But 
most adults prefer to enjoy 
the various degrees of 
comfor t  o f fered by a 
recreational vehicle. 
You can visit an3} of the 
more than 15,000 publicand 
private campgrounds located 
across the United States and 
Canada in your RV. Many 
campgrounds offer water 
and" electrical hookups in 
addition to laundry facilities, 
recreation rooms, swimming 
pools, showers, picnic areas 
campgrounds are located in 
state or national parks with 
access to beac.hes, lakes, 
rivers, mountains, and 
hiking trails. 
Most campgrounds chargt 
anywhere from$2 to $11 
night for an RV, dependin[ 
on what fac i l i t ies art 
available. There is no charge 
for camping in a national 
forest; however, you will not 
find any facilities except 
perhaps pit toilets. National 
forest• campgrounds appeal 
to campers who like to 
"rough it" or people in 
completely self-contained 
RVs. 
Most RVs are equipped 
with at least a two-burner 
stove for cooking, a refrig- 
eration compartment that 
uses ice, and a sink with a 
cold-water tap. More ela- 
borate trailers and motor- 
homes offer hot and cold 
running water, bath tubs 
and "~. showers, heating, air 
conditioning and even a 
~,~ . %.• 
CAMPING OUT IS A FAMILY AFFAIR now, thanks to:the latest 
re(:i'eational vehicles. Popularity of RV camping is due to 
conveniences made i~.ssible and the plethora of campgrounds 
throughout the country. ~:.. and barbeques,  Many microwave oven! 
:~:;:~:~:~:~:~:.:::;:.::::::::::~:::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:.:;:;:;:~:~:;:~:~:~:~:::~:~:~:::~:~:::::::~:~::::::::::::::::::..:::::::::::::::.:.:.:.:.~.:~:~:~:~:~:r:;:.~:.~:;:.:~.-~;-.;~;:;:;:;:~: 
i;':-:':,:':':':':':.:-" 
:~: ".,' 
ii 
M 
M NEW FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE 
PLYMOUTH HORIZON TC3. 
levels and lead content not 
found in regular or unleaded 
gasolines. In these vehicles 
cation time, and today's 
motor homes offer!usE that. 
In addition to spacious 
cabinets within, the new 
motor homes also offer out- 
side storage for all thai 
sporls gear. 
can save your car's uphol- tongue will add flavor and 
stery from becoming a dis- enjoyment o your travel, 
aster area. and is'a courtesy to the peo- 
Fortunately. there are re- pie you will encounter. 
pair kits available at your Knowing someth ing  
auto supply store: these are about 4he culture of a land 
quick and easy to use, ',~d also adds greatly to your so- 
inexpensive, journ there. 
For Camp Cooks: 
Most vegetables can be 
cut up beforehand and~ 
3 
gasoline has accelerated the notably Shell have already stored in air-tight contain-~ ) 
shortage, completed the changeover, ors, saving time later when~ '
_ : = : - _. : - - If you have time, and are you're on the road. ~ 
,going to a foreign country, " ':~/.~,~ 
Motor Home Features Car Care ,;tudy up on the language• ' 
! 
Plenty of siorage is what A stitch in time saves Being able to ask the sam- Clean,,,g Tips 
,east families need come va- nine - -  and a repair in time plest questions in the local For RV Living 
• For RV families, a light- 
weight vacuum cleaner..~i~ 
the way to tackle cleani~[~ 
It can be pulled out in a j~  
to get at crumbs, dust 
road dirt, 
Don't Overlook 
Mini-Vacations! 
While you're e n j o y ~  
flllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllll I that nice, long vacat ion~ 
• I I  your RV, someone issur~itbT~ 
LOW PRICE 
Superior is here to fill your exhaust 
work needs!  
WE GIVE YOU-  
Better installed prices. 
Complete line of Mufflers and Shocks. 
Custom-made Ta!lpipes and Exhaust 
Pipes. Customer can be promised quick 
installation. 
|. YOUR CUSTOMER WILL  RECEIVE----  
= SUPERIOR'S FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY 
. covering muffler, tailpipe, exhaust pipe and , 
m. Also available in a 5 door model- 1979 Motor Trend Car | Shocks, INCLUDING LABOR. There are so many ex.- . 
o! t 0 ~aar Winger. 90DD SELECTION I!1 S]0CK. .= COMPLETE FLEET INSTALLATIONS AVAILABLE IJ. citingthat there'sWays to noC°nvertneedVah'~=to.,:' ~,,,r~" h,,~;~
I t J L  b,l,~ devil 
| WITH LIMITED WARRANTIES. i "rough i t" any more wqc~:~, ~,,~.,, 
to the open road. • i DON T DELAY - TESI DRIVE TODAY! | Call US TODAY for more information. B you take , 
I Carpet squares make~[~ 
"oq easy to install luxuriOffs b,~,o 
• : : carpeting and installing, all .... il 
: : wood paneling doesn't re-* .... ~.;,n 
~ [  | ANDRE'S ENTERPRISES, , ,  Forarea/~ea/~y'or, t t~eat  I | LTD. . : quire a pro, ~m~,--:::= 
TERRAGE OHR¥SLER ,ou can make your : as convenient as yo.u.wql~[,l~Lj,] ItlmVStv:~l | 3026 H'way 16 East ... thanks to the specudly u'e.. 
Terrace, B.C, a signed s toves ,  refrigerators:.~i . .o 
: : Dealer ticence Number D0043OA i 604-638-1710 - toilets :rod s•'eats thai conVelYO'~ i~,,v 
II I into beds. available :El ~tt~,, .w,~3 
41116 HIGHWAY 16 W, 636-7181 lllllllilllllllllllllllllllnnlnllnlllllllnlll: accessory stores. ~,,,~1"' ';"~*',.i,,. "~',a 
say, "Wouldn't it be neat if . .  . . .  _. ~ ~, IO1 MOOD 
WO ¢Onla oo t]u$ more Olt(~l,a~ ~,ilot= a 
, ,b',~ ,~llt trvlOI 
Well, you can. it s great .,.o;~ 
: to have two or three wc~,~%; 1,1.,,,12 
on the open road, but y~u:.~,~mi.q 
can get as much fun out ~noi~,,~ q 
I your camper, trailer, van~r, ll~.jw.a 
I motor home on long we.~.~,~d o,1^ 
I end outings. ,~ . , ,~  ~r.~ 
I Investigate the many 
spots in your vicinity 
"~ can be reached in a d a y - ~  
so. The whole family wll~ 
feel rejuvenated by the se~,~ t,~,oo 
shorter excursions, a~d,~-.n o~ 
you'll be getting more valdd °~ a,~,~:~ 
from your recreational ve- 
hicle, as welL t;;.iV 
Vanning Vacation 
tO :b~l ~:I ,m'~l..,(l~ if you're planning no.~.~a~ ~,,~d 
yenning this summer, 
the time to customize y~. r :~- : . .~  
vehicle into a real h o ~  
away.from-home• ~ v.{ff. ! T 
dropped as  they switch to 
other fuels. 
While most North 
American vehicles made 
• after 1971 run on unleaded 
gasoline, many imports 
require the higher octane 
Leadedgas hits oldercars Travel Tips There are ~'many new ~:::::::::::;:::::~: 
pliances that operate f r ~  
Premium leaded gasoline, symptoms of the changeover While Husky has no plans Get the most out of that dashbo:~rd cigarette l ighte~:~ 
"... ' "i '" "" " . " . . " ' . - " .  i-" ." ~ '~"  ;~ 
' i 1 ' 'dieselin 'and at resent to diseonunue • • • " • - i i  I , ~ , ~ _  used by a lar e number of arepng ng, g . P. tn of a hfctlmc b lan- he can ?ake  tra • g . . . .  P Y P ano  t y 
~ ~ C0inpletel~ ':~i)h~sed '- 06f' Siow're~c[1oli had orlgl~lly ..=mum" wire :.ifidi~l~l. me; ~ -. v ~ Clieck '.yd~ li~li i~ib~ fy~,~.m6~Vi~ Tl~'~,'c~m'~a"~ i 
• " premium leaded gasoli~, been planned in the gasoline but cannot legally be marked for information on the " " 
Oil companies and the industry an increasing as unleaded until lthere is a places you'll be visit ing...  
BCAA are receiving an in- number of refineries significant drop in overall the more you know about an 
creasing number of calls eliminating premium lead lead Content. Other stationa, area, the less time you'll 
from motorists whose 
vehicle pei'formance has waste while there. 
z 
! 
.o 
o 
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t -'-'J Family a] ]o wan 
IF YOUR RICH ' ' ' 
FOR NEWS b • $ e ': OTTAWA (CP) --. The '!!a|desthltbypovertyere $7,500' compared with the Canadian Council on' Social st i l l  the young, the elderly $18,273 income of those 
Development says govern- and  families headed by whose sole supporters were 
ments, should take hack in women." . men. HOT OFF taxes family ail0wance and Most. recent fi~lres from Of lamliy hreadwinners social security payments 9'/6 show the average an- less than 25 years old, 30.4 
made to families with aunual nual income of families per cent had lncomea of less 
incomes above $21,00~.The headed by women was than $5,000. 
revenues gained ;~o~d be 
distributed to C~n~da's 4.5 
' • million poor. rzr, l  FINANCE 
T H E  executive-director of 'e TURE;  '" council, told a news. cen- 
Mon , = PIC SOON 
employment still is the best ~ . 
. way of fighting the battle SARNIA, Ont. (CP)" dustries, cespeelally 
ngaimt poverty. A system of aecoanting forest products and steel, 
"But if governments are designed to provide have brought the question 
P R E S S  ! n0tpreparedtoplxrsue.thls c0mpa.es'withaflnand ofin]laii0aaceountlngt0 
objective, they must place da l  picture free from a head. 
equal importance on tm- 
plementing more effective 
Bi l l  Get it all 
in the 
TEIlll A( :E-K rl'l M .t'l' 
dally, herald 
o .  
News of your community...your country...domestic 
and foreign affairs. Everybody from the housewife 
to the tycoon has found the pages of their newspaper 
affecting their daily lives. Reports on shifts and trends 
in the business and financial world. Money seving 
advertisements covering every aspect of Our daily 
needs. Classified sections that find you employment, 
a home, an automobile or sell anything you wish. 
Entertainment in special features, comics, and sport 
pages that enlighten a dull day. News as it happens, 
firsthand in your community, province, nation, or 
global affairs. Your newspaper is your best source 
of information. 
TERRACE .. 
daily herald 
inflation's illusions hould Consumers, 
• be in place by 1981, says shareholders and era, 
income-redistribution, the president of the ployeea, unaware how 
programs." Canadian Institute of much of reported profits 
For example, an estimated Chartered Accountants. are illusory, were 
$750 million could .be John Adams predicted demanding an ever- 
recovered each year by in a Rotary Club speech larger Share of the in- 
taxing back all family that current-value ac- creased profits. 
allowance payments othose eounti .~, which com- "But in many cases the 
above the average family pensates for inflation's size of that pie is sub- 
income -- currently $21,000. bite into profits, will stantiaily overstated.'~ 
"This could then be used become wldespi'ead in the Traditional accounting 
for an improved child tax 1980s. A te=t Of his ad- methods fail to make 
credit or in taking the first dress was released in ad- provision for the rising 
step toward an income- vance. 
supplementation program Adams aid record 1978 cost of replacing m chines and equipment that are 
for the working poor." profit levels now being becoming obsolete, he 
The statement coincides reported by several in- said. 
with the release of two 
conncil studies on poverty 
and government social [ 
spending policies. 
I The reports ay in effect S T O C K S  that the billions of dollars ~ ' i poured into social programs have failed to decrease the number of poor,  partly because many services are 
available on a universal .... TORONTO (CP) yANCOUVER (CP) --  
basis and are n0t'e|med ~ Among indust r la l s ,  Prices were down in 
directly at ellmin~,ting 'Genera l  M~tors of Canada. medcrately active trading on 
poverty . . . .  ~ ~ ~,fell 2~ t0~.$66%n Montreal the Vancouver Stock Ex- 
The council is a govern- Trust 1 to $22, Union Oil on change Monday. Volume 
mentsupported non-prefit i Can~d~:%to $203,4, Sandweil was 2,3~.,~5 shares. 
organization which advises ~.~an~.~COL A,3A to St0s/4 and In themoustrials, lto Ms- 
the federal government on Do ,an  Stores a/4 to $173/4. fine Elect wustmchanged at 
social policies.' $6½ on 11,900 shares and 
Geoff Norquay, council Algoma Central Railway British Columbia Forest 
program director, said that rose 3'/a to a27½, Naicon- Products was unchanged at
the $212.3 billion spent ' bridge Nickel A 1 to ~5¾, $21V4 on 7,900. Intermtloanl 
between 1962 and 1977 on Teledynecaanda%to$.Ig4, Ionarc was unchengnd at .36 
education, welfare and quitaine of Canada T4 to on 6,171 and Gregory In- 
health programs has helped $3W4 and Bell Canada ½ to duntries was unchanged ~½ 
many poor but the money $23½. on 3,900. Potter Dlatilkm| A 
could have b~h used more In mines and oils, Preston was unchanged at $..85 and 
effectively Mines lost ½ to $18½, Teck Austin Investment was down 
"You must acknowledge ~p.~-.~,:~-~t0.~.~!4½..and 05at.90. 
that ,suc!al ~pending h~s  ~l_~;~r.  ':;Mifies!~ t;p $8V4. ~': Quatsino C0Pp~r-Gdd was 
' l~ve i l t~ thl'~/from beiiig "climpbbll Red Lake Mines the heaviest trader en the 
a lot worse than they might gained ½ to $21 and Palcer resource and development 
have been." Developments ½ to $28. s beard, up .05 to .50 on 50,000. 
However, the studies Vestor Exploration was 
show, in mid-1978 about 20 Canadian SUperior Oil was down .01 at .96 on 38,-800, Rio 
per cent of Canadians lived down 1½ to $109, Numae 0il Plata Silver Minos was down 
below the poverty line, andGus½to~8%andAsa.  .04 at .63 on 97,000 and 
estimated by the council at mera Oil ½ to $16~/4m Ram Golden Gate Exploration 
about $10,605 for a family of Pete was up ½ to $9//4 and climbed .09 to .96 on 34,000. 
four. Peyto OJts % to $11a/4. Camero Resource'Industries 
, was unchanged at .30 and 
David Minerals was up .15 at 
DENDS DIVI . on the carb' exchange, Oreil Copper Mines was unchanged at .aS on S14,0p0 
and cardero Resources was 
unchanged at .20 on 43,000. 
West Provident Red sources 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS Versatile Cornat Corp'., 10 was up .16 at $2.40 on 31,300 
Corporate dividends cents; pfd. A, 35 cents; both and British Pacific In- 
Monday, quarterly unless payable June29, record Jane vestment was down .04 at 
otherwlsenoted, 8. m25 on 26,600m Mabee 
Bowater Mersey Paper Co'. George Weston Ltd.. '26 Minerals was unchanged at 
Ltd.. 5½ per cent pfd., 98.75 cent, s, .an increase of five .37andCold LakeReeources 
cents, July 1, record June 8. cents, July 1, record Jane 7~ was down .98 at $1.56. 
Economic Investment 
Trust Ltd., 15 cents, June 29, ] EARNINGS record June 1~; five per cent , • 
Igd., 62.5 cents, Aug. 31, 
record Ang. 17; 15 cents; 
Sept. 28, record Sept. 14; five 
percent pfd., 6Z.5 cents, Nov. 
20, record Nov. 16. 
Grafton Group Ltd., 19 
cents, June 15, record May BY THE CANADIAN PRESS share; 1978, $4,833,000, 67 
31. Automotive Hardware cents. 
St, Jo~ Minerals Corp., 35 Ltd., year ;haled Dee. 31: Island Telephone Co. Ltd., 
~.,ents, an increase of 2~5 1978, $4,-104,524, $1.95 a three mo,ths ended March 
cents, June 21, record May 'share; 1977, $2,-6~%055, $1.39. 31 " ',89'I,033, 59 cents a 
25. Canada 8ate.,ay Ltd., 12 share; 1918, $549,~88, 41 
Slmcoe Erie Investors weeksendadM~,rchPA:1979, cents. 
Ltd., 2.5 ents, July 31, record $10,869,000, no hare figures; Majestic Wiley Con- 
July 21. 1978, $9,694,000. tractors Ltd., three manthe 
Thomson Newspapers Canadian Celtalose Co. ended March 31: 1979, 
Ltd., 6% per cent pfd., 84.375 Ltd., three months ended $636,000, loss, no share 
cents, June 15, record June March 3!: 19?9, lZJ3~,000, 3Z figure;. 1978, $790,000, 9.5 
61 class A, 13.75 cents, an cents a share; 1978, $MI,005, cents. 
inurease of 2.25 ~ents| class ' five cents. Mclntyre Mines Ltd., 
H, a stock dividend Canadian Homestead Oils three months ended March 
equlvalent to13.75 eents pay- Ltd., three months ended 31: 1979, f/,898,000, 13.32 a 
able in the form of class B March 31: 1979, M]05,000, 13 share; 1978, $983,000, loss, no 
shares or immedisltely eents a share; 1978, $903,000, share figure. 
redeemable class C shares;. 14 cents. Neomar Resources Ltd., 
both payable June 15, record Canadian Reynolds Metals year ended Dec. 31: 1979, 
June 6. Co. Ltd., three months ended ~,252, no share fi$1re; 1978, 
Torstar Corp., class B, 13 March31: 1979, ~,683,980, no $127,918, seven cents. 
cents, dividend payable in share figures; 1978, Noreen Energy Resources 
cash or in the from of class B $4,130,000. Ltd., three months ended 
or C shares; June 29, record Condults-Amherct Ltd., March 31: 1979, ~,178,000, 
June 14. ninemonths ended March $1.14 a share; 1978, 
. 31: 1979, $1,090,163, 83cents ~3,S08,000, $I.03. 
share; 1978, 1216,638, 16 Pedlar Industrial lne., 
cents. year ended Dee. 31: 1979, 
Dustbane Enterprises tl,500,000, lees, no share  D O L LAR Ltd., nf~e months ended figure; 1978, ~L530,000, ~.04. 
March 31; 1979, 11,214,747, 81 Redpath Industries LM., 
cents a share| lSt8, six montlm ended March 31: 
11,038,309, 69ee'nts. 1979, $483,000, 16 cents a 
Graflon Group Ltd., three share; 1978, $2,403,000, 76 
MONTREAL (CP) -- U.S. months ended April 30: 1979, cents. 
dollar in terms of Canadian $1,210,000, 39 cents u share; Robin Hood Multifoods 
funds at 3:30 p.m. EDT 1978, t993,000, 33 cents. Ltd., year ended 'Feb. aS: 
Monday was down 1.20 at Honeywell Ltd., year 1979, 15,-'/t0,000, no share 
$1.1616. Pound sterling wae ended Dee. 31: 1978, figures; 1978, $3,381,005. 
up 71.100 at ~.3772. $11,806,000, noshare flsm'es; Union 0il Co. ef Canada 
InNewYork, theCanadlan 1977,$10,604,000. Ltd., three months ended 
dollar was up 1-25 at $0.8609, " inter-City Gas Ltd., three Mareh 31: 25~9, H,83~,0~, 40 
and pound sterling was up 7- months ended March 31: cents a share; 19TS, 
I0 at $2.0465. 1979, $6,491,000, 85 cents a ~3,8t2,000, 2t cents. 
F | t 
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' , , " I 1in h i !  in  
oN TUE fTE".ACE-K,T,M T ] Soviet hockey 
Minor Soccer action [ . . .  tOro Drydep?,i:.:,i: 
• " A .  nmaber of Cerraee 'lntematioMb travelled to Sound ~; 'nadou at 10 :00 / - . .  A l l  ~ I ] l~  1 mm . .m.  [ 
. played t~ p i t  weekend, aecmon to me,  Atynneh .A.lyanen wi l l  go ap_mst /  / . . : , / "  m in  s i i  mm .n  c~mpL 
-~d~.  ~mfrom-  aH five ~ m . . . .  ' . Manuel's ~umas. uo~l  . ' . . ~  I b m  i U H " d mu m~H 
dlvlsion#taldngpdrt, ' Juet  three .Dlv!slon. 3 prom are at the Skemm/.  . ~ ' q [UMM i H 
• , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " games wm'e pmym ~amr- Wink field. [ . ~ L . ~ ~ ~ IX~! Cmmdiem mltmder  lank me .~.~-:i: 
~/~_..~om~.~ xom-..u]vm~.o day, At the Skeena North :Three  DLvblon S p ines /  . ' ~ Ke~Drydmmay6eplmyinl ,,lt'snotn~amarllyJ/]~um. 
• . . .~m~n ~er?_ ~ym oamr- field;Mr, Mike's ~ shut. are nch~ul~ for ~ ls /  • . . ~ out ~ knt ~ n  ~-  ~ ~ w ~  u~mn q~es  
• ~Y ' ' !  ~ex.°:°°a'm2pa.me. outtheAUSeaaO~laBlaze~6- Saturday At ~e 9keena[ 1 ~a mm i National Hockey League for such an ez~; ] :but  
.. yea fl~ ularonco MIchel 0 while at 11' ' ' ' ' 
nexttmllinthoSovietUnim~ t l  ~oint in Ume, :~-  
The he.paper quotes a ~'e~ed in~.~oucop~ .me 
source cl0ae to the Drydm tmnamed H o~.y  . ~ 
negoflatiom with the ~dot  o~.~ ~, .quotea .as.u.ymE. 
Ice Hockey Fed~¢atim an "Ken urynea wants to ieav~ 
saying the " 3i-year.old the Canadiena t the top.'of 
explorln~ oth~' poaldblllLkl Is probably 1~ .lut: y~r:'~ 
and could, a f~ compleUns Dryden, wno tm ~. ,~ 
his bar admkslm ram-  the ve :m Trophy :=~]. 
lnatiom, become involved NHL's top netmlnder !~r  
with the Canadian Olympic timm in ~ nine y.eam w!~ 
hockey prolp~m, the. ~nnmena, sn~, i~ 
Wld]e not conflrminij he clue and the ~ e lm.  
- .. aright be pkyin~ In the lbhment in 1973 when ne eat 
Soviet Union next se~on, out a seuo~ at the aKe~of 35 
~ Aiyamh. At I0:00 a.m. at the by a 3- l .mai~;  Moan Internationals .at' p . Drydeut~.vlew withal°ca ThesaY Globeln anandin- legalt° r iclefirm . . . .  with a Tm'~to:.:.. 
~Cassle Hall East field, The nextDlvbdonl ipuze, 10:00a,m,,andatll:IBa,m., " . . . Mail: "You're accurate in The newgpaper.~!~ys 
P!nnln~ Flyers got by Coop le slated for,May. 31st, 8:30 Aiyamh sees apinst the dP  ~ 11 m ~ .1[ saying I've talked with Dryden, who currentl~,...e~ 
Kickers 4-2, while at 11:15 p.m.,at the ~eena West PohleCoyotea. Tdr~5" i  • i 5  .d l l '1F l ld 'h l l l rd i 'h l l  r l [  11d l i ' r l t l~"  Canadian International sire,sos per neason;::nam 
a;m., the West End Eagles fleld, when Pizza Hut United ,Division 5 also has four J Lq , . I J L  JL,dqL4LJtJI.JLqt.PJLJLM, qkF.ILJL .M . I ,M ,4L~Jk J~ V hockey officials about my considered retirem~t~lince 
• downed the Skeena will take on the. Rotary Samm schedule~ Saturday. - ~ future. Actually, I have two last falla.~l. Ida ~ to ~mwe 
Foresters3-1, At 10:00 a,m., Wheels. . . . . .  At Clarence Mlchiel East The Terrace Northmen early in the first half. Bill by Malcolm 'Smith, his ~ three opt/on open to me the Canao~ens arm~:i..~o, m 
' attheCgsflellaUWestfleld, Division 3 action this field, It's Totem Ford Rugby Club, bobtered by a Warcup converted to give second of the match, andset end a coupk o~ speculative hbbelle~thathenasrMcnea 
itwas ' Pohle Coyotes 4, Saturday sees Phllpott'a Mustangs vs McEwen's • couple of addltlGm from the Northmen a 6-0 lead. up by AI We~tbrook's ex- ones. a crourogds In::~ .his 
'. Faber's Bombem S, Moose Cheetahs take on the Si~ht & Plrebh~satl0:00a,m,,and Klt/ma~ as well as one Brian Kormendy added two cellent run, It also was "lhaveaflexiblHnotq[h professional life, , It~J :six 
years ince he quit to :rt icl~ ' .' at ll:16 a,m., the Kinsmen pkyertromyrmceRupert, more first half frye, one convertedbyBlllWarcup, to contract that lt can be elther ond he now is taced with a - .., .=.. Jets take on Doe's United. At d~fe~ted the Prince Rupert converted, and the Nor. make the final score 23-0 in extended orterminated. You iPr ice  -een"K. J Jk. ~ thoClareneeMlehielWeet team 22.O in a warmup thmenledl&0athalflimo, favor of the Norhtme~. aredistU~wlmtlogical ly choicec~olthertak~;his 
field, the Kenworth Cats go ' match for when they travel Kormendy's first t~.was et The team that defeated mIsht be the cauo anyway, bar admission exan~..tLou 
• , ,  against Ken's  Photo's to Edmonton tlds coming up by'a good run by Adrian Pflnce Rupert Sunday k the But at this point ln tlme, my ~.tie~/n~ting the year:or 
....... m~ Mites at 10:00 a.m,, weekend for a ru~bytest, Enri~ht, same team that will be opus  remain open," : ".  [ax ''es opener ,,;,, a.m., it.s the ~e, .~ Kt~mat ad- Scoring waan't quite an making the tr ip to the Hockey ~0 newspapercanada Ry~ aoffid,l common"Afler pracfleeartLcling'!that it'S he 
Wedeene Whitecaps vs the ditlonn, Malcolm Smith, prolific in the second half, an b~eet  rugbyfeet In North made a submission on bar admission examinations 
L Terrace Chrygl~ Aspens. openedthescoHngwlthatry theonly try was re~ktered America. 
. . . . . . . . . .  " Dryden's behaff to the Soviet ' be takm within five y ea~," 
'. Price Skeem, Ten'ace's Price Skeena ia the lone i . . . .  :,:::~ i 
: entry in.the Kit/mat and rTerrace ntry in the Kltimat i 
I . District Socc'er League, and District Soccer League.' I . - . . . . . - - - , - , .  • m~.  their season m the Thenve mUmat teams are i UU~AL.U J. HENFREY :': ~:= i- right foot Sunday, 8s they Mean, Kltamaat Village,'[ ' ,. • ,i~:~ i downed Alcan 5-0 in a game Shoe Hut, the Kltimat i H17~]1~.1~!~.1~ MANAGER :~] i! 
.played. .. Nick first R Wrlod~e Ske na G igi in Terr ce's favor.durin~ the A fa rly bri k win  worked half, Kolla;Ma tin a and3-0t P rk. goals advantage' g ve Sterne  Kitlmat's Juvenlles' and the Lus° L by P icet r ndat'"'Sunday, ' cor ! 8 ~ames C adians. o~ H t..price, Th ir a on Sui/day kee a', iSMaynfirst27, Kitlmat isaplmt ho e nextslated , ins ,  game Sho  thlef r . . . . . . . . . .  GENER AL FURNITURE[  ' 
:' halftime~ The wind died the Kitlmat Juveniles, the " I • ~wn'  somewhat during the match to be played at Skeena "-~econd half, as Terrace Jr. Secondary School. " ANNOUNOES added two more markers. Qualified referees are .. '. Tallies by Peter Simpson needed for Terrace's home , -and Brian Dorrln~ton in the games, Anyone Interested ..' ~ " . ' • 
" ascendhaft wade the final can contact Peter Slmpso~ ,' , ~. ' • : 
AS "O ' / i 
saw ~D- ~ .t:. :' <~ ~ ~ . ~ , '; ........ " '" ~ ~ ~' :~"  / ' ~  " " ' "-   nks clawed . . . . . .  . , , ,  : , .  
• NO |XOHAN6|S 
by Tigers H0s • . '  . .  " :  OR REF ' 
• Hours STARTSof Sale: ...~uFRIDAY 18MMNoon,to18 lOT I '  A little more than three pair o~ doubles and George ~ . ~ • . ," years ago, Ed Figueroa of Foster went 3-for.4. with a 
New York Yankees leet a solo home run for the Reds. r ruua; ,  May - 
: game toDetroit Tigers. It 
night.happened again Monday ~ Daily lOam to6 pm ,~:~ 
The right-hander was 7-2 j 10 " =*~ 
against the Tigers and had Fridays am to 9 pm ' :~ 
• Do~o~t o~ ~.  -, xm. Oloso Sundays . :.., 
"But the Tigers solved Chinese jade Carvings .. 
and beat the ~re known for their exqui- :~ 
Yankees 3-1 in an American site delicacy and detailed 1 " 
League. baseball game ~raftsmanship and the . / 
Monday night. Chinese value jade above : ~ ~; 
The Tigers hi'eke a 1-1 tie all other gems.It is some- ~, ~,,-,, 
times referred as th~ in the eighth, Figueroa '~'~'~ "sacred stone of China." .. ' "~i~ began his own downfall by 
walkingRonLeFlore leading All Chinese women ask fox ... 
jade ornaments and whey LAST 
~,~elnn i . . LouW~.ker  men die their fa~lies pu ,  - DAY THURSDAY, MAY.31st ' 
sacrificed and, one out later, jade in their tombs to keep[ " " 
• Steve Kemp singled the run them from decay. ManyJ ' ~. i- . :. - - ,~¢ 
home. Kemp eventually Chinese:carry a "fingerind 1 " " - -  =P  
moved around to score on stone" in their pocket~.l . . . . .  
Jason. Thompson's double This is a small piece of jade[ " " . . 
. and an~ie ldh i tbyLance  which they rub to ca l~ / EVERYTHING MUST BE  SOLD * ..... ~ 
Wilcox outpltched I Jade comes in muyl 
, Flgueroa, 3.4, halth~ the Icolors- blue, green, yel'i :' 
Yankees on four hits. New ilow, while, rust-red ud[  
York's only run came on a Imottledcolors, Theterm[ FIRST COME BASIS " ',, single by Willie Randolph in jade refers to two min ral, " 
the third. Detroit opened the - indite and nephrite. Bpt~ '-; 
• ae .~ when Rusty Staub's are semi.trudment buq 
sacrifice fly scored Lelrlore indite Is bsrder a~d mor~ 
in the top of the inning, rare. Jade is found/~ Ash ~,' 
,....Wilcox, S-S, also stopped . ': ud ,dso in part, of Nort~ 
Re88ie Jackson's treak o~ America. :. 
~v~at l .e to .~ in  NO HOLDS - NO LAYAWAYS 
10 consecutive games. We are experts in th~ 
care and selection of gems. : • • 
In another American See us for all your needsl .... 
league game, Rick Waits 
• threw a twohitter and 
' Cleveland Indians cored the 
only run of the game in the 
• first inning in beatln~ To- 
rents Blue-Jays 1-0. Paul 
'Dade skilled, went o second 
on Rick Mannin~'s walk and 
scored on an error by second 
baseman Dave Me.Kay who 
• had the Toronto hit& 
Buddy Bell went 4-for-5 
and knocked in ~e go-ahead 
run with an eL~hth.innln~ LOOAL DELIVERY AVAILABLE FOR A NOMINAL OHARGE 
single, to pace Texas :: 
Ran~ers over Minnesota 
'Twin,.n~p~d?-6,a ~sThetie .pl.tRangerSre- ~rI~~~-"¢ BUY NOW AND SAVE - MANY QUALITY ITEMS STILL AVAI~BLE- SHOP EARLY , .~ 
II~er Mike M~U,  6-3, : 
JUnX.ra, ,mr.o~ ~JEWELLERS LTD. GENERAL FURNITURE to 6-0 with three ~f lus  relief 
inninp. Ben Jackson hit a 
' ~ n  homer for the ~lm,  . i  ~:, 
The BaltiMore-Boaton 
~amewupostponedbyraln, " "  • Oaeh, Ohlrlox, Nlotorohargo, 4717 LAKELSE AVE. : 
In the only National ' Hentrey, Mason, Korbtn  & MeMahoni 
Lea|uegame. Cincinnati 6 32 Flnmnolnl Available 
Reds ddeated ~n DLoSo "2  ! 7 ! NO Oopo,ll, - No Noldo 635-4961 1500-  409 Granvil le St. Vancouver 
Padl'e8 ?d, Dan DHeIs~ 310 City Centre Kltlm~t 
' drove In three Ins  with a , T 
Page lO, The Herald, Tuesday, Mas~ 15, 1979 
DA VIDSON IS HO T, 
B UT HE'S MODES T 
=~,,~0NTP~A~ (CP) --  
.40he Davidaon is a 
modest man. 
:c:His work in the net 
.,d~ring the National 
,~leckey League plnyoffs 
:Jws been one of the most 
important factors in 
I ;lx'in~0ng New York l,:mmgen to the s.niey 
I;.~PP final. But the .~- 
| ..yecrold gosue us 
I u~sauming when It 
|,=.~nes to h i s  per" 
i p~-mance. 
|~  "I think it'e a com- 
I~last ion of the whole 
I :.te~. m being hot," he asld 
l!~.ter practice Monday. 
|~'They're making it 
• i~casler, as we progress in 
1~3be playoffe, for the 
|:~goaiten~r to piny." 
|~  His testa.mains appear 
| ~to be making It extremely 
I~eaey. 
I=: After 14 piayoff games 
~gainst Los Angeles 
~Kings, Philadelphia 
~Flyera, New York 
~lsndars and now 
::~!ontreai Canadians, he 
:,~has a goals-against 
~verage of 1.67. 
"I hod a lot of work 
.:against the Philly team 
~and actually I had ,. lot of 
o .  
II I1: 
~:+-+%, ," : . . . . . 
work against LA, but 
starting in the Islander 
series, the guys played 
much better defen- 
slvely," Davidson said. 
"They've been clearing 
rebounds out, they're 
letting me see the shots, 
they're trying to keep 
away from the good shots 
in front of the net, trying 
to make them shoot from. 
the bad angles." 
In the final .days of the 
season, Davidson was  
coming back from an 
injury and was shelled in 
a couple of games, 
finishing the regular 
schedule with a gusis- 
against average of 3,52. 
But coach FredShere had 
confidence and groomed 
him for the playeffs, 
giving him the time he 
needed to get back to 
nomad. 
"It's a good fooling for 
a change, to be pusitive 
playing oal and have the 
confidence, and 
momentum going." 
. ; Davi&on has no real 
explanation for hls 
playoff work. 
"I think I have youth 
going for me more than 
anything and probably 
e~porience, combined. 
l've got six years in the 
league now, so I've got 
the expariance and the 
youth, and that helps for a 
gonitecdor." 
After the Rangers beat 
Montreal 4-1 Sunday in 
the opening ame of the 
best-of-seven series, 
Shero satd he has always 
thought of Davtdson as 
his flrat.lias netminder. 
"Even in the summer, 
when I didn't know 
! i 
I 
READ Y TO PLAY .. . + ::::,+,+~:,:,++,, 
Wat h H bs,  N i l s  on 's  back, c out  a s 
MONTREAL (C~) - -  If defending champions after a you're going to pay for it. "I don't understand'how sidcrable pr~ure i f ;h .e '~ 
Mantrsal Canadiass think 4-1 victory Sunday. "We were directly they con dump on a guy so the ca]]. ' ", +." ' '~:~:'ii~:" 
f~hod problems in the "It'scemingprettygsod," reuponsibleforthefirstthrec quickly - -  not only the While the Canadinns '~  
game of their Stanley Nilsso~ said of  his ankle goals." . management, but the whole having their pro~lemS, i[)~.. 
.CupflanlsoriusagainstNew after a workout Monday. Bowman sald the  up- city," Davidsonsald. ',That' l~ors lookto~ha~ 
York Rangers, they hoven't, "It's a little sore, but it feels posltion sometimes forces bothers me. This guy stood lark. Theirwork0ut M0~[o~ 
seen anything yet. Ulf Mlrlght." 
N i~ is hock. 
miscues, but the Caeadiena on his head and gave those hadtheappearanqeofafr.~. 
For the ~9-year-old centre, did the damage themselves people a lot of thrills for a for-all at a boys' sChool;~v~!~ 
The rangy centre from who played sparsely In the in this instance, long time." . , plenty of rongh-h~uslng :~
Sweden.is expected to see opener, tirade are expected The Canadiens how have , Jokes. ., ~" ':.'..'!+~ !' 
. considerable duty in the thrills in being involved in lost their home ice ad- Davtdson said he thinks . *Montreal s aim is tolme~ 
eecond game of the hest-of- theSianieyCupflnsl. ,vantage,  but Bowman De~od~ll~tktl~atnterun~ol~ecq ~ p_~)~Lt im;  ~W:!~ 
seven National Hockey " "It's a ffeat:' feeling,"" 'discounted its importance. + 
League final tenant after Nllsson said. "Whenever "We kind of backed into 
recovering frunl a broken you're involved in a final, the home ice advantage '",, '!;:': 
ankle, wherever it is, it's fun because the Islanders lost," i /+~ 
Nibwon and Andors Ixtcauseyonpinyngninstthe he said. "We weren't go ,  TV po  1i cy _" 
Hedher8 were acquired by bust" to have it anyway, then we 1 
the Rangers last summer as It may be fun for Niluson got it back, so really we're . ' i, i 
free agents after four and hlstsam.matos, wboare hack to whore we were 
seasons with Winnipeg Jets showing poise and a calm. before." + ~~':~!~+ 
i n  - " °  ., 
of the World Hockey neas that belies their Inex. Bowman also has a i ,+ :~! 
Ammclation. The =pensive parlance with hockey's big go,tending problem on his - - -ev t lon  
Swedish package became chowdown, but the pressure, hands. He pu l ledKen V j L ~  - - - - - -  i ~'~i'*.!;i:~!. 
the hot guns of the team. tested Canadlens aren't Dryden in favor of Michel • : ..... ""-" 
When Nthu.m seappedhis =C_~ch (Bun. )  Larocque after the WASHINGTON (At ~) - -  retransmi.los. • • " ~i ':+'' c0asenf..;~ 
ankle Feb. 25, he hod scored Scotty Bowman was second period Sunday and Bowie Kulm, Larry O'Brien 
27 goulsand had 39 assists, upset with his team's fiat now is hedging over who wW end John Ziegler told 
Congress on Monday that pro 
baseball, basketball and 
"I played the last five 
or six games there -- it 
was tough. I was trying to 
get back into shape, but 
they let me play and let 
me get bach into shape." 
And the 6-foot-3 goalie 
certainly looks in top 
condition. 
anything about he team, 
nobody wanted any of our 
players except David: 
son," SharD said. "Sol  
thought he must be a 
pretty good goalie. Or, ff 
he's not a good goalie, 
they feel he's going to be a 
good goalie." 
Even missing the last 21 
games of the reau|ar 
schedule, he had the fourth- 
best scoring total on the 
team. 
Now, with his ankle near 
normal, be's getting into the 
final with the Rangers 
holding a 1-0 lead over the 
i 
ql 
performance in the first 
game, when blunders by the 
dafanca led to three New 
York goals. 
"We made some pretty 
bad mistakes," Bowman 
noted. "When you make 
those kind of mistakes 
against a team that'o hot, 
BUSINESS D IRECTORY 
start the second game. 
Montreal fans and media 
have been hard On Dryden 
since the loss, but his up- 
poslte number on the 
Rangers is sympathetic. 
John Davidson, the Rangers 
netminder, was somewhat 
disturbed. 
I - 
hockey feed severe problems 
because of the current policy 
toward the cable television 
industry. 
In fact, baseball commis- 
sioner Kulm told the House of 
Representatives commu- 
nications ubcommittee that 
the 'major. leagues may he 
forced to a television policy, 
of permitting only the net- 
work airing of a Game ef the 
Week, climlnatlng all local 
television, which he said 
nPr~livides an average $I.3 
on to each of the teams. 
Kuhn, commiss ioner  
' MR, FIX ] O'Brien of the National . " : . . Bask tball Association and proposes deregulating tl~'i 
m . National Hockey League, stimulate competition +and I T  Furniture ...,, I R. BUSINESSMIN! .+""" "' ," 
APPL IAHOE REPAIRS  ~ Restorations, Hope Chests I . s i s tm executive director services. :, " . . . .  ;. of' the Natlonni Collegiate Currently, cable television 
• ~cust0m Made Furniture iel in ishiq I The S sor ted  askingAthletiCcongressAssociatlon'to prohibitln pay°perat°rSa singleare required,eompulsoryltO: 
3181 Paquett. St. Terraoe, S.0. ~ General Building Contracting + paoe Is Re cable systems from ret- llcence fee in exchange lot, 
i ransmitting television .pro- the right to pick up must." 
"grammin~ spocfflcally their programming via broadcast i 
: WILFREDPh°ne 636-920~HOGUE ~ ~ 2610635"sSaSxalum t. T ol For Your Ad. games, without receiving ..si~eais. Under the proposed: "erra  ~rm~lon from the sports law, cable uperatora would 
. . . . . . . . .  groups. .' . be required to 'obtain the 
i ' ' Pe te  Rozelle, National consento~tbebrocdcasteror 
the person who owns the pro-. 
i AIINUff!E$ Ch li B I Football League c o r n - , a m . . ' .  Plurnblng. Heating. Commercial Servicing missioner, did not appear Kchn said: "Spurts hove" . Reeldentla .lndustrlal.SpeclallzlngGasFlfflno but submitted a l tter in been deprived o~ cenirol over 
and Sheet ~etal Shop which he said the ~ the distribution of their own 
--Estate a g supported the proposal, product. Cablebesbe~q~ able. 
--Mortgage Insurance ar  e e anger  ~n~ as "retransmisaion to ~propriate theb i~! ! !  
--Business Insurance consent." ' clubs nearly 1,400 local no/~- ~ 
--Educational Funds PLUMBING& HEATING LTD. 
~DP~ses .U~d|~nmsik~+ • " ~ ~'; "Unique Bathroom Boutique" 
r 
;+ 4,,, 
:: Representative 
~Guslness A4anu~Life Bus,am 
~-923~ ~he Manufacturers Uf~ Insurance Company ~ek~-~23~ 
EASTSIDE 
~;~ OCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY C0NV[NI[NCE STORE 
, IA12"M14~, 
. ~.$ 
I ! . 
Jungle J im's Pet Store 
I i I i i i  i I " I 
FOR LAU, I +~. 
PRE-FAB GREENHOUSES 
$108 and up 
BALKERS MODULAR STRUO.TURES 
Phone 638-1768 evenmgs or 
' View at 3961 Dobie St. 
--Largest Selection of Fish in the Pacific 
Northwest 
---Complete line of small animal and bird 
products 
638-18(4 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd, 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
~ e  SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warranty Depot for 
Zenith, Phlllll~, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MeN. - SAT. s a.m. - S p.m. 
4523 Lakeise 635-4543 
GLACIER 
~. L ,.,'~ 4418 Legion Avenue 
A .-~'~ Terrace, 8.0. 
S (o'~°" 
S A Complete Glass and 
Aluminum Service 
Cleaners  Ltd. 
FORTHE BEST IN 
SUEDE AND LEATHER 
CLEANING 
2 LOCATIONS 
4404 Legion Avenue and MiniLN~lI 
(Next to Mr.  Mikes) 
635-2838 4507 LAZELLE  AVENUE 
P.O. Box 534 ' PHON E 635-9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VOG 4B5 OR 635-9320 
Install & Service Gas, Wood & Oil Furnaces 
 mmm+mmm  +=mmmm 
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY 
SERVICE 
.BROCK FUGER 39~, OLO LAK[tS£ tAKe DRtV! 
m,.m;  ~--~*CL s.c, 
that would, frankly, put 
Super Statlofi ot/t of 
business," said Turner~ 
"Naturally, ! don't favor it. 
. . . .  Why Congress •would 
want to add to the exist~.~g' 
economic power of the major 
netwq+ks at the expense of 
their'strnggHng competition ~ 
is beyond me. It was always ;my beuaf that our e~0n#~ 
system gave, ! ,,. ~ 
bucinesm a ehanee,'.'~::::.i.% 
The '. subcomlttee~, w~ 
consldcring the lln~ "con/:i,.." 
prehenslve revialUnl :i$~ 
communications law,in 45,~ 
yeors in the United.,:Statod:,~; 
The pro~ le~tim'~:/ 
introduced in Mar~ii,/,b~+~: 
chairman Lionel, {~ Va~, 
Deerlln (Dom. ~.Calif;)i 
Call' BILL or DALE 
438.8277 or 6~967 
3943 Mountslnvlew' 
Terrace, B.C. 
Handyman Unlimited 
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - -  
United States Auto Club Dig- 
dais announced a major 
• change Monday In the 
running of the 1979 In- 
dlanapolls ~00, which 
eliminates the use of pacer 
lights that .have been a 
subject of criticism in recent 
years. 
Tom Biaford, chief 
steward of the race, an- 
nounced a format which puts 
the pace car in front of the 
leading car when a yellow 
caution ,ght is used. Other 
cars would then bunch up be- 
SMALL APPLIANCES- LAWN MOWERS- 
RENOVATING- BICYCLES- ETC. 
hind the leader without any 
change in position allowed. 
"The plhs will he closed to 
all cars until a race official 
decides the cars are properly 
bunched,", said Binford." 
The pacer lights came into 
use here in 1972. They 
allowed rivers to keep their 
cans moving on the track and 
there were frequent claims 
that drivers cheated ~by 
moving up on a car that had 
slowed down because of a 
cautlen light. 
The change was one urged 
by the rival Champlomhip as possible," said Uuser, 
, , . . . .  Auto Racing Teams but who hopes to Join A.J. Foyt 
I "0"'0' '"""'"' '"'"'"" OA$H ,- TAX --..,d.O RESIDENTIAL was not considered In fonrllmos. ,CE " reaching the dccislon, Uoser, who made the 
I SERVINGTERRACE&KIT IMAT do brings us and CART inpavernges~)dofiU.503 
BILLS TAX SERVICE togethor butthotwasn'tour miles anhonrinhial0-mile [ WeServiceAIICommsrclal&HomeEnterMInment reason," he said. "This is qua]]flestlonrun, hadoneof , +.,,... ,..,n. ..row.. j.., I Warranty De.,  r H.II,u Just something CART and the day's top speeds with a 
USAC agreed on." 191.571 clecking. 
| Sanyo Soundellgn, Kenwood 4920 HALLIWELL AVENUE TERRACE The announcement came Tom Sneva, Gordon 
,' --E.....,c I0:0 .......OOp" ~ ,..-~ .a,'.ywh..thoar,v,y Jo.~, ,o.y I Nammo.dCer, fisdTechnlcian 0 a.m. t0 10: m. " on the track was light. Rutherford, Steve KrisUoff 
7 WA~SH AVE.' Johnny Rutherford had the and Mike Mosley also drove 
' " " 'O"  ,-,,- Phone ~o. . .~uo|  p.o.s 6ss.,4ss Ts..Acs, ..c. day's quickest time among qualified cars in praetiee, 
I . the 25 cars that practiced while Bobby Umer toured 
with a clocking of 19~.185 the track in a hack.up car. 
I i  "" I miles an hour. ' The only break ln the day's 
Most of the 67 cars at the lull was the announcement ,~6 3 5 ? frech s,-yed In the .,rage De.y On,.., whowas , Ca l l  uS  a t  635-  9 to  5 a,, day. ,be garages,  =,dthaso y ach. 
however, were beehives ef had been released from "111 ~ I _ [ activity as mechauica hospitaL ,', 
Pacer lights 
eliminated -,.. 
iahoredover the 25 cars that ~ 
have qualified for the May.27 
Indi~apolis 5oo. 
"The day after the first 
weekend of qualifying is' 
usually a slow one here," ~ 
sald Paecho Carter, who was 
scheduled tostart he race in 
the eighth row. 
"You ' re  relieved that 
you're in the race, so the day, 
is given to the mechanics to 
change things and allow yon 
to test it for race conditions 
which are very different: 
than qualifying," he said. 
In the first 1½ hours of': 
practice only four ears 
moved out on the track for 
practice. All were ears' 
whose drivers hope to put: 
them in the race during the 
final weekend of qualifying, 
Later in the day, a feW o f  
the drivers who qualified 
Sunday took their cars out 
for brief runs. ~ 
Defending champion A|II 
Unsar, who wW start his 
Cbepurrai-cuoworth on the "~ 
outside of the front row, WkS.: 
one of them. 
"This ear is so now that'~ 
we ve got to test it as much 
However~ Ted Turner, _ ,..._.~ , . , _  .,. ...~ ,^ 
" '" Atlanta ~m~wm,. u=.~.=o~ ,... ,~, owner of DOS ca r rry this og~'aln 
Atlanta Hawks',haskethall cn~f~.~"]~~"  
team, appeared ae In. s!.dant ~Jectlom-- of t~©lub, and 
ef  T n r ~ r  uommunlcat lmus  hrnndeAnt~ en~m~ngd " 
Corp., owner of WTCG, -'~,"'.%l"-~-.-."~,a-;h-~--~s~. 
Atlanta, which now is known u,h'T~"Las"no"nati'on"ai 
as super station because it is . . . . . .  . . . . .  1 04)0 television contract, would 
ue..mnaa.m.more u , ~ like the legislation adopted 
came televmlon systems m so that the league could" 
45 states, create a network through ~' 
"There ia one saction of the cable telvisins to air their 
proposed legislation - -  games..  
. s  
In the top p hoto is the Veritas Superstars team who took the toP team 
trophy• In the bottom photo is the team from Thornhill Elementary 
School featuring, on the left, Ken Hollis, who finished atop the boys 
individual standings• 
Veritas tops 'Superstars' 
The Terrace Elementary 
• School Superstars Com- 
petition held all last week 
... wUa fairly clone race all the 
• way, and after all events had 
been completed, i t  was 
Veritas School finishing on 
~c~with a total of 162 points. 
fence Michael School was 
d~e behind with 142 points, 
followed by Thornhill 
Elementery School with 127 
points. Casele Hall School 
~vus fifth with 112 points, and 
Uplands sixth with an 85 
point total. 
,. Though Thornhlll 
Elementary School finished 
third in the ocmpetition, it 
was their school's Ken Hollk 
Who topped the boys ln- 
divldnal .standings with 50 
l~inte. He Hainhod in the 
three, of five of the eigh~ 
eveate, including first place 
finish in speed slinps and 
basketball free throws. Rod 
Philpott, and Trevor Hen- 
dry. both of Veritas, were 
very ¢losa second and third 
place finishers, Philpott with 
49 points, and Houdry with. 
47,Hilpott hod a first place 
finish in the flexed arm 
hang, while Handry finished 
first in #he 1500 metre and 
swimming races, 
Haundlng out the beys 
finishers were Coasle Hall's 
Rtea Dlckie with 39 points, 
Allan Hildebrand with 35 
points, and Robert Parry, 29 
points; both of Clarence 
Miehlel, Uplands Dave 
KawiMki, with 24 points, 
Randy Cote of Thornhlll, 10, 
Cesele Hall's Bill Spearn and 
Uplands Ken Ramus, both 
with 13 points. ' 
Diana Lorenzon of Verita$ 
topped the Girls standings, 
with a 48 point total. She 
finished in the top three of 
five of the eight events, in- 
cluding first place finishers 
in the 100 metre race and the 
"standing broad jump. The 
second and third place 
finishers were both from 
Clarence Michael School, 
Lisa Peterson with 40 points, 
and TammyBlshop with 38 
points. Paterson had first 
place finishes in the 1500 
metre and swimming races, 
while Bishop topped the girls 
in speed sltups. Thornhill's 
Cindy Koupmans was a close 
fourth with 35 points, next 
were Casals Hall's Allayne 
Jeffrey, 34 points, Rhona 
Falconer o~ Uplands with 23 
points, Cansie Hall's Sandra 
Boyne had 26 points, Valerie 
Bahr of Thornhill 26 points, 
Uplands Staeey Muehowski 
20 points, and Jane 
MaeKinnon' of Veritas 
finished with 18 points. 
Each individual par- 
tielpating in the vent 
received a 'Superstars' T- 
shirt, with the top three boys 
and girls receiving a trophy. 
The Royal Bank donated the 
Top Team trophy, while the 
Perennial trophies for the 
Top l~oy and Top Girl were 
both donated by Finning 
Tractor Co. Ltd. Totem Ford 
and A]l Seasons Sporting Because of the success of 
Goods sponsored the keeper this -year's Terrace 
trophies for the Top Boy and Elementary Super Stars 
Girl. Competition, it's planned to 
make it an annual event. As 
The Runner-up trophies Monica Peacock, wife of the 
were sponsored by the compeition's organizer Bob 
Toronto DominlonBank and Peacock simmed it up, 
New Quadra Travel Service "Everyone came away a 
ltd., while third place winner, everyone got 
trophies were donated by soemthing, and everyone 
Bob's Shoes and McEwan was pleased at the way it all 
G.M. turned out." 
an eye on your figure 
neither will 
I~ k~ anybody  e lse!  
~' At ihe Diet Center, we 
~ -  will help you 
LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS 
IN JUST 6 WEEKS 
Canadian Mental 
Health Aaaoclatlon 8-8380 Office hours: 9-1 Mon.-Fri. 
~ azelleAve. Aftorhour~callDolores-6~F3832 
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'Robinson's   hadbetter days 
MONTREAL ' (CO) - - '  "What ~,ve have todois get .thejlttoru, they i~inYed as if" "Sure,.theStanleycupi!the~ 
Larry Robinson has had our act~tngether and.play they,belouged -- and they Forum -- I was a lltlHe! 
better days guarding 'the collectively. We're not going helisv~ they do.. ' " nervous before the .~ .  : 
Montreal ,  Canadlens-! ~ to get away with a smidgen "IththktheCanadieusare But then we west out'.fur! 
blueline than he enjoyed ihere or there. They hod going to have to worry about warmupe. I locked at ~ 
Sunday.in the 0pentng ame everyt]~il,golvg for them. us as much as we'll worry and I looked at us. 'rlfm~! 
of-.the Stanley. Cup. final We didn t.' " about them," said right guys aren't better thon:~e: 
against New York Rangers. Lambert ~dd the young winger Ran Duguay, whe~lt are. - ] 
Robinson, .who called it" Rangers, defence played a goal post behind Montreal T~e Rangers will a t to~t l  
"the toughest time rye had well in the first game, starting netininder Ken to mak~ the second'point~n i 
in a pinyoffgeme,"turned throwing the Canadiene off Dryden'.with the Hangers that argumeat tonlEht, 
the puck over twice:to lead balance, • - • leading 2.0 in the. ascoad stortingatOp,m.EDTontlle[ 
full CBC tulevisltm netwOl~, t directly to, Hangars goals tn ,'They were playthgway . period, ii~' ] 
New. York s 4-1vletory. up and lntec~,epting our  - 
"It didn't bounce for me passes in the-noutral•zonel [] . '~l~ 
right all day long," Robinson 
said. "I guess that was 
because I wasn't skating th~ 
way I should have been. I 
probably should have" been 
the one whe..was, hurt, not 
(Guy) Lapointe," 
Lapointe suffered stret- 
chnd ligaments in his left 
knee in the lest game of 
Montreal's sevengame s mi- 
final against Boston Brulne,' 
Canudiens coach Scotty 
Bowman said Monday that 
Lapolnte won't be available 
for the second game tonight 
or, probably, the next two 
games in the best-of-seven' 
National• Hockey League 
final, 
. Bowman disputed the View 
that fatigue has caught up 
with the Canadiens defence 
after the. gruelling s.eries 
against the Bruim. : " 
"Here are the ~tatistics," 
Bowman said. "RObinson 
played 31 minutes in the first 
game• (Serge) Savard 
played ~6 .minutes, Brian ~ 
Engblom played 23. So 
Savard played only three 
minutes more  than 
Engblom. Fat igue  had 
nothing to do with it." 
Robinson dented thaF'the 
Canadians were exhausted 
by the Bruins, especia][ly~n a 
seventh game that we n.t~.:33 
into overtime befo i '~on 
Lamhert's goal ended it.  
If. anything, that Should 
have given us a lift, coming 
back the way we did," 
Robinson said.,' 
and then catching our for, 
,wards with two-onones and 
three-on-twos/' Lamhart 
noted, / . 
Montreal .~ght winger 
Mark Napiei ~ said the 
Rangers were clearing their 
zone, effectively -- 
something the Canadleas 
couldn't do• 
"Their defense was 
clearing the pock well," 
Napier said. ".Thay~.wm'ked, 
That's fall they. did . -  out- 
work us.". ' 
Rangers right' winger 
Pierre Plants would have 
agreed. 
"That's what you want to 
"do," Plante said, "Put them 
down, leave them. there and 
-- ff you have a chance -- 
kick them." • 
The Hangers, without a 
Stanley Cup since 1940. the 
longest dry spell Of any of the 
NHL's six' longtime clubs -- 
.now are three victories away 
from their ambition. 
"I ask myself if any of 
these kids have Ins , "  
said Carol Vadnals, at'32 the 
ouly veteran on the, New 
York bluellne. "This new. 
generation must not have 
ally. . .,~:.: 
"This'was no peewee team 
• we were playing. It was the 
Montreal Canadieus. And 
nobody was scared-- nobody 
was nervous. They just went 
out and did a Job like it was 
.nothing." 
While some of the young 
Rangers disputed Vadnats's 
contention that no one had 
:T . MmAt. 
' EXPRESS 
• '7  , .  
1636-3680) 
Parcel Pickup & Oeliverl 
I I I I N B I I I !  I H I  I 
Light Packages I Parcels 
[~.•~ ;~.hairs-:.-' Recllner$- End Tab les -  
'" " Portable T.V. 
~: ;~:.'{;• ¢"~$ulles (Kitchen & Living Room) 
'%' : '~ ~ '; ~ Beds & Box Springs 
~sTsa eeoaoo~ oRessseso~ c.es~s 
F~I~G;~;, ~TQV,E$, WASHE R OR DRYERS 
'ace Only 
:~ i~,  ~ .. : -  
• , l i . . . ,  'o - 
H IT'S ALLHERE 
gourmet dining,~..~. 
" " " ' .  'i . , . . / . .  . . . .  "~  
, . : )  " " :  . ' t ,  . ' "  
• entertainment,~.: 
dancing 
• • • • o: • , • 
C nditioning' O entertainment, ' 
canpay off Tuesdays.... amateur nite 
Thursdays •.. dance contest 
EDMONTON (CP). .  Tom The Jets didn't quite keep 
MoVie fee~ .~/imdpeg Jets it tothe floor for ~ minutes . 
are e~y i~~e~:  ~Uit~D". night~i~b.ut~'; they, 
As!ocia~6n playoff Success skated full~t~t~le// long ~' 
beCause the t~ ~cc~ted a"!~eh~gh ![~ ~k~!Ed~onton 
conditioning program he Oilers3.2. ... 
introduced when he became 
coach two months ago. 
Conditioning has allowed. The victory gave the Jets a 
the club to follow McVie's 2.0 lead in a best-of-seven 
game plan, which calls for championship series that 
the Jets "to keep It to the moves to Winnipeg for 
floor" in an effort to wear games threeand four tonight 
down the opposition. ' ' and Wednesday night. :
Prizes ••• both nites 
c~nvent lons,  
meetings, 
: .w.ed.qin. Q. s. 
WE WELOOME T0U 
TO THE BEST.,. 638-8141 
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If you want to get into 
off-road excitement... 
see us first. 
A Royal Bank Loan can help you get the vehicie you want... 
a little sooner than you'd planned. We have flexible interest 
rates and a friendly and helpful staff to serve you. , 
  V)ten you   mcceed,.,we succeed,  
ROYAL BANK 
TERRACE KITIMA,T 
4640 Lakelse Ave. 378 City Centre 
635.7117 632.7127 
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. . .  the marketplace of millions of 
smart buyers and sellers! 
Whether it's products, merchandise, services or employment, 
you get the most for your money with a low-cost Classified Ad!. 
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SECTION SECOND 
BCGEU TALKS 
It will be tough 
says Terrace rep' 
up their weekends, they • by LInda Purecbke 
Members of il~ Britich 
Columbia Government' 
Employees Union (BCGEU). 
are gsarl~ up for what 
Roger Davis, nurthwmt area 
staff repreeentative, feels 
wt l lbea  tonghrennd of 
negotiation before the 
current BCGEU master 
alp'ecment expires July 31. 
"The empieyer is enyi~ 
the most' they are prepared 
to ~fer is 3 to 6 per cent," 
said Davis. "We've" lost 
buying power and our 
members are not ready to 
accept that kind of an offer," 
he coutinund. The present 
aigreement ook effect in 
February 1978, and wan 
retroactive toOctober, !gW. 
Davis attended a BCGEU 
ncnfor~ce in Burnaby, held 
May 4 and ~, which 
establlubed the 
for the unien'e master 
news release date May 7 the 
BCGEU planned to present 
more than 100 demands to 
the gevern~ent when the 
negotiations bngin. 
One of these demands is 
the institution of a legal aid 
fund for members, which 
would be paid for by the 
government and ad- 
ministered by the union. 
Davis said th~ fund would 
meet likely be neededby 
probation ciflcers or social 
workers who could face legal 
charges, brought by 
members of the public, for 
actions they undertook 
during the Course of their 
Job. ~ 
Auntber maJar bargaining 
of the BCGEU is in- 
creased wage rates for 
government emplo~'ess who 
are required to work shifts 
and weekends as part ef 
thcir ~)b. 
• :'Over 15,000 of 0ur 
members are called upon to 
work weekends which is 
normally the time Bfl~h 
Celumbinna spend with their 
families," Fryer says in the 
news release. "If the era- 
bar•no•t•dultecn•toettoe committes. The is prepariNi for 
midJune negetiatious witht 
he government in Viciorla 
and Vancouver. 
John Fryer, BCGEU 
general secretary, sai d in a ployer wishes them to give 
should be prepared topay for 
it, he continued. Davis 
agreed, and stated social 
activities are based on day 
workers. 
When asked ff the elctim 
of an NDP government 
would have made the 
nogotiatiom easier for the 
BCGEU, Davis said time 
would have told. 
"I don't see how it could 
have possibly been w~se;" 
he added, He. said the 
present ' Soeiul Credit 
~governmeut had not dealt 
directly with the union on th~ 
issues and alleged the 
government had only spoken 
threng5 efllanisailous like 
the Financial Post about 
union eenesms uch as wage 
setilemonis. 
Davis asld~the Buruaby 
conference proved the union 
wus prepared for the 
nagetiatious ahead. 
"It was a good con- 
ference," be said, "and there 
wa~ a real cobesiveneas." 
- There are 37,000 members 
of the BCGEU aorosa the 
ffovince, including nearly 
300 in Terrace who will be 
affected by the ncgotiau~s. 
Ci ty  ..... stil'== l- - funcuons ' " -="  ...................  ,. ....... -, 
11.  , . O -  ~ • despIte  'CUPEstrike 
A~thoO~ mm~s~',~d 
city. administrators are  
doing double duty ilmmdays 
to keep up with the heavy CUPE local have recently. 
workload involved in added grave-digging totbei~ no reuses to soch provincial 
list of unprovided serviess, intervention i t he strike at 
andtaxes still coming in 
The mayer has vowed that 
although the 185 member 
keeping strike-beselged city 
on the mils, Prince Rupad 
~ ayor Peter Lester lays the ty is not suffering. 
Garbage collections 
service will couilme where 
eltyroqu~llls~ Leator says, and are stm going out, 
arrangements will be made 
to allow for burial services. 
Barring any serious 
disruptien, like a break in 
the water system, residents 
of Prince Rupert will con- 
flnua to weather the strike 
The lady just 
wanted to Mn 
ST; PETERSBURG, Fla. 
(AP) -- The ambulance was 
waiti0g. Her labor l~ins 
were lees than throe minutes 
apart. But Kathy Haddon, S4, 
wouldn't leave the pool 
tournament. Her son Just 
had to wait. And he did. 
At stake was the women's 
championship of the elt~'s 
Tavern Pool League, Kathy 
was the top female shooter in 
the league this year with 81 
. victories in 58 matches. She 
was the heart of the team 
from Msatry's Bar and Grill. 
"I've been waiting all year 
Veitch 
queries 
ballots 
VICTORIA (~,'P) -- 
Tourism Minister Elwecd 
Veltch, who lost to New 
Demoernt Jim Lorimer in 
Buruaby-Willlngden i  the 
• May 10th provincial election, 
said Menday he has asked 
for a check of ballots. 
The minktor said tba~ 
under the Elections Act, he 
enn ask for the check to take 
place before May 23, the day 
• edlelai count of ballots is 
to take place. 
He said he believes there 
could be many di~repaneiss 
in ballots anda cheek could 
decrease Lurimer's 540-vote 
edge. If so, the minister said 
he would ask for a Judicial 
recount. 
for this," she said, "And I'm 
going to stay as long un I enn. 
Everybody wants me to 
leave, but I'm not leaving for 
onythinff. I won't have the 
baby until .ometims after 1 
a.m. There's plenty of time." 
At 7:30 p.m. Saturday, the 
baby wss four days overdue 
and the pains were four min- 
utes apart. By 11 p.m.,-the 
pains were 3½ minutes 
apart. They got more 
frequent 
Kathy stood, then sat. She 
tugged at the front of her 
maternlty blouse, sipped 
orange Juice, chewed 
hwioualy on I~er gum, and 
dabbed at her forehead with 
a hankerchlaf. 
"She stayed in bed for two 
days tO rest up so she could 
, !  come to this, said her hus- 
band, Dan, shredding a 
styrofoam cup with his teeth. 
"She went into labor two 
days ago, but she kind of 
talked herself out of it," he 
enid. 
He'd bes~ t l~  the ex- 
~ clant-father routine once fore, two years ago when 
the couple had their first son, 
Nicholas. But that didn't 
peeImre him for this. 
Her huahend was waiting. 
So was the amb~dance. So 
was the decter, down nt St. 
Anthony's huspimi, 
By 11:30 she was en route. 
Later, Dan called the cele. 
hrnnis withtbe news: nt 1:43 
a.m., on Mother's Day, tittle 
more than two hours after 
bar shot, 
gave birth to a boy andeS 
was well. 
with relatively minor in- 
conveniences, the mayor 
says. 
Lester said there would be 
this t ime. With garbage 
under control, there is not 
~t  tolife, health or safety 
of any residents -xpecifie 
requirements for the in-  
vocation ef the Eusmtini 
Services AcL 
I 
ARMED 
FORCES 
SAID 
UI IT 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  More 
than so'per cent of aT,nee 
Cauadlah military per- 
sonnel failed to pass basle 
fitness standards last 
year, 
MaJ. Jack Miller, an 
armed foroes fitness 
specialist, said in an 
interview Monday the 
failure rate is bett~ than 
results five years earlier 
when SO pur cent failed. 
But . the defones 
department is sot happy 
with current fitness levels 
and is tryinB to encourage 
lis persoanel to shape up. 
Motivatiun is a'major 
problem: "It is very 
difficult to motivuto a 
person to be very fit to 
work at a Job which 
requires virtually no 
fitness level at all," 
Miller said. 
However, the armed 
forces is trying to ten- 
vines servicemen to run, 
swim er walk until they 
are iu good physical 
condition. 
The department has 
created n "life quality 
improvement pr~m" 
to point out the dangers of 
overdrinking, overeating 
and smoking end the 
benefits of exercise. And 
the Defenes and Civil 
Institute for Enviroumec. 
tel Medlelm in Toronto 
has been asked to carry 
out a survey. 
A child can drown in seconds, the ROd Cross warns parents 
Water safety is stressed 
• " Jackets) .and that, before 'Parentashouldensornthni This summer, over 600 be strictly followed thik Ch i ld ren  shmld n~v~tl~ venturing out, all children their children p in  u 
Camdiana re 'spatted to summer. They are: allowed in, on Or arounu, 
die from drowning. Almost , .  ; "~ " wator'by themselves. ~i  are actually wearing them. understanding of water 
halfofthosofatalltieswillbe Children, playing.ln the Parmiisiil~ouldemUrethat -Every, parent has a safety and swi t~ .in- 
water should be told ,to tiielrbont,is well supplied respenalbillty o know .the. structionbef~etheybaceme 
always '.stay within Safe w l th  P.F.D.'s (pers0dal mechanics, of artlficmi actively involved in. water 
rescuing diktonce; • flotation' devices or life respiration. ~ activities." 
ddldren sad teenagers. 
These predictions 'were 
released by the Canadian 
Red Cross on the eve ~ of 
National Water Safety Week, 
• "Jane 3 to 9 wil l  .see a 
tremendous "amount of 
a~inUblin edufiation hop- 
," said Susan Ewart, 
Cress' consultant for 
the Waisi" Safety SerViCe. 
"Parents and young people, 
in particular, wi l l  be  the 
' | !  
focus of our publicity. 
The week's theme 
t i~out  all of Canada is 
to center around \ In ;  
ternational Year 0f the 
Child. Purental respon- 
sibility will be strongly 
emphasized. 
, "As could be expected," 
said Ewart, our drowning 
statistics show that children 
are by  far the moat 
vulnerable age group in our 
• society. This will always be 
so but the fatality rates need 
not be so tragic." 
According to Ewa,~, our 
young people are not getting 
the attention they deserve. 
"It's fine for Red Crou to 
citer water safety and small 
craft safety lessons, 10ut if 
the Imrants don't enroll their 
children in the courses our 
elforte are not going to be as 
e~factive as they should be." 
Ewart pointed out that far 
too many accidents occur 
beeauee parents don't take 
supervision as seriously as 
they should. 
"How often do you see s 
child playing by the edge of a 
lake while the purents 
concern themselves mostly 
with soaking up the sun?" 
"A child can drown in inches 
ef water without making a 
sound. That doeent leave 
ve~ much room for error." 
ere are five tips which 
Red Cross suggests shenid 
" ::i 
Clark corrected on two 
there siibuld I~ no amend- referecdumenanameedlng OTTAWA (CP) --  Prime fedb~al g0vetn~nont'~"can 
Minietor TrudeaU's office and .. ehoUld now pdtrlato minis,to the present can- formula such as ,  w-,, 
said Menday . ~that without he Idndrance of the " iDtl(ution without the suggested by Trudaau 
Progressive i Conasrvative provinces." ~ ' ' alp~mQmtof the provinces, recently. 
lender Joe Clark was ~ Even If there was no the '  federal, government "We have only Inpemd 
on two counts in Sunday agreement on unammding should antaion0if necessary unilateral patriation. WI 
night's televised debate formula,"Ontariowouldotlil tobtingtlmcumtitutiouimck have never proposed 
among national party urge thatwe move without in lie preston form. unilateral adoption of an 
lenders, equivocation to bring the Davis also said that On- amending formula," Davis 
It eaid in n Statement that 
Premier William Davis of 
Ontario did urge tim federal 
government in Febrmry to 
act unilaterally to bring 
home Canada's comtitutien 
and that Potre.CAmda, the 
federailyowned olicompany, 
did find natural gas off Nova 
Scotia this month. 
The statement said Pctro- 
Canada nnounced last week 
that (me trillion cubic feat of 
natural has had been found 
eff Sable Island. 
Meanwhile, Ontario's Con- 
servutive leader issued a 
statement in Toronto which 
indicated he. was morn in 
agreement with Trudenu 
than Clark on the need to 
bring the constltutlen home 
from Britoi~ 
Clark said Sunday night 
that Davis was opposed to 
Trndaau's promlse that a re- 
elected Liberal government 
was prepared to act without 
~'ovinclal pproval to p in  
control over the British 
North America Act. 
Trndean's eflien released 
copies Thursday of the Davis 
statement to the February 
first ministers en~fersnoe. 
The Davis text mid the 
constitution home." 
When Trndeau invoked 
Davla's name in the debate, 
Clark replied that: "Our 
recollection of the position ef 
Mr. Davis is very different 
and quite prodfonnd]y dif. 
rarest." - 
Trudeau replied: "The 
public will check it 
tomorrow." 
"quite so," said Clark, 
"The ImbUe will check it 
tomorrow and perhaps be'H 
(Davis) will set the record 
straight tomorrow." 
The Ontario premier did 
not mention Clark or 
Trudeau by name in his 
statement but repeated that 
"the time has come In 197~ - -  
112 years after our findl~ -- 
to take, without further 
debate, the decisive step ef 
Imlrlating cur conniRutien." 
Davis said at the last con. 
stitutional conference of first 
ministers In February that if 
an ogreement between the 
federal and provincial 
governments could not be 
reached, Ottawa should 
"Imtriste without the bin- 
drance of tbe provinces." 
The Ontario peemisr said 
again Monday that, while 
larionever has proposed a said. 
Broadbent Speaks on 
radio, en francais 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  NDP Thursday evening and tbe 
leader Ed Broedbent will be Trudeau interview Friday 
the first of four federal party evening. 
leaders to appear Ins series "Wbat we're trying todoin 
of haiffour, pre-elecUon to have theleaden preKmt a 
intdrvtews on Radio-Canada, resume, or an anHument, of 
the French-language net- the kinds of campaign 
work of the CBC. they've ach been wu6in&" 
Broadbent's interview series producer Andre 
with talk4bow hoes Denise Gsaeen ald. 
Bombardier, pre-recordad in 
Ottawa today, will be 
in'ondcast Tuesday st 6 p.m. 
El)T, a network spokesman 
said.'  
Soclal Credit leader 
Fables Roy is sobeduled to 
tape his interview Tuesday 
nlght In Montreal and the 
interview will ha broadcast 
Wednesday. 
The Interviews, with 
Progressive Conservative 
chief Joe Clark end Prime 
Minister Tmdeau are ex- 
pected to be taped Thursday 
ternoun, with the Clark 
interview to be brendeast 
Radin-Caneda scheduled 
the separate interviews with 
the party lenders after plans 
fell tlroulh for a Frmch- 
language debate in which all 
four would have par- 
ilcipaisd. 
Trudcau at flint decllncd 
to .appear separatelY, but 
changed I a mind last weak. 
The Liberals had said 
preferred the format of 
Sunday's English-lanlp~ 
debate, in which Tnidmu, 
Clark and Breadbent ook 
turns going one-on-one 
against each other, 
J 
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TEIlRAOE DRUGS m. 
11D1 h im 636-7214 
Vitamins 
and 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
CLASSIFIED RATES SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
20 words or less $2.00 per Effectiva 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 October 1,1978 
'cants per word. Single Copy 20c 
3 or more. consecutive In- By Carrier ruth 3.00 
sarflom $1.50 per Ineartlon. By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mfh 15.00 
REFUNDS: By Mall 6 ruth 25.00 
First Ineartloo chsrged for ByMall year~.O0 
whether run or not. Sanlor Citizen year 20.00 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been eat. British Commonwealth and 
CORR ECTIONS: United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Must be made before 2nd Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
Insertion. V8G 2M9 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
BOX NUMBERS: Thornhlll 8, District 
75 cents plck up. Phone635.6357 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: The Herald reserves the 
Rates available upon right fo classify ads under 
request, approprlnte headings and to 
NATIONAL CLASSiFIEO set rates therefore and to 
• determine page Iocetloo. 
RATE: The Herald reserves the 
22 cents per agate line. right fo revise, edit, classify 
Minimum charge 05.00 per • or relecf any advertisement 
Insertion. .: ~ 
LEGAL-  POLITICAL.sad 
TRANSIENT ~ AD-  
VERTISING: : . 
03.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publloatlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:05 p.m. on day provides to 
day of publlcatloo Monday to 
Frldsy. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER othar than 
end fo retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Sea;vice, and to repay 
the customer the sum peld 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Imtructlons not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mslllng 
Imtructlons are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents to avold loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
pebllcotlon. 
If Is agreed by the ad. 
BUSINESSES WITH AN vertlser requesting space problems. 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. that the liability of the SPEECH AND HEARING 
Herald In the event.of ailure CLI N IC 
Sorvlcochergeof~.O0on all to publish an advertisement Held at 4612 Grleg Avenue. 
N.S.F. choque,.t ,,,,,, , , ,  :,,~,o~,,In,fhe~vent~of an:~ror~. Hearing tests wlll be done'by 
. . . . . . .  ;:~_ : . .  _.;.~,:--i Appesr.|Qg!;:~ln:~.t~e,: ,~d.:,, refe~'ral from family doctor 
WP.MUI N~ MI~$(;IRIF; verTisemenT ras publishes or community health nurse. 
TIONS: shall .be l imited to  the 638.1155. 
No charge provided news amount paid ,by the ad. LONG TERM CARE 
submitted within one month• 
$5.05 preductloo charge for 
wedding and.er engsgement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
010.00 ¢hsrge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASS lF IEO AN.  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engsgements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals S.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 625.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
vertlser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied hy the In. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
.and that there shall be no 
Ilshlllty fo any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights ACt 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng fhet discriminates 
against .any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condltloo Is 
lustlfled by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skecoa Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
• Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
• Day care for working 
people. 
• Drop.In for companslonshlp 
8, coffee. 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge. 
LlS.21M. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would approolste 
any donations of good, dean 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem7 There Is. 
help 
Avsllablel 
Phone 635-5635 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Mon. 8:30 p.m. Unlted 
Church. 
Mon." 8 p.m. -Alanon - 
Skeena Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 0:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorlal Hnspltal. (nc-tfn)- 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3.4621 L8kelse • 635.3907 
Wednesday 1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m..5 p.m. or phone 
anytime: Lisa 435.3164, 
Carol 435.5135 (no-fin) 
Rape Rellsf 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6314381 
clothing, any household WANTED DONATIONS 
Iterns, toys etc. for their The Three Rivers Workshop 
THRIFT SHOP. for the Handicapped are 
For pickup service phone looking for donations of any 
~15•8320 or 435.5233, or leave old, broken or used pieces of 
donations st thu Thrift Shop furniture, alsosny discarded 
on Lsselle Avenue on wood products we could use 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. for recycling or renovating• 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. Call us at 635-2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
INCHESAWAYCLUB to make arrangements for 
Meet every Tuesday night at pickup. 
! In the Skeins Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 435.3023. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening--6:30 
p .m. - -Un i ted  Church 
,hesemenf, Kltlmaf. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
Call Birthright for an 
alternative to al~ortlon. 
Phone 632-4602 anytime. 
Room 233, Nechako Centre 
Skeona Health Unit 
,3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday front 
1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held af the Thornhlll 
Elementary School on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30-3:30 p.m. 
'Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Bobysltfers who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3-4:10 p.m. 
by appointment only.' 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at. Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME, NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month, Developmenta l ,  
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone'for sp- 
polntment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon at 1.2 p.m. 
V.D. •CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated in .Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
Offlceat No. 205.4621 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
Klfimat A.A. Construction 
Group in Kltlmsf: telephone 
632.3713. 
MEETINGS: 
'Monday - Step Meetings. 
'8:30 p.m, Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays • Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays. Open Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Skecna Health Unit, 
Klflmst General Hospital. 
AI-Anon Meatlngs. Tuesdays 
.5:00 p.m. United Church 
(nc) 
Presently showing at the 
Kltlmst Museum are mostly 
local photographs by' 
Michael Leclerc and Sheldon 
Reld. 
Come and have a new look 
at old familiar fhlngs. 
In addition a stamp 
display Is being shown on 
loan from Ottawa. 
(nc-18m) 
The Terrace Concert 
Association annual general 
meatlng will be held on 
Thursday, May 24th In the 
Caledonia Lecture Theatre 
at 8 p.m. All those persons 
who bought 78.79 seasons 
tickets are eligible to par- 
tlclpate In the election of 
officers for the coming 
season. 
KERMODE FRIENDSHII ~ 
BINGOS 
Tuesday, May 1-Regular 
small bingo 
Sunday, May 13 Giant Bin, go 
Tuesday, May 22-rqu,ar 
small bingo 
Sunday, May 27 Giant bingo 
Doors open st 7:30 p.m. m 
Thornhill Community Hail. 
For further information call 
635-4906 (nc-2SM) 
Family Play."Androoles and 
the Lion" by Travellers 
Theatre, Friday, May 11'and 
Saturday, May 12st 8 p.m. In 
the Terrace Little Theatre. 
Advance tickets at McColl's 
Real Estate. 
The Annual GeneraIMeatlng Terrace Church of God is For Sale: one 1965 In- 197624ft Flberform Merc 233 Tobe,,,,,,,.~, ,":'^-'~,w m sell Isat as 
and Election of officers of 
the Terrace' Flgure Skating 
Club will be held on Monday, 
May 2Mh at 7:30 p.m. In the 
Senior Citizens Ro~m at the 
arena. For more Information 
please phone 635.2351. (nc- 
2eM) 
~t~ Church Women- at will hold a giant 
rummage sale Friday, May 
18 at 9:30 a.m. to noon. Of. 
fersd for sale good used 
clothing, household items, 
books toys. Donations can be 
picked up. 
Kildula 632-644O 
Nechako 632-7916(NC.18M) 
The Annual "Royal Purple 
Day Tea" for Senior Citizens 
of the area will take place 
Wednesday June 6, 1979. at 
the Elks Hall on Sparks 
Street from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
sponsored by the ladles of 
the Order of the Royal 
Purple. I t  there are folks not 
contacted inprevious years 
who would like to attend, or 
any recent Senior 
newcomers to the area 
please phone 635-2415, 63~ 
2927, 6,~-5121. (NC-6J) 
'KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY THIRD ANNUAL 
MEETING June 2, 1979 
,1:00 p.m:--Opening of 
Meeting-President, Willard 
Martin, Spiritual prayer.- 
Elder, Lila:Mason 
Introduction of Guest 
Speakers (to be announced) 
1:30 p.m.-Introduction f 
Chairperson-Adoption of 
Agenda-Minutes of Sep- 
tember 23, 1978 Meeting- 
P res idents  Report -  
T reasurers  Report-  
Appointment of Auditor 2:00 
p.m.-Nominations for Board 
of Directors-Executive 
Director's Report Program 
Director's. Report-Canada 
Works Reports 3:00 p.m. 
coffee break 3:30 p.m.-Guest 
Speaker.Guest Speaker- 
Guest Speaker 5:00 p.m. Hat 
. Supper,. prepared by Ker- 
mode's Ladies Auxiliary. 
"SOCIAL EVENING" (NC- 
June 1) 
KINSMEN BINGO 
May 26, 1979 
Total 16 Games 
Door open 6:30 
Game $ p.m. 
Terrace Arena 
For further Information 
phone 
635-2002 
(nc-26,5,79) 
Lunch with Ions Cam- 
pugnolo Tuesday, May 15th 
12noon - 2 p.m. at Cam- 
pagnolo Campaign 
Headquarters in the Skeana 
Mall. $1.00 per person, 
evaryone welcome. (nc-15m) 
Are you interested in Co- 
operatives? Do you know 
how they function? Are you 
aware of their history, their 
effect on society their 
philosophy and goals.... Well 
come on out and see some 
free films on May 24 at 7:00 
p.m, in the Senior Citizens 
Room of the Terrace 
Arena,., NO CHARGE!I! 
Free!  ~ .., 
The films to be shown are:- 
THE ALTERNATIVE: - 
Calgary co-operative 
Association lromotes the co- 
operative alternative to 
being a victlm-cnatomer of 
private business, The film 
includes an examination of
co-operative principals. 
Looks at different ypes of 
co -operat ives ,  and 
illustrates the difference 
between cooperatives and. 
other corporations. 
THE ANNACKS: 
Eskimos in Northern Quebec 
formed a co-operative 
sawmill, fish freezing plant 
and small boat building 
inudstry, This film 
illustrates the role of co- 
operatives in developing 
northern arsas. 
These films are part of a 
series of free film nights put 
on by  the Co.operatlve 
Operative Group and Nor- 
thern delights co-op. 
thanks to the Terrace Co-op 
r getting these films in for 
us). We hope to continue 
these films, and the 
diRueaion periods that go 
along with them, about once 
a month, Come out and take 
part. Phone 63S-9418 for 
more information. (nc.24m) 
ThOrnhill Chapter No. 85 
Order of the Eastern Star 
annual bake sale on Friday, 
May IS at I p,m. at the 
Terrace Coop. All proceeds 
for the cancer projects, (NC- 
18M) 
opening a private schoul 
called "TerraCe Christian 
Academy" beglnnlng Sep- 
.tember 1979. Grades Kin- 
dergarten to grade 12 In- 
clusive. The format used will 
be the accelerated Christian 
Education. Anyone deslrlng 
Information please call 
Robert L. White at 638.1561 
or write In care of Box 31 
Terrace B.C. V8G 4A2~ (NC- 
30 June) 
The Ladies Auxiliary of the 
Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 13, are holding their 
Spring Smorgasbord at the 
Legion, Sunday, May 27 from 
4 to 7 p.m. Everyone 
AUCTION SALE 
On the spot cash for your 
furniture, appliances, an- 
tiques. We buy and sell 
anything of value. Consign 
your car, truck, boat, bikes 
or what have you to the Sat. 2 
p.m. Auction Sale, Terrace" 
Aoctloe Mart, 3233 Apsley, 
Phone 635.5172. WE have the 
buyers. Open every day for 
retail sales. (ctf.6.04.79) 
HARLY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Free Estima'.es 
' Phone 
638,1095 
(p-4-5-79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
• ' 635.34/95nytlme 
(cff) 
SKE ENA COLORS 
Resldentl~;I 
• Commercial Painting 
Phone 638-1835 
(al41 
Lady to do housekeeping 
twice weekly. 3hrs. per day. 
Phone 635-4318 (C3-15M) 
Architectural Draftsman 
with experience 635-2596 (AI- 
5-17M) 
Bank of Commerce Terrace, 
requires Consumer Lonus 
officer. Previous credit 
experience neccesary. 
Salary from $I5,250.00 based 
on experience. Apply 635- 
6251 Mr. Tsedie. (C5-18MI 
Wanted: Bookkeeper 1-3 yrs 
experience. Trial balance, 
reeeiveables, payables & 
payroll. Some typing, comm. 
skills important. Submit 
resume to P.O. Box 1209 c-o 
Daily Herald Terrace (C4- 
IBM) 
Wanted: People for phone 
solicitation. Must enloy 
talking to people. Part and 
full time available. Ex. 
cellent bonus Incentive. For 
Interview call 635.6119. (a- 
ffn-Tu,W) 
Oirealatien Manager 
Needed Immediately 
Must have ability to work' 
withyoung people. This is a 
full time career opportunity, 
call teddy for appointment. 
Daily Herald 635.6357 
LOCAL ESTABLISHED 
CONTRACTING 
COMPANY 
requires an accounts 
payable person. Ap. 
pllcant must be mature, 
responsible, have con. 
sfrucflon .nxperlence and 
s thorough knowledge of 
:all office procedures. 
Please apply In writing 
Including a complete 
resume to: 
Box 1195 
Terrace Herald 
Terrace, B.C. 
(ctfn.11.4.79) ' 
Backhoe for hire. Phone 635. 
64S4 or 635.6757 anytime. 
(CI0.18M) 
Needed ride into town week- 
days between 8:15 and 8:45. 
Live on Old Lakalse near 
Apex Red & White. Will pay 
for gas. Phone 638-1753 after 
'5:30 p.m. (NC-6taff-IBM) 
ternatlonal Tandem, one HP. 2 wiper, rod holders, greatly reduced price. 2 
Rambler H-top, one 1968 dual Iorn, trim tabs, com- bedroom unfinished cottage 
Ford Falcon 4 dr Sedan and pass galley pack, toilet, 8 ft. on blocks. Size 16ft.28ft on 
Garage Sale May 12 & 19. Pioneer dinghy, CB & an. Kojer Road. Some buildiqg 
3955 McNeil, Terrace, In. tenna, materials & bathroom fix. 
cludes car, truck parts for 1977 HD Trailer Flying lures within. Will consider 
Ford & Rambler househo d' .Bridge. (ctfn.l-5.79) best reasonsble offer. Phone 
4"L ,H:OMESI"- 1 Items, tools, •bike carrier, 5 624-___~79 (P20.1June) " ton truck wheel rims, tires "~ For sale: S bedroom home 
etc. Phone 635.~ (c15. FOR 'RENT j with carport on quiet st•in 
~M) " r ThorehiU with or without. 
For rent: 2 bedroom duplex, carpet. LR & master par- 
32, " Fridge & stove Included, tially, landscaped lot 
. M 0 T 0 R C Y C E E S Cen~a~ located• Available 3705. (P4-11LMD 
June Ist, reasonable working 
" couples need only inqtdre, For sale: 8 bedroom home, 
400 Yamaha Enduro. New 'References are required. No full basement partly 
engine, good condition, pete please. To view please flz~hod. Fireplace, located 
$1,200 OBO. Phone 638-10~ call at 3316 A Sparks. (PI. clone to schools, in a new 
after S p.m. (stfn-ffn) IBM) ' subdivision. Interested 
parties only please call 
For Sale: 1977 250 Enduro. For rent: in New Rome, 2 362'/for appointment to view. 
Excellent condition. 635-9750 
(pS-17m) bedroom house on 1 acre, (P5-15M) 
stove, carpet. F.P. Sundeek 
1975 Honda CT7O Trail bike & Large garden area. For sale: 3 I~droom home, 
in mint condition asking Married couple preferred, full basement, partly f(a~ 
$400. 635-8963 (P3-17M) To view 635-2746 after 5. (C3. uiched. Fireplace, located. 
16M) cleae to schools, in a new 
subdivision. Interested 
parties only please call 635- 
3627 for appointment to view. 
• (PS-15M) 
For Sale: I SIMSON. • " 
MAXWELL 6 eylinder diesel For rent: the Terrace NDP Moving must sell 4 bedroom 
with 25 K.V.A, I phase 110. office. Available June 1,, house. Full finished 
1979, air-conditioned. 4623 basement, fire place, 
Alternator220 volts STAMFORD_ Lakelse Avenue. Phone 635-. workroom. Close to Scheak 
1 CATERPILI~ER 6 cylinder 2552. (Cffn-14-5-79) & downtown. View at 4640 
diesel with 25 K.VA. I phase Waizh or Phone 605-2~6"/. 
110-220 volt Caterpiller self . (PS-18M) 
regulating A.C. Generator. 
Both units in very good- . . . , ForsalebyownerSbedroom 
condltionandlo.whours. Call Housefor~sale: 3yearsold, 3 200xSO lot. Large L,R., 
635.6277,8to5p.m.(CS.tTM) .oedroom, full basement, frldge, stove, 26 inch color 
Close to schools and T.V. etc. Al l  reasonable 
One hundred gallon Tidy fuel downtown. 630.74415fter 4:30 offers considered. Owner 
tank. One small outboard, • p.m. and weekends. (p20. leaving town. Phone after 8 
motor. Phone 635-4297. (P5- 15M) p.m. 635-4740. (Pt0.26M) 
ISM) 
II l ,  
Camper stove for sale and 3 Ready MIx Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
way fridge; gas.eleetrie- rook, Patio Blocks, Concrete G.ravel,. Ba0s of 
propane, never been used. Cement, I/4 Yard Concrete Mixer available for rent. 
Phone 635-2888. (PS-15M) . : 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
For sale: 1 2½ inch gold PHONE4354t35 
Dredge new. 6,~-2668. (C3- F.J.H. READYMIX 
17M) :-, ; . . . . .  ~.. ... ~ ...... ~.: , ,~ .... <,,, ~. Conatru~on Ltd. ' 
250For Sale:gallonOilolifurnaeetank .$250,$100, ~gH~' J s I / I I ' I~  ' ';~::" " ' 
etectrio hot water tank $100. 
Phone 635.6941 (P4-18M) 
Plant Off Kromm Road 
For sale: Suzuki 125 TK Thomhlll 
motor cycle asking ~00.05. ' -  ~r . . . .  
Fender super Reverb am- 
plifier asking $575.00. 
Craftsmen 10 inch radial HELP WANTED 
army saw. Like new. $425.05. 
Phone 635-5633 after8 p.m. SEOOND STEWARD 
(P5-22M) 
ROYAL CANA.DIAN LEGION 
Beginners Drum set (BRANCH 13) 
"Stewart" 5-piece $175.00. TERRACE 
Propane furnace suitable for 
2 bedroom home $100.63. DUTIES-eperatlenofbar. 
Miscellaneous-Cast iron Misino & serving alcoholic beverages. Staff 
grate for fireplace $8 .05 ,  supervision. Stock Control. BookkeePing an 
$25.00. Phone 5-5987 after 4 asset. 
p.m. (P4-18M) MUST BE 19 YRS. OF AGE OR OLDER. 
Hours flexible. 
Resume to: 
MR. R. BENNETT 
4425 Legion Ave. 
For rent trailer space at Terraca;B.C. 
Sunnyhiil trailer court. 3624 VIG IN7 
Kalum St, or phone 5-9687 
(P5-18,25,1,8,15) ( ~ "  • _ 
handles up to 30 footer. / /  Phone 632-6310 (atfn-2-5-79 ~ L '  F INNING 
OPPORTUNIT 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY BY 
Must sell to Good Home. 1O 
month old pure-bred male 
Malamute. This dog needs SEVERAL FINNING BRANCHES 
lots of room to run & plenty 
of affection. All shots, etc. JOURNEYrtEN HEAVY DUTY 
Best of health. Inquire to 624- 
6984. Prince Rupert between 
6 and 7, (C3-16M) MECHANICS,  . 
CAT EXPERIENCE PREFERRED 
BUT NOT ESSENTIAL, 
Needed ride into town weok- 
days between 8:lS and 8:45. APPLICATION MAY BE MADE Live on Old Lakelse near 
Apex Bed & White. Will I~ay 
for gas. Phone 638-1763 after TO | 
5:30 p.m. (NC-Staff-18M) 
Wanted to buy: 2nd hand 20- F INN I N G 
30 lip motor. Phone 635.6~63. 
(C.SM) TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT, Ca LTDI 
A grass mower for an 11 or 12 
Sears Garden Trator. 4621 KEITH AVENUE 
Phone 635-9700 (P5-1BM) 
'~" TERRACE, Be C, 
39. MARINE 
CONTACT 
1976 - 24 fool Flberform STAN PETERSON 
Merc. 233 HP. 2 wiper, rod 
holders, dual horn, trim HR NSnERGE . 
tab,, compe., ga.ey pack, HENRY 
anchor pack, toilet, 8 foot 
Pioneer dinghy, CB & an. 
tsnna. 1977 H.D: Trailer. 
Flying bridge. 63S-4777. 
(ctfn.2SA) , , 
5T, AUTOMOBILES 
59, :  MOBILE 
" ~HOMES i - 
2 bedroom non hasement 1973 Camera Rally Sport. 350 
home. Large lot, and many extras. Phone e35- 
greenhouse, shop, and car 6174 days or 635-6649 nights, 
port. To view phone 635.6779 (pS-16m) 
after 5 ~.m.(P10-18M) 
_ - ~ 1 9 7 5  Chev % Ton 4x4 
Wanted to rent baehel~'~ap, t ,  . 4~pd. Phone 638-1121 or 635- 
or room for illpnl,[.~. [~f~f',b~÷'  3007 after 5 p.m. (ctf.19.4-79) 
oupancy. Cut'tact ' the 
Managerof Saan Stb~d: '  1975 Chev ~/,, Ton 4x4. Step 
Phone 635-2786 or Sandman side-4 speed. Phone 638-1121 
Motor Hotel 5-9161 ask fez: P.' or 635-3007 after 5 p.m. (Ctfn- 
Martel. (Ctfn-7.5-79) 1-5-79) 
Responsible, working couple 1977 Oiev Van Phone 632. 
~ s  2 bedroom house. 7210. 1971 Datsun 1200. 
Have we]] mannered Irish DL02238A (Atfn-2-5-79) 
Setter. Interested in loog 
term rental. Rent with 0ption For sale: 1973 Ford ,/~ ton 
to buy 8:30 -' 4:30 Monday- pick up with finished earn- 
Friday call 635.6255 Local 52. perette. Excellent condition. 
Weekends or after 5 ca]] 8- Phone 632-3971 (C5-15M) 
1080 (Otis 4-5-79) 1977 FIn0 4x4 Ford Tru~k 
Economical 300, 6 cyl. 
motor, 4 spd, trans., free 
wheeling hubs, p.s., p.b.,. 
auxi l iary gas tank, new 
RETAILOR ,rubber, 16w mileage. Will 
OFFICE SPACE consider small ear on trade. 
2 stores, total of 2800 sq. ft. Phone 635-7721 after 4 p.m. 
Can be separated to 1400 sq. weekdays. (l~16m) 
ft. areas. In choice locations 
on Lazelle Shopping Centre, For Sale: 1972 Toyota Pick- 
Terrace, B.C. 636-3576or 256- upingoedmech, goad. 50,000 
1939 Vancouver. (ctfn.23-4. miles. Asking $700 O.B.O. 
Phone 5-2315. (C5-18M) 
79} 
For rent 900 sq_, ft. air- For sale: 1966 Ford Van 
conditioned main floor c~flco $800.00 Phone 635-6511. (P2- 
space. Separate street level 155[) 
entrance. Four year old 
• ImUding, Prime location, off- 197'/l.~eng Box pick-up with 
street parking. Telephone low mileage. 1977 Okanogan 
Mrs. Simpson 635-6595, 9 Camper, fully equipped. 
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. Phone 635-7851 after 6 p.m. 
(P10-29M) (Cffn-14-5-79) 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfellows Hall - 3222 
Munroe; For further i~- 
formation phone 635-2794 or 
'~lS-S~l. (a.T0,F,38M) 
I I I 
I WAREHOUSE and 
Reta i l  Space  
ava i lab le  on new By- 
pass. Phone 
638-1166 
{cifn.13.04-79 
1974 Cougar Xr7 in good 
condition 35.000 miles. Phone 
635-2882 (C5-17M) 
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-A rg  out of aluminum 
' : : I " " - 
MOBILE  HOMES ,,,cure. o u~OeO,O~co.suL.r,N~ 
New mobi le  homes I BURLEBOUE BAIT By Alice Tomlinson '*the base of Mount DuB0.~e al exact. T~lay. it's easy and it 
f rom as low as $100.00J Not many wives would let . ' Kemano. costs .just $1. I0 a kiln, th'anks to 
down. O.A.C. Set up J their husbands go fishingiftbey and de l ivered  1rades jknewastripteaserwasapartof Twenty-fivcycars ago. Prince' Getting the water from the an electrolytic process which 
welcome. ' I the angler might get Philip poured the first official dam to the powerhouse wus the involves a shiny rock from 
aluminum ingot at the Alcan next problem. A tunnel as wide Greenland. 
] involved with a belly dancer, smelterinKitimat(Aug.3. 1954). as u highwa)/and 16 kilometres 
Phone collect I The strip teaser m mind is The story of aluminum in •long• was drilled right through YOUNAMEIT 
en, e,,.,e I actually a long piece of skin Kitimat g~s back even further, the middle' of the mountain. Some 300,000 tons Of ingots 
J l r l -~ lU~l  I which has been t'emoved from back to 1948, when thc com- Transmission towers were soon are poured oul of the Kifimat 
I the belly of a fmh and used as pany first investigalcd the wil- bristling their way across 81 potlines annually, and converted 
(ctf) I bait to calch another fish. demess ite, at the behest of the kilometres of Kildala Pass, en into everything from ballpoint 
" • Although strip fmhing is a 
long-established technique, it's provineialgoveromeot, route toKitimat, pens to airplanes. The most 
not used much today except in The site was right~ but the task . malleable of all the metals, light 
saltwater where a strip bait will wus prohibitive. Hydroelectric SNOW PEOPLE but strong, aluminum can be 
be trolled to attract billfmh, power was oeeded to run a smelt- While all this was going on, rolled, stamped, cast, forged-- 
But when jigged or retrieved er. This meant a dam. a power- the smelter at Kitimat was going more money. 
Bids will be accepted for with a dancing action in fresh house and transmitters, The up, and another problem had to A hospital was next on the y°uname it, it can do it. The people at Alcan are ex- 
the supply of firewood to water, it's a highly seductive Kenncy. Dam, 320 kilometres be faced. Where to house the list, followed by--a hotel, a pectins I0,000 visitors for their 
Furlong Bay, Lakelse Lake technique which willtake many away on the Nechako River, was men who would work in the movie theatre and churches. A 25th anniversary ear. To an- 
Provincial Park for the 1979 kinds of gamefish including bass, pike, walleye, trout and built. Some 240 kilometres from smelter? Bunkhouses were built road was then extended to the commodate this projection, 
season. Bids close May 25, crappie. . the dam, and 780 metres lower, and u huge cookhouse. Another Kitimaat Indian Village. (after Alean 4ours have been increased 
1979 Uutting a belly strip bait cor- a powerhouse was carved inside problem. What about families~' which Kitimat was named, and from two to three a day during 
Interested parties should r r ' " '  :~ :. . . . . . . . . . . .  ,i.. n~h_ ~ meaning "people of the snow"), June, July and August. Each 
obtain the particulars by is i ~. and finally, a road was punched one includes a 20-minute color 
contacting the Lakelse Lake o 
District headquarters at Box ~ out to Terrace, probably the film, a 45-minute bus tour of the 
most welcome thihg ever built io wharf facilities, and a look. at a 119, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2, a~ ~ Kitimat. 
or by telephone 'at 798-2277, c, ., potronm and a casting oven. 
during office hours. (A-2- sl i The process by which alum- 
14,1SM) t~ ~ BABY RATTLE ina, which looks just like table 
h ~ The town grew. Townsites 'B' salt,' becomes aluminum is fas- 
and 'C' were added, a three- cinating, if you are planning to 
tl story department store, a super- see Kitimat. put the aluminum 
sl market and so on all made ' , ' - -  smelter on your list and let their 
Well financed B.C. Investor u possible by the presence of what x~erienced ides show u e . . . . . . . . . .  gu . . . . . . . . .  yo_ 
I~oking for Land-Property a has become the largest alum- howit'sdone 
development opportunities, o . • inum smelter in the world. 
Will enter parlnershlp or o This flurry of activity took 
purchase outright. Provide t~ three years. Pouring the first ISOLATED VILLAGE 
full information to: 
Meadowplne Properties t~ 
Ltd., Comp 26,108 Ranch, 100 b 
Mile House• B.C. (c20.15M) 
a 
onerous tasks. " a week. There are no public 
For sale: 1974 F-250 Ford P 
pick-up. Camper Special 360 n 
motor, 4 speed trans. Phone 1975-188/z ft. Okanagan travel tl 
555-2471 from 5~30- 8:30 p.m. trailer, electric brakes 
(C4-18M) • stove, heater, icebox, spare 
F : . ,~. . . . ___  _ wheel. View at 4720 Tuck 
or'~;ale: 1'J77 Ford ½ ton A~ nrPhnne638-1063 after 
22 ' l e  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  van.. 000 nn s, 6 cylinaer s n m (P2-17M) 
' '  ' B " - r ,  , , standard. ,C... ~.gaily good ~ ~ -  - - - - - - - - -~  
eonditiG~'. "~ 3 ' ~x't/a-t ires. 1978 8' Vanguard Camper. 
Asking $5800.00; View at-4818 * To view' phone 638-1233 after 
Obun Street or phone 63S- '5:38 p.m. (c5-16m) 
5855. (PS-22M) 
.' . " ' :,~ .~' " ~ '"~'I ~' ,.,r.~F0r Salm1078 18 foot Fleei 
For sale: 1978 Ford Super" ,Craft Tanderh Axle trailer. 
Cab. Camper special V8.400 Fully equipped $5900.00 
Excellent condition. 197"~ Ph0ne635-5507 (C3-16MI 
Okanngon 8 foot eamper- 
fridge, stove, furnace. 1979 1975 Jayco hard top tent 
CoUgar 2 dr. XR7 Excellent trailer. Phone 635-9723 or 
condition Phone 638-8385 view at 4718 Loen Ave. (P4- centuries even ordioary glass 
after 6 p.m. (P3-17M) 18M) windows were restricted to OF INTENTION 
churches and casLtes? From NOTIOE 
1975 Vega Hatchback. 35,000 radio. Good' tires Asking 
mills, P.S., AM radio ~V.8 ~100,00;Cal1635-0422afte75. 
track tape deck, radial tlr6s,, (1~-22M)., ::' 
all round. Excellent con- 
dltlon. $2,200. Phone 638.1212. 
(ctf.20M) 
1978 Camera Z28 very low 
mi leage ,  ext ras ,  
repossessed, open to bids. 
(~ntact Rick Smith 635-7177 
Monday to Friday between 2. 
.5 p.m. (ctfn.1.5.79} 
1970 Mustang repossessed, 
open to blds. Contact Rick 
Smith 635.7177 (Ctfn.l.5.79) 
1978 Camero 7.28. 4 spd., very 
low mileage. Extras. 
Repossessed. Open to bids. 
Contact Rick Smith, 635.7117 
between 2.5 p.m. Monday to 
Friday. (ctfn.12-4-79) 
For sale: 1978 Plymouth 
Volarie. Only 3000 km. Phone 
635-3'/04. (P4-18M) 
1969 Volkswngon Beetle. 
Good working order. Asking 
f~50.00. Phone 635-2336 after 
5 p.m. (PS-9,11,15ilTMI6) 
1970 Mustang, repossessed. 
Open to bids. Contact RICk 
Smith. 635-7117. {ctfn.24A} 
i970 Maverick $600 firm 
Phone 638.8480 (P4-17M) 
For sale: 1973 Datsun, Can 
be seen at Sunnyhill trailer 
court or Phone 5-9687. $,500 
0.B.O. (PS-18M) 
For Sale: 1971 Pontiac Le 
Monz. 350 Chev engine with 4 
speed 15000 original .miles. 
Hiah performance. Phone 
635-9~88 and ask for Gerald 
Lozinskl. (C6-16M) 
1974 Vega Hatohback. Priced 
to sell at $I,000.00. For 
further information call 638. 
8418. (PS-15M) 
For sale: 1977 Mercury 
Momreh ~8,095 miles, P.S. 
P,B. VS. Excellent eon- 
•flon, Phone 5-59e7 after 4 
p.m. (anytime Sat. & Sun.) 
(P4-18M) 
1973 Pontiac Gran Prlx, 
Black with Burgandy vinyl 
roof. 400 cu. In. loaded with 
extree~ Including power 
matt, cllmeh~ control, air 
cond. etc.. 
1972 Corvette Sting Ray~ 
Coupo 454 cu. In. Fully 
I~ded plus extras. Excellent 
condition. Phone 635.2243 
days or 635.2612 evening s. 
,(C10-17M) 
ForaMei 11111Datsun ~0ZX 
Ix~, 0,950 km, hu  aD options. 
Mnat eell $14,860. Phone 
W/t before 4p.m. weekdays 
im[v, Ask for Mike (pl0* 
1072 Courier with canopy, 1697 to 1851, Englishman 
were taxed for each window 
they had iu their homes Over 
! '~; DIVORCE the allotted six." . . . .  • 
1978 Ford P-U 4x4 Excellent QUICK-INEXPENSIVE We * * * 
condition. Wired for cainper, prepare your divorce papers ~----'~ .~  ~ j [ , /~ .~ 
Phone 638-1640 after 5 p.m. over the phone-fast. For 
(Ca-,M) o. moi'e information call Self- ~ ( l~ ,~ v IlY  q 
3~o'1 Counsel Services, the law ~', ..-~-/ 
1197  Ford F250. office of JaCk D. James, 
lautomatic, p.s., p.b., 27,000J M.B.A., LL. B Toll free 112- / ,., 
Imiles' $5000'°0' Call 635"1 630"663"3035 (in Vanc°uver ~ ~  
[2292 between 6 a.m. and 5[ area call 986-3366). (Atfn- 
IP,m, DS4~7 (ctfn) I Toe) Just as wit ows a' ,  
longer taxed, cleaqing them 
59, MOB[LE 
HOMES 
For Sale: 1970 Statesman 
12x60 mobile home with 
10x24 addition, Fireplace 
and verandas. Reasonably 
wined for quick sale. Phone 
638-1072 after 6 p.m. (c5- 
16m) 
12x52 Mobile Home, semi- 
furnished, fully skirted. Set 
up In Thornhlll. Prlced to sell. 
at $6800.00. Phone 638-1676 
after 6 p.m. (P$.4,7,9,11,15- 
15M) 
Cur Dale 22x52 Glendale Vista 
Villa fully furnished set up In 
local trailer park. Phone 638- 
1044. (ctfn-1-5.79) 
Deluxe Manco Mobile Home. 
14X70, 3 bedrooms 1Va baths, 
family room. Set up on lot at 
Copperside Estates. For 
further Information phone 
638.1684 (C10-17) 
For Sale: 22x52 Gendall 
Vista Villa. Fully furnished, 
set up in local trailer park. 
Phone 638-1044. (ctfn-23-4- 
79) 
Noble 12x68 three bdrm. 
trailer with large addition 
which contains 4th bedroom. 
Wood heater ;n addition, will 
heat complele unit. Addition 
is insulated and wired. 
Exterior Is done In cedar 
siding, Lawn In front, 
greenhouse end woodshed In 
back. Lot size 75x100. Phone 
63,5.2641. After S:30. (pl0- 
22M) 
For Sale: 22xS2 Gendell 
Vista Villa fully furnished, 
set up In local trailer park. 
,Phone &llM044, (ctfn.2.4.79) 
For a le :  8 ~ delmm 
trailer in CepFenl~ (no 
flood area). 1~ addition on 
large fenced lot. Lots of 
extrns. Would trade for older 
house en aeernge, Beplle~ to 
P,O. Be~ 1210 e-o Terrnee 
Herald, (~3-17M) 
2 bedroom trai ler fully 
furn ished.  Completely 
carpeted. Washer, Dryer. Z) 
foot addition. Foneed yard. 
Phone ~ after S p.m. 
(P4-18M) [ 
need not be taxing. In sec- 
onds, windows and .washable 
surfaces all around the house 
can come sparkling clcau with 
Help wanted: Dunning's Glass*Plus "~ glass,,uppliance 
Auto Body Repair Shop on and cubinet cltmner. Just 
QCI requires immediately spray surfaces to ha cleaned 
auto body repairman '& and wipe dry with a paper 
painter. $12.00 per hour. towel or lint-free cloth. 
Phone 557-4310 (C4-18M) • 
Help wanted: Heavy Duty ~ _ ~  ~ 
Mechanic must have . . . . . .  
k npwledge of marine : ~,-~-~l.~-- 
engines. As well as heavy 
duty equipment. Phone 624-~. . (~  ~.~ 7! / ,~1  
61.  'Prince Rupert. (C5- ~ ~F?~.~ 
['ht us o f •  ;- "e la.~ for decora- 
tive purposes Des back to 
ancient imes. The AthenS:ms 
Registered % Arab Filly, 2 used opaque glass to decorate 
yrs. old. Chestnut with light floors and ceilings. The 
mane & tail. Phone 635-7448. Romans made the first win- 
(P3-1gM) daws and used them in the 
luxurious Pompeian baths. 
I Lend a PlTCH.IN'T9, 1 
hand... Keep to clean Canada 
our land  Beautiful 
C&N&D& 
WITHOUT TREES, WOULD BE 
C N D 
..INCOMPLETE ! 
. /  
TO PROCEED: ,. 
:::* WiT I i : LOOAL ' :  ' 
Notice s I~reby given pursuant tb Seetlon 589 of the 
Municipal Act that Council of the~ItDistrleg of Terrace 
Intends to proceed wlth the construction of certain 
works hereinafter described as Local Improvement 
under the Initlative Plan. "~ 
A General Deserlpilon of the work. To Install a 10 
Buffer In the form of a planted boulevard and a 20' 
asphalt road with curb, sewer and water, underground 
eteetrlcal and ornamental fighting, \pn POHLE 
AVENUE, between Mollter and Kenney.\ 
B The Programme is e'stimated to east; $191,300.00 
including provision for interim finance charges, ad- 
ver.tlsing costs, engineering costs, expenses relating to 
security issuing by-laws and contingencies, 
C...The share or proportion of the estim~ted cost of the 
Programhe to be borne by the District of Terrace 
relative to intersections and frontage reduetions Is 
$5,085.37. 
D The share or proportion of the estimated cost of 
the Programme to be borne by the taxable land 
abutting on said works is $186,214,63, 
E...The total frontage deemed taxable for the pur- 
poses of this Programme is 20~2.95 feet. 
F The share or proportion of the Programme to be 
borne by the parcels of land benefitting from or 
abutting on the work is estimated to cost $65.93 per 
taxable front foot at completion. 
G Debt retirement Including Interest will be in 
twenty (20) annual Installments, calculated on the 
taxable front footage at 87.46 per foot per year. 
Further notice is hereby given that a copy of thin notice 
has been mailed to the owner(s) of the parcels of land 
liable to be spedally charged for the cost of said works, 
and unless within one (1) month of the date of the 
publication of this notice, a maJoriiy of the owners 
representing at least one half of theyalue of the parcels 
which are liable to be specially charged, petition the 
Council of the District of Terrace not to proceed with It, 
the work may be undertaken as a local improvement. 
Petitions hall be lodged with the Clerk, and shall be 
deemed to be presented to the council when so lodged, 
or which every owner of a parcel of land liable to be 
specially charged under this programme is liable to 
take notice and be governed accordingly. - , 
EAt Hallsor 
Clerh.Administrater 
DISTRICT OF Terrace 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26"x36" 
12 8h0.t. onl/- 5,25 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 galum St, Terraoe 
ingot might have bean routine it's much harder to see the 
for Prince Philip, but for the powerhouse a~" Kemano. The  
engineers who made it all possi- M.V. Nechako, owned by Alcan. 
ble, it marked the end of several services this yi]]age of 260 twice 
The story of aluminum itself accommodations. 
goes back 123 years, In 1856, Should ',viewing Kemano be 
the infant son of Napoleon III high on your llst¢ it can also be 
was given an aluminum baby reached by helicopter and am- 
rattle for a christening present. It phibian aircraft, and the people 
cost the giver $3,200, definitely at Alnan would be happy to ad- 
not the rattle for a man of simple vise you. Experienced hikers 
tastes. But then they. did not can walk the route along Kildala 
know how plentiful aluminum Pass, There is"a~vovincial camp. 
really was, and the only known ground at Lakelse, between 
process of extracting aluminum Kitimat and Terrace. 
from bauxite ore was tedious This is a Tourism British 
and costly--$1,200 a kilo to be Columbia feature. 
Pro ject  P lan  
o f  The  Week  
Plan No. 5~101 
This chunky little block airplane for the small aeronaut 
It can be built iDa oou~'e of ev ,~s . 'Wing  dlt~*tai'l "": 
sections call for two feet of ½-by-6-/nch cleat" pine; about 
14 Inches of l-by-6 are needed for the fuselage. Propeller 
pin and wheel axle call fo.r eight inches of ~-inch dowel. 
All remaining parts can be made from scraps of ~-ineh 
stook. 
All parts can be assembled with brads and epoxy. 
(c) l~ l  Deeo-Pims Inn, 
Distributed by Toronto Sun Syndicate 
- "  . . . . .  - . . . . .  - - - - "  . . . .  1 
tDe¢o-Ptus I 
[ Terrace-Kitimat Daily Herald [ 
LP.o. na ~ I I~omw~, at . KOH SB I 
J 
Please send me Plan Number J 
for $3.00 ( inc ludes SOt for hand l ing  J 
charges). 
Please send me the ~o-P lan  en~lope  J 
for 83.00 (includes S0e for bandHq J 
charges) containing over 150 o f l~!  do- J 
it-yourself p~J~ta. J 
J 
i~nd order made out to ~o-P~m! 
8 
cheque or money 
Inc. 11. 
JPlenne PRINT your name and ad~eoa: J 
I I 
I N~mE ......................................................................... I 
~ . . . . ,o . . . .e , . . . , . oo  J .o . . . . . . , ,  J . , .~ , .H Ioe .  Jloe--..o.,..e,......%l......,o*o I 
It,'rl~ .............. ; ............................................................ I t 
I I 
i "°* . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.i 
,~  i lun  emm muo mme emm i ml lm a i r  ~ i  aml  ame a i m  a le  mto  a l i g n  J '  
i 
?t 
$ 
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i IDEARl l  AB I  ~: D T [ " ' ]CROSSWO I L 23''~ I [ ~  , gers. They are.a terrible nuisance. Why must they use the ~7 . 8 19 
:" ~' DEAR ABBY: Thanks for a chance to sound off about jog" 
I n V "streets to jog't What's wrong with jogging in.parks7 Or on a . . ; 
--,. .  - -  o-,,-. RD r0m but they cause motorists to swerve to avoid hitting them, t l 
,r l, I I I Joggers run right down the middle of the road, darting in front of oncoming cars so they don't have to break their 
stride or slacken their pace. They are a hazard to all |16 [ 
motorists. Why can't they r-n on sidewalks and obey the ' ~17 ~18 I 
- NN I I as I do and jog at home (in place} in my living room? 19 ~' I'm as health.conscious as the next guy, but I'm no exhibi- ACROSS " . 30 Theater sign DOWN ' 9 To delegate ' 
DEAR ABBY: KEEPING FIT IN SAN MATEO asked 
why so many motorists are abusive to joggers. (Someone 
yelled at him: "Hey, you jerk, get off the street-what re 
you' trying to prove?") 
You should have mentioned that most joggers jog down 
the center of the street, paying no attention to traffic signals 
and behaving in general as though they owned the streetl 
If a passing motorist honks his horn and signals for the 
jogger to move over to the side of the road, the jogger pays 
no attention whatsoever. 
My sympathy is with the motorist-not the jogger! 
KANSAS 
DEAR KANSAS: My mail has been running 50 to I in 
favor of the motorist. Read on: 
tionist. 
STUDIO CITY HEALTH NUT 
DEAR ABLY: My husband LOVES to look at female jog- 
gers, They turn him on! He gets so excited when he sees a 
woman jogging he can hardly keep his car under control. He 
says there is something about he rhythm of the female body 
bobb ng up and down that excites him. So far, he hasn't run 
' off the road or hit another car or a pedestrian, but I m afraid 
his luck will run out soon. 
He can hardly wait for summer-when joggers wear less 
and show more. 
Me? I wish they'd outlaw all jogging in city streets! 
ANTI.JOGGERS 
DEAR ABBY: rd like to get in my two cents' worth about 
runners and joggers. If it's exercise they want, why don't 
they go to a gym or exercise at home? It's a lot healthier. 
Those half-naked show-oils run on heavily traveled streets 
under the pretense of "keeping fit," while they fill their 
lungs with exhaust from ears and buses, 
Not to mention the punishment they give their feet, 
ankles, knees and hips. rye had it with those exhibitionistic 
idiotsl KEEPING FIT IN PRIVATE 
DEAR ABBy: rll.tell you Why I hate joggers. Because 
they ignore traffic signals, run in frbnt 'of ears and ereate a
real traffic hazard for motorists. Many times I have had to 
slam on my brakes to avoid hitting a jogger, rye also had to 
quickly swerve, nearly hitting another car. Joggers do not 
belong on the streets with automobiles. And the same goes 
for bicycles. Motorcyclists at least operate at the same 
speed .n~ automobiles. Bicycles and joggers do not. 
MAD IN WESTMINISTER 
1 Radio 
amateur  
4 Harden 
7 Bristle: 
comb. form 
• 8 Small • 
fragment 
10 Legislator 
11 Surfaced 
• a road 
13 Author of 
"Imitation 
of Christ" 
16 Drunkard 
17 Ranted 
18 The grape 
19 Take out 
20 British gun 
21 Winged 
23 French city 
25 AI~ or 
King 
26 A writer of 
westerns 
27 Male swan 
26 Used in 
jewelry 
Problems? You'll feel better ff you get them off year chest. 
For • personal reply wr/te to Abby, Box 69700, Los 
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose shunped, seHquldressed 
envelope. . 
HOROSCOPE 
~=s 10/Y'a~ (Mar. 21 to Ape, 
You're able to make im- 
portsnt progress careerwtse 
through sound plunnlng and 
conunon sense, but watch out 
for competitors who are likely 
to be Jealous. 
TARSUS ~ 
(Apr. 2O to May 20) 
Educat ional  interests,  
travel and publishing matters 
are lflghly favored, but don't 
neglect any of your immediate 
wock-rmponaibllities . . . . . . .  
(May 2! to June 20)MI~ 
Home Improvement plans 
p in  a boost through others' 
support. Be careful though not 
to dissipate 'newly aequtred 
funds on frivolities. 
c~cu,  e ( :~  
(June 21 to July 23) 
A perfect day to mend 
fences. Share your worries 
with others and watch them 
disappear. Later, you may 
find that a family member 
uses unfair tactics. 
LEO o~ 23 to Aug. 22)~ 
You're on the right track for 
improviug income potential, 
but after initial gains, eo. 
workers may offer opposing 
viewpoints. 
FOR TUEEDAY, MAY 15,1979 
(Aug. ~ to Sept 22) 
An excellent time for. the 
prese~intion f oreaUve ideas. 
Travel plans are favored too, 
but avoid a eonb~tal/on re 
finances. 
Lm~ ..rn.t- ~ (Sept. m to Oct. 
Nesotiatlug credit should 
come easy now, espe~ in 
connection with home im- 
provement plans• Still, a 
family 'member may be 
contrary. 
scom,|o m, ;P  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Be receptive to the ideas of 
others. No seme in reading 
between the lines or second- 
guessing when there's no call 
for suspicion. 
sA~rrr~zIUs ~,~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
A suggestion of a mate or 
dose ally has money-making 
potential• Stick to your 
financial program despite 
reservations of a friend. 
CAPRICORN ~r~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Communicntions with those 
at a distance go well. Make 
travel plans. Downplay ego in 
conversations with higher-ups 
and romantic ompanions. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Self-examinatiou leads to 
profitable ,insights. Think 
things through logically 
rather tha emotionally. 
Complete unfinished tasks. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 23) 
A social gntherlsg has its 
ups and downs. Harmonious 
relations with f~lends and 
close ones are accented 
despite One ul~etting note. 
~vOU BoRN TODAY are 
both artistic and scientific. A 
born moneymaker, you can 
succeed in business, though 
you'd feel more at home in the 
professions. Law, medicine, 
teaching, and the ministry are 
your natural milieu. You do 
not like to take orders and do 
better in an independent 
position, Your artistic talents 
attract you to music, writing, 
the stage and design. Your 
best success comes through 
holding fast to your idenls. 
Trust your intuition and have 
faith in your inventive ability. 
Birthdnto of: Trini Lopez, 
singer; James Mason, actor; 
and Katherine Anne Porter, 
author. 
(~) 1979 King Features Syndicate, lnc, 
p 
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"You should h.-r whst  she lint called himl" 
33 Martyred 1 Spartan serf 10 Relatives M 2' 122 W 2a I" 
Archbishop 2 Minute of ayes. j2s 
! I 
• character 4 Quiver 15 River in 35 
37 Din 5 Strayed Poland I, [. . l I 
38Slumber 8 Division of 19 Hebrew tribe ~ ~~37" ~ .  
39 Waste school year 20 Cunning.' 
allowance 7 Region of 21 Hawaiian 38 ..... 39 
40 High hill London greeting . . . . . . . . . . . .  41. 
41 Weight of 8 Barrel 22 Toils ~ . 4 o  
India part 23 Semite 
Average solution time: 26 rain.. 24 Softens in CRYPTOQUIP 4-18 
temper 
25Perform ' GMNZMNGYMR EQZ RZV-  Y JQ  CYYX 
26 Seize firmly 
26 Carved gem 
IL I~ iR IE IC  29 wmow 
30 He performs 
at Vail 
I I  ID}I IC[OlS 31 Repose 
32 Native: 
a suffix 
:IABAINIABSINIEIEI 3~ Brewer's 
4-18 need 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 35 The center 
XYT CVETYQYJR  ' ' 
Teday's Cr~to~ip - -  PUNGENT BUDDING LILACS SCF.NT 
OUR SUBURBAN GARDEN PLOTS. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: m. equals A
'me Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. It you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle~ Single letters, short words, 
and words asmg an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and e~or. 
~.')1~ King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
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ARE THE ' JOBS = 
TOP PR IORITY  i 
Jobs in 8keena through responsible establishing businesses here in-.the 
development. This is • dearly the north. If local people take ..full !ad, 
number oae Issue in the May Z2nd vantage of them, they will belp as 
federal eleetion, create amore stable, locally~.~mtrbUed 
~ economic, bose." 
Incumbent MP lena Campssnoio has ~ . . . . .  
outlined plans'to comtlnue the rldi~'s "My ' ~ oth'er . major  cabinet 
economic growth, but warm. 'that 
development must be res l~ and' achievement for the.riding was the 
controlled. " , government's, dectsion to oppme/the 
"We n,-,! t~ . . .  m,..,. ,,.,, ~.,~ Kttinmt on pipeline proposal", Con-. 
tobs at ~,n~ ,~ rata oJmMa,~,, tixlued lona. After many months of 
"'"Wew~'ha~e~v ~ownuph~area l i  . '  . . . . . .  resenrch I concluded that the few 
too fandlkr with the old s~le q'/p and benefits - about 00permanent jobs .in 
run' developers, and  the soqlal Kitimat - could not outweigh ithe 
disruption and instability they leave potential disaster posed ~ our fishing 
behind. .. " _ indmtry by supertanker traffic." 
• "My goal hasbecn tO create 8n ell- After a similar conclusion' was 
vironment for responsible and reached by the federally-funded sustained economic growth. Govern. 
ment's jobis to provide the tools wbl~ ~l'hompoon Inquiry', the government 
will allow the private s~etor to create stated .in February 1978 it would'not 
employment", said Campagnolo. allow the Kitimst proposal to go ahead. 
"I want tO ,see development in 
"My goal has 'beexi r~q~enslble Kitimat,, sa|d Camp~nolo. " I t  only 
and sustained eccmomie growth, makes ense for all our communities to 
We need Jobs inSkeena, butnot have diversified economic bases. I , 
jobs at any cost." • have aetivelyeneouragedeompen/ns to 
' establish in Kitimat, and feel.~hore are 
• good pnssibllitien for sevend Wo~ects, 
.~,,o,, 1~ ,~,,, ,~.~,,,,,, o ,,, ,,,,,,,,~, .including the manufacture ~of 
aluminum automobile e~ines and industries .have benefitted from . " , . 
~licies aimed 8t increasing and power train homing, methane con- 
mversifying their operations; and rail, version, and. the export of iki01d 
port, end h/~hway up~ding has given natural gas." , : .  
us the transportation system we have • ,~ 
Federa l  EleCtiOn - needed for ,o lo . 
Imix~tant as these Othetl act/ms 
AY 22nd 
M important initiative has been 
designation, of. northern. B.C. for 
. ' assistenee from the Deparfinent of 
Regional Eco~nomie Expansion 
No two electio .ns~u'eevur the same but": 1974 I have worked fiat-out o "Get//ng the DREE programs Into" do~.~v~ueofdevelupxnentfs~lbe 
ore" area was one o f  my biggnst . vested.or the _ fu~,hn  
the federal electl~ of May ~nd will be ::provide (hat kind of service to thLs achievements at the cabinet table",, facilities. I t  is me Jol0s.Am8 term, 
unique. . ~riding. The people I have talked with said Campagnolo. •'~/~ey are" the stable employment " tw  ~nor- 
lhefirstelectiql~heldundertbestriet, dud~th is  campai~ -- supporters 'equalizer' to the higher ensts of themers...thatrcallyemmt." , : ,  
new Election EX~ Act Intreducad - from allparties-- tell me that his work . '  i ' ' ' .. . , ., " i . i 
eampa~ costs; .s~ m anlo me zws~ . Ihavehadmanypoople~aythattbey 
federal election ever tebe  held in the appre~ate he value of having someone 
month of May . . . .  . from theirovairlding rep .resenting them 
And became of the Victoria Day long On the govenment.s/de ~ the,, House -- 
• weekend, Election Day will fall on particularly in the Cabinet. 
Tuesday instead of , the.  Iraditisnal ' - ' ADDITIONAL STRENGTH 
Monday. Skeena is a v~ist riding, extending from 
IONA FAVOURED Hartley Bay in the southwest to Caasinr 
Mnst observers in Skeena predict he in the northeast. Effective represen. 
re.electiou of ine .umbent Liberal M.P. tution requires agreat deal of physical 
.Iona Campasnolo,wh0, after an upset stamina, as well.as dedication to the 
• vletor~ in 1974 has established a strong task of helping people. 
recora In Ottaw~ as dedicated and 
~elens constituency repnmentative as Campagnolohaspmvensinee 1974 that 
well as an outspoken advocate of the she.i~equal to such a task. She has also 
special needs Of n~rthern Canadians. ~e  ~addltional slrength of ~ a 
Campagnolo, who.will be facing.four d~tt~P~er in the federal cabinet. It's a 
opponents on elect~on day+ is qu/etly ~ ~ o n  which makes her an el- 
confident about her  chances for re- ;~Ct!ve,eampalgner and an excellent 
election. "Skecna has ~a h/story of :MeJp, J~r,of Parliament. It 81so makes 
supporting MPs with a record of Imrd It  ~ . .  that the ,Strong Voi~ for. 
work and genuine concern for the "Sheena"willslillbespenkingentafter 
problems of individual /coastituents. May 22rid. "HARD •WORK AND GENUINE CONCERN"  
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VO -CE 
NEEDED 
Voters in Skeena have two Jobs on May ~nd: to pick a 
representative from our area Who will be listened to In Ottawa; 
and to help choose a strong national soverfiment. 
On. a local basis there is only one logical choice. While other 
.par.ties have sincere candidates -- credible representatives of 
mew political faiths-- only one candidate, Ions Campagnolo, has 
the proven track record and demonstrated commitment to Justify 
our vote at this time. 
Since 1974 CampaKnolo has proven by her everyday work as 
Sw~eena's MP. that she is both tough and compassionate; a fighter 
o rememuers that it is PEOPLE she is fighting for. While she 
has not won every 'war', there is no doubt of her willingness to do 
battle, armed, always, with careful, solid research. 
On the national level, it is clear Canada must have a strong 
• government during the coming erisis years. Not only to el- 
fectively overcome the very real threat frofi~ the separatist 
government of Quebec, but also because many other hard 
decisions will have to be reached. Decisions on energy; on 
mariume vounoar ies  with the U.S.; on economic relations with 
rasouree-rich.'third world' countries; and on issues which can 
appear as suddenly as the energy crisis. We cannot afford to have 
these decisions made in a."do~i't rock the boat" trade-off at- 
mosphere of minority government, 
The man who can provide that tough leadership is Pierre 
Trudean. He is not the most popular leader in Canada's history 
b o ~,  ut it is a mgn of his strength that he has the conviction to make 
• the tough choiees -- even ff they cost votes. Tory leader Joe Clark 
has been found sadly lacking in such leadership qualities during 
• ~ ca. m. lmign. By r~mning a 'packaged' campaign; by appearing 
gay m sate, highly-controlled Situations and avoiding moo°inS 
me peopm ace to face until forced to by his advisors, Clark has 
demonstrated a lack of those very lesdereldp qual/ties ' o greatly 
needed at this crucial time. Canada just cannot afford such un. 
certain guidencewith anunsure pilot at the wheel. 
I 
r -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-OTTAWA IS NOW 
AWARE OF 
~on~erd.m..ethn~ m u~t ~aee.ein~s°m~hg_e ~m°p.~m&,C~P~nn~eronmflY~a~e 
I respousible economic development of 
that part of Canada between the ~rd 
and 60th parallels. Tlda "M/d-North'" 
of Canada (which includes'the Skecna 
rld/~) has long be0n one of the 
ne$1ectad areas of our country, 
particularly when it came to being 
reeugnlzed for government ussistance 
andservioes that other armm take for' 
~anted. CampaKnolo, through el .  
!ective use of her cabinet portfolio, 
mm reversed all that. She has put ...~:... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  , , , .  . - . , . . . . . , , . . . . . . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  = . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . .  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
• TRUCKING ON HIGHWAY 37 IS CAMPAIGN TRAIL FoR IONA 
::! by PETER CALAMAI whose herS~d~ e appearance quickly members of her campal~ team at 
earned cruel nickname of every stop along the way to this 
asbestos mining town of 2000. 
.i ~/ ,$OUTHAM NEWS SERVICE  
: ~ " Barbie Doll. 
IifCAc~SIflARt~,B:C. - ~,_~e_bigger-_t~,__n_- Well...that Barbie 'Doll proved 
-- .~ . . . . . .  . . .0 . . .y  m ox~p.u  me vou~rm ]l l~lnhtv toUab ~t fh im fhn  W.|l.uM.nl ,n,uv,,n 
demand a-lot of their Member of'andS*"---°~-"Y'~X"'T'--"'::'-"" 
Parliament .me cut anq mrust m me tom- 
" mOl lS ,  " 
They want someone who is as  "~e'sgoneHollywoedanas,'"snorts 
maverick as the ranchers, bard-rock .~ Tory critic in a bar in Terrace" high 
miners and flshermml of this rugged 
north-western quarter of British mshinn l m~t golag to impress people in 
[ms  men.  
Columbia, the largest federal riding A few hours later the allegedly 
outside the Arctic. 
• Hollywood lady is strnggling with rested 
Their want someone Who isB't afraid wheel nuts to change a fiat tire. 
era slugging match and doesn't hand Theflattl're, camedbya akidihtothe 
out "bull~it". ditch on a quagndre stretch of B,C. 
, Finally, they want someone whowill llIghway 37, m oneof the few set-backe, 
• She  also manages toplace third in a 
team beer chug.sing contest; smack 
her Him o~'er jellied sea-lion flippers; 
deal with a host of personal problems 
unleaded by constituents; comment for 
radio on the NHL WHA merger; trade 
verbal punches over law and order with 
a hard, line voter; recruit key support 
from Indian voters; handle matters that 
are really, the concern of the seldom 
seen provincial politician for the region 
and thoroughly enjoy, herself. 
in cold political terms, the nor- 
thernmost ection of Skecna isn't that 
important; it contains only about one- 
tenth of the total voters, and placed 
Campugnolo third in 1974. P/ok/us up a 
few hundred votes edge here, however, 
could makethe difference overall if 
Indian land claims --.to massive ~ 
federal funding of transportation a d 
port facilities, have at last started to 
show. Skeena has p record of voting 
for the person and not the purty; of 
electing stronl~, independently.~ 
minded mmbers unafraid to do | 
battle for this area. Campagnolo has 
already proven herself worthy of this 
tradition--and worthy Of our vote f~r 
her on May 99nd. - | 
during a three-day furay thai-inv01ves 
nearly 1500 kllometres of lurching 
through the steep river valleys and 
underneath e icy peaks in a region of 
Indian and white legends, Officially it's 
not campaigning becanse Campas~lo 
won't be nominated until Satuday 
make' the 2,500 kilometre round trip 
frnm Ottawa on weekends and then 
endure hours of bone.jerring rides on 
dirt roads to reach an isolated one- 
quarter of the population, outside the 
, ~ populaUon o f  Prince Rupert,i 
lmTaee and K/t/mat. 
Yet in1974, ~emm surprised the But the person who slts blgh (Imm's urdonscanactunllydellvermcrevotes 
eounlry 5y turfing out veteran New name as an honorary linlda Indian) to the NDP from the smelters, pulp 
Demoerat .Fraal~_ Howard and e lec~ manages tod/stributo a wad of bumper ~ and flsh-panking plants in the 
newcomer Ioua Campo~olo, a wmnan stickers and touch base with. key somnern section of the ridin$. 
, o . 
BY NADINE ASANTE .' 
"11"WI1"~4"~I"~ ~ 4"~d '~TT ' I~Tr ' I I~  
Iona Campagnolo and Mrs. Agnes Sutton 
A WRITER WRIT 
This letter is to record a personal very ~, l' flxink we as women can be proud Of • 
warm thank you for your participation • that evening. I as the organizer, Agnes 
as Guest of Honour on the occasion of .,.,'~ the star, you as the Guest of Honour 
the "Water for Agnes Sutton Banquet" :~.wliue presence was responsible for 
at St. Paul's Church Amiy Banquet ~atht'acting a whole lot of people who 
HaU, Kitwanga, B.C., on the evening of ~"~ted  money to the cause,..end the 
April 25,1979 . . . .  : ; i :~ :~en of K/twauga who provided 
~ ,. • ~ . " . . : : " ~  scrumptious food to feed an 
u you wm rememoer k was two aays i i : :~y  with 10ts le f t  .over t 
before the election was called that you ~::i!~;~',:. . ' . . . . .  
agreed tolend your support to any fund i:.; ~. i~a in  thank you for sticking to a 
raising activity which I could dream up~. . ! .~  even though it meant aking. 
to pr0vide money to bring water into : : :~ iout  from your hectic pre-election 
the home of ~ very d e~.rviag o ld  i~e .  The people obviously loved 
roman lady who Hvea in (~arvaJe. "~:!, .~['~Vk~ you thereandat the end of the 
• • i "  ' . . . . .  ' ; i .~ '  when y0u pot ook. of the 
You said, ~'Nadine, lean't  be be lp fu l /~  Dance" with such aplomb, I
politieauy out I will e_ert~.y do what Ii i .~ 'env ind  you. you looked as though 
can as a mend.!' So I started the oail i~~'.ihad been dancing "ponce" dances 
rolling and hod invitations donated blUyoor l lfet 
from Totem Press saying that you :i~;:=.?i:.:... " ' ' 
would the Guestof Honour at a dinner : ~  to be an unblasedJoummllat I, 
set for April 25, at Kitwa~a. Then the .never divulge my political allegiance 
date of the election was announced and so l  won't promise you a vote in this 
my heart sank...I could see my project letter but I do wish you all the success 
for water for Agnes going downt he lni~tho world. No matter w~t  my 
dralnt I lmmediately~phone your office personalpolities I honestly believe that 
expecting to be told,. "Sorry but the no elected member could do more for 
plans Were made before the election thelrconstituents that you bare during 
anooancement and"~!will have to be your term of office. And I know for 
postponed", but instead I was assured, instance that when the scheme seemed 
"If lena said she'll be there, she'll be doomed it was only through your 
there, don't worry, go ahead with your personal auspices that the Terrace 
plans." ,Calendonia High School students are 
And lona.wns theret And as you know 
the evening was a great suCceas raising 
$4000 which will not only obtain plpod- 
in water for Agnes but also buy her 
some of the small comforts of life and 
also build her a smoke house to replace 
the one which burned down two years 
ago. When I told Agnes there would be 
enough money for a smoke house she 
said, "Indians always have a smoke 
house, Indians do not always have a 
bathroom". 
going to participants in the student 
exchange called Open House Canada. 
M~ daughter isone of the students and is 
is lnoking forward with great an- 
c/pation to her forthcoming Quebec 
p in a few weeks. So thank you for 
your intervention i that matter. 
Unfortunately it isn't always publicized 
but I think it is your eompaselon and 
caring about he problems of the people 
you were elected to serve which is your 
finest attribute as a politician. 
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I am happy to tell you that work has made with water from an indoor tap- 
already started in Cedarvale toward and'can answer the call of nature on an 
getting Agnes water, The Terrace Co- indoor throne. I pray that Agnes will 
opisreal]y provingits "Co-op-neas"by llve for a few more years to enjoy the 
providing much of the material for the unaccustomed luxuries which I for ore 
project and Ted Wells and the School take so much for granted. . 
District are active participants in the 
project planning and labour. Leonard Again tlmnks a million for your help. i
Bright of Kl twanp wi l l  have his hope you enjoyed the evening u much 
backhoe in Cedarvale this coming as I did, 
week. 
So next ime you visit down the line and Warm reJarda, 
drop In on ~nes  you will drink tea Nadine Aasnte 
lena Campagnolo personally delivers Canadian 
passports o Arnold and Pare Edzerza of Atlin. Cutting 
red tape to help with problems such as the emergency 
delivery of passports i one of the least-publicized -- 
but very important -- parts o f  a Member of 
Parliament's Job. 
-o  • 
ON ABORTION 
,/ i • :,.~ 
"Abort ion should be removed from the Crindnal Code and p in~!~!  
under the provisions of the NatioualHealth Act; • ,~..~.~ 
"I believe thatchucks and balances are required, and I respect tliei~i 
stand of the Alliance for Life, but tmfortmmtely ! cannot agree with!~ 
• them, because ~ntil our country places more emphasis on sexual~ i 
responsibility and contraception, there will continue to be too ma~tyl; ,~ 
abortions; There have always been abortions, there are abortions now;~i 
and I submit hat until we perfect society we will continue to have~'.!! 
'abortions. ' ~-'i! 
"One Hononrable Member asked why the richest provinces had the~i  
highest abortion rates. The answer is that  the we£thy  of rids countr~_i~!'~ 
and the weathy of the have alway, had aemte  ahorti®, 
the poor, il i-nducatnd, and those who are =or=ate  not to sham ou i~ 
level of life have not. - . - " ~ . 
'There must always ~ room for rational thought. Slid= of aborted ~''' 
fetuses to sensationalize a particular philosophy serve no.other,:~i-~ ~ 
pmTpese than to bring to mind the revolting human degradation of;;;i~!i. 
women who were driven by such desperation as most men cannot ~,'~ 
imagine to attempt to abort hemselves, orto submit heir bodies to an~ '~.~i 
inepL illegal, back-street abortionist. Is the bloody and dlsmembered ~ .... 
fetus any more Or less repugnant to anyone here to view than, for .i~ ~ 
instance, a thirteen-year.eld girlcrouched naked in death sn her own ~ 
.blood, after attemp~ug to abort herself with a sharpened kitchen ~" 
implement?." 
FROM A SPEECH GIVEN BY  IONA CAMPAGNOLO IN  THE 
HOUSE OF  COMMON8,  MAY ZP, 1975.  
~i•; ::/I~' '~; 
.... ~ : '~. ~:~ ~ . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ • ','~!~!~'! ~i  ~i,i-!~ !i/~!.+ ,~ !~ii ?iii ~ • ' ~ ' ~ 
. . • , J  
,! .~:i.,,,"i,.. 
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FOR THE RECORD 
QUESTION 
You have a strong record of spealflng 
out for the needs of your riding. Do you 
feel your appointment as a Cabinet 
Minister has made you less effective as 
a constituency spokesman? 
ANSWER: 
No, quite the reverse. I think it is an 
advantage tomy constituency for me to 
be chosen as the first-every northern 
Minister in a federal cabinet. I have 
been able to bring as strong a regional 
voice to Cabinet and I have been ef- 
fective in winning for Skeena services 
and programs it would have been 
imDoesible to obtain had I remained a 
bachbancher. Ona number of occasions 
I havealso been able to stop or change 
actions which did not give recognition 
to the fact that there m a northern 
dimension to our country: actions 
which would have otherwise gone 
tmchallenged. Just to cite one recent 
example, it was largely due to the 
efforts of Len Marehand and myself 
that the v,eatherships in the northern 
Pacific were reinstated last fall. Being 
a Minister also means that you have 
morn resources at your dispoesl, many 
of which can be used to the advantage 
of your constituency. Many of my 
Cabinet colleagues feel I devote an 
inordinate amount of resources to the 
constituency side of my office. I feel 
simply that my constituents deserve all 
the support I can give them. 
QUESTION: 
What abou~ the coastal transportation 
issue? Were you not in the long run, 
unsuccessful in retaining service to the 
isolated communities? 
ANSWER: 
I said in Prince Rupert on December 4~ 
197~ that I would resign from the 
Cabinet ff steps were not taken to 
improve coastal transportation ser- 
vices. I do not make statements of
that type idly, and the record clearly 
shows that the federal govemmant has 
taken steps to improve the situation. 
.It must be recalled that I came into the 
~abinet after this change in policy had 
been decided upon, and just as it was 
being put into effect. At that ime there 
was a ;4 million annual subsidy given 
- -  without tender or competition -- to a 
private company. That was an tm- 
AN INTERVIEW WITH IONA 
satisfactory situation, bUt as I said then hopeful 
and still maintain, it did not Justify the 
manner in which that subsidy was 
removed. 
QUESTION: 
What has been done to resolve the 
situation? 
ANSWER: 
First and most important, the federal 
government gave the province an 
~,000,000 annual subsi~', to provide 
marine transportation to ~e:,. central and 
northern B.C. coasts. Such service has 
now been installed to Port Simpson and 
Kincolith, and details of a new ferry 
service have been announced for the 
central coast. 
Second, we have coniinued our  
assistance to the construction and ira- 
provement of northern B.C. highways. 
This has made possible, the' 
shipment of asbestos through the B.C. 
port of Stewart, instead of the Alaska 
port of Skagway, allowing goods to be 
bronght into Stewart at a cheaper rate 
on the back haul. 
Third, we obtained a precedent unique 
in all of Canada: the granting of anair 
travel subsidy to residents of the Queen 
Charlotte Islands. This subsidy 
maintains the principle of subsidies to 
the Queen Charlottes and it is my ,in-. 
tentiou to have it maintained until the 
province finally provides their long 
overdue ferry. 
There are ot~er steps, sucn as con- 
struttion of a publiely-owned barge- 
loading facility in Prince Rupert, and 
the successful fight to continue 
passenger railway service on the CN 
northean mainline, but I think the ones I
have listed are the most significant. 
• I certainly share the frustration of 
coastal residents over the extraordinary 
delays on th~ part of the B.C. Ferry 
Corporation ka imPlementi~ the ser- 
vices th.ey agreed to. 
QUF~TION: 
~at  goals did you set foryourself as a 
new MP in 19/4; anti how suceeesful 
have you been in achieving them? 
ANSWER: 
My primary goal was to give a voice to 
northern people. I think I have been 
suecesaful. I have given a pro~le, a 
presence to northern problems. I enJ~ 
speaking in Tormto ou me needs ot 
Canadians who face the double 
Jeopardy of be~ beth westerner, and 
~oj~kernors. 
ididn,treallygotoOttawawithagreat ~ the new polie: 
long "shopping list". Clearly, however, stations" for transmission 
there are some pet causes any new MP from satellites will great 
wishes to advance and I certainly have the upgrading of service tc 
in theQueen Cl~Flottes m had my share. 
It has always bothered me that raw 
materials from northern B.C. have 
been shipp~, through Alaskan ports. 
Through federal assistance to the 
development of Highway 37 this trend 
is now reversed and Stewart is 
becoming an increasingly important 
pert. 
I spent a great deal of time and effort 
on the fight against,crude oil tankers in 
the rich fishing grounds of coastal B.C. 
This threat has been beaten. 
I have always felt .social justice 
demands that the Nishga and other 
native land claims be resolved in a fair 
and equitable manner. The day the 
federal Minister of Indian Affairs, the 
B.C. MiniSter esponsible for Indian 
Affairs, and the leaders of the Nishga 
Tribal Council sat down at one table in 
January 1976 was clearl.y one of 
highlights of my first term in 
Parliament. Andnow, although without 
the same amount of press attenffon. 
other land claims in our area are a t  
varying degrees in the negotiation 
process. 
QUESTION: 
What about communications? Is that 
not a prierity-upgrading our radio and 
television reception? 
ANSWER: 
Yes, it is, and its an area which has 
seen dramatic improvements since 
1974. The C.B,C. has taken over 
responsibility of distributing the CFTK 
television signal, and has spent 
$1,000,000 in upgrading transmission 
facilities. New, more powerful tran- 
smitters at Houston, Terrace, and 
Prince Rupert have resulted in 
stronger and more reliable television 
si~,~mis inmost communities inSkeena 
--from Smithers right through,to the ...... 
Queen Charlottes, and also up in 
Stewart and the Nass Valley. 
My priority now is to bring in proper 
radio and TV service to the more 
isolated parts of Skesna. We have done 
this ih some areas, notably Atlin ant[ 
Kitwaneool, but there are others. I am 
/ "  
• ' . . .  
H y of "earth 
Lon of TV signals 
r tly accelerate 
f s r lc  to communities 
and along High. 
way 37. 
• QUESTION: 
Do you enjoy working as a politician? 
You always seem to have so much 
energy and enthusiasm. 
#,NSWER: 
Yes I like working for people, and 
being a Member of Parliament is an 
effective and anUs~ing way of serving 
people. Sometimes it's frustrattns and 
sometimes it's d ~  .i~, but by and 
large I look fo,rward to every day, 
because I know~4hat I can play a 
positive rule in'/h'elping people, and 
hnproving our northern quality of life. 
1974, I commi  d mpe  to wor n  
fiat out-sa hard as I can-for all the 
people of Skeena s long as I was their 
Member of Parliament. I have L .one  
that o the best of my ability, and I hope 
they .~.~ ~ow me to c0nttnue the job 
after May 22nd. 
I I 
THE 
SKEENA VOTE 
IN 1974 
Election results in iSkeeno 
in 1974 (old boundaries) 
were: 
Campagnolo 
(Liberal) 12,218 
Howard 
Stevens 
(NDP) 9.358 
(Conservative) 8,806 
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GAINING STRENGTH 
Canada has ridden Out the eeonom/e ' Economic coqmratlofi and Develop- 
i~lh~tvsls ofthe t970s betterthiw most meat (OECD) has been overshadowed 
• tri!!ized countries, and we are recently by the~benomenal 1-ere~ 1- 
now ready to enter a period o~ rapfd the ske of our labour force. 
and sustained gr .owth.. • " • To meet he emPloyment eeds Of the 
- • ,;. -. post-war baby bona and the. growing 
Like al lw~d~n counbries, Canada s .number  of women who are taking their 
economy suffered as a .result of the .rightful place in the work force, we 
fonr4eld increase I-o11 prlcee in 19~J....nave had to,,,e, rea. ~.+ _or. or 300,000 n.ew. 
.Tlds "energy crlsis", coupled with the pm.a  year. ~ s.a ommult tm.k, widen 
fa~nst~rowing labour tome 1- the m way we still nave a too -~ unem. 
, 'HEALTH AND SAFETY  F IRST"  S INCE 1974i~i 
]O~ r ~ a S ~  fibres with legislatedproteetion for me rlg~ts'ot: 
union and company officials In unorpnised workers, and funds to 
• Caaslar. In 1978 the government assist.union offidals to increase thel~ 
imldomented a 14-point program to ,,ba~aini~ sldlis, and knowl _e__~_ ': 
improve  working condltlons, for Bettor lwrgainla8 means betty: 
Cant~dlans. Establishment of an contracts ..for both labour and 
.. ployment 'rate, 
world, has meant ,, S INCE .1974 despite", an era- 
- some tough ~thnes , . , . played labour 
m recent, years - AversgeWages . UpSOpereent ' . 
even though we'~,e~ Take Home Pay Up ~0 percent ~rce of over' 
Inllsl/on' " Up 4Olfercent ' 
been " well off  Profits • Upn~eent  .!0,200,000 -. 
compared to ;our : Sonrce-StatistiesCaneda • C~nadlans. 
+tradlm pamem. 
. . . .  <! . . . .  +OcCupational 'Safety and Health man~ement...and more preduetivity 
.The; +Li .~e l . ,govment ' s  ".~.~ . We a~o now oreating Jobs at a! faster ' t~mu'e was a.ma~or.s~ep, as were xor all of us", explsinaIona. .. 
I i " O" Onto :  
sunSlOlZns toe price ol OH wlmm force thm~h over 400000"40~ were ' ' ': 
Canada ande]1"dnates windfall profits • cleatodin Canada in the last 13 months 
,for .ex.'port~.s.,ba.scusldonedthe~o~. und the unemployment ra e is steadlly ONA ... O N THERN RES R 
ot on  prtce mereases lor notn deel1"ins. + I +q'here is a dilemma in the which give Us+this framework . 
bus1"essea  and  cons l /mers . .  . : ;  • + 
north..;thesin~le-rusouree town..
When there is no resource left, 
• what happens te the town? 
question is often il~ored in the  
rush to 'get in, get rich, and-get 
out', 
"How do we breathe life into 
these communities to make 
them ponnanont and stable 
..ipstead of unecrla1", keep-your-. 
.~ap-lwcked, don't make-any- 
commitments mining camps 
e=itting warily beneath the 
pamocletian sword of prices on 
~he world metals markets? 
• "Where do we begin to turn 
this attitude around? We start, I
think, by ~derstandl~ the 
importance of the word 
"commundty". A collection of 
: b~Ud~ ~m be cremd. A 
for northern development often 
do not lend themselves to 
communities which are durable, 
d iverse ,  and socially, and 
economically stable; 
"Whatl  want to see is an 
economy for northe~towns 
based IN northern, towns. Thk 
means we must develop amuch 
m.,0re broadly-based, ~Lnadlan.. 
controlled, financially-stable 
and locally-managed northern 
economy. 
"We1" the north have .dways 
known how finite our resources 
are. We have chafed in 
frnstratJon at the reluctsne+ of 
the south and the east to use 
.i: 
~ subsidy on domestle prlees has :' " 
meantaeaving th[spastyeorof$138in ' Meat econondc observers predict 
fuel costs for each family in B.C. that Canada is on the verge of a major 
Canada's '~emerkable ability I~. mrgeininvestmont...muchOf it ere in 
provide jobs and ~ incomes for its northern B.C....and expectations are 
ralddly &~rowL~ labour force", In the for the unemployment ra e to continue 
words • of. the Or. ganization for its steady downwa~l trend. 
MORE CN JOBS IN SMITHERS- 
eiUUUptoS0newJobs•nSnLitherswmbe 0ther recent railway related' ted as a spinoff from port 1"itlatiwes nSk anahav~be non t  
development i  Prince Rupert. .million upgrading Of" the CN northern 
Smlthers, which is a division point on mainline which will make possible the 
the CN northern raft l/he, will benefit increased level of export shipments, 
fromnew railway jobs as the Fairvtew and the successful fight by Liberal MP 
Gonoral Cargo terminal in Prince lona campagnolo t retain passenger. . 
• Rupert continues to increase its ~raffie, raft service to northern communities, these resources ina responsible. " 
andas *major new facilities for the • ,'The greatest priority~ now", says and controlled way. Now it is our 
shipment of coal, 8rain, and mineral : eampagnelo, "Is-to upgrade the rall turn to serve notice that we :- 
concentrates are ~0nstrueted. " line from Terrace to Kitimat, to allow community cannot. A cam- expect more long-last1"g 
. . . . .  . fulldevelopment of KilL-nat's potential reunify must create itself, benefits in return for. the 
The Jobs in SmitheTs arn indieative of .nsamaJorinduelrielport.Theratiliee. "The one- thing northern valuable l sourees we provide.,' /" i  
the'rippleeffeet"thatamaJorpleJeet Iscorrentiylnsuehpoorsbapothattba resoorceproJeets nsul~y SIMile FROMAgPEECII " 
such as the Prime ~ port 'Reay Hudson" steam engine, one of is. thatt heto hdecisi°mare moat i s .  cDELIVERED BY IONA I A,,,~,~,,,o,, h . . . .  11 +ha ,,,,,, ~ era- made by AMPAGNOLO TO THE 
• " - ' " I  "~ ' -~"  ~ "~ "~ ~ " . '~"  Imm~ m,a 'mnlanHnnm tm,ua,A #a,~. ~AM&IrwA~.  o~lwnm Am atlracUous, eonldlnot get into Kitlmat +---,,- -o------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,~ munitles of the northwest~, mul they, in from qfflece the h -man ,,K-¢~.h Tnnn~,r~ ~m,~,~m,m . .  
turn, wfll lead to extra edmlomme~t1" onitsreeeatnortherntdp.Thishnsgot,, . . . .  wiUbefelt T1meboreaucradus1" . . . . . . . . .  liT/ ' . . . . . . . .  ~,,m- , . ,  
t hecemmunity1"thesorvi~[ndustry, to be e~mn~ed . . - ': . • • .... 
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ON LAND CLAIMS 
• . ,~ ~'" : . - .  , • '~. .~:  
'~'he history of land.~dms.s~tilem~t in B.C. has been loq, 
frustral~ng, and not exactly filled with good faith m the ix,ris d oith~ 
succeeding federal.0r provincial government. 
"'We have a debt o pay to our first citizens; we cannot redress the 
~grievanees of the past, but we can assure that he future is Just, and is. 
: a ,credit o all Canadians . . . . . .  " ' i 
"It appears to me that me only eommilment the provlnce he s had in 
this issue is a commltment.to avoid entanglement In an issue whleh. 
might cost them some money - and social Justice be damned. 
"As a membei" of the federal cabinet I should probably not be toll~. 
about this right now. But an the,Member of Parliament for Skeena I a~ 
very concerned that the province has reneged on a commitment toa 
group of my constituents. And as  a Liberal I am dediceted to t  he 
henourable resolution of this leng-atanding rievance. ,~nd as a. 
r~Idant of British Columbia I am simply nah~med ~ the acti .ram ct our. 
provincial government. ' 
• F 
. "A~I. as a person who has ~ Won the right to spa-,k fer all I 
~an~mna an a e'nvy Councillor, I feel we caan~ discuss B.C. Inl 
.C~fuderatim without discussing our obllgatiou to the Indinn people.~ 
At a .very. _ lm~t  ceremony inthe Nass Valley two weeks ago I wasi 
tom w/me Nisl~a Tribal Council ..that they found it ir~le that the I 
.govemm. ent of Quebec was ~ to take that ~ out ~ C, on-~ 
f ederatien when the Nlsl~a had been try i~ for one hundred and; 
zourt, e~ years to get into Canada." 
FROM A SPEECH BY IONA CAMPAGNOLO TO THE ANNUAL 
CONVENTION OF THE LIBERAL PARTY IN B.C., NOV]~BER IP., 
' ."CUTTING RIBBONS .,, AND RED TAPE" 
, '  | 
. ,  " .  . , .  ' ' /  • . , , -  
lona campagnolo d~iscmses land claims at the Nish~ Tribal C~ncd 
,:onventien i  Greenville April 24tb. Fl'om right to loft are Rev.'. Inn- 
• MacKenzie, Bill MacKay, Iena, James Gcenell (President of the Nlsl~a 
Tribal Council) and Hubert Haldane. 
SMAI  TOWNS..'BIG 
" BuHdisgabreakwatorinOenaRlver and sewer systems in Kineollth, 
won't make the national news, but Aiyansh and Kitimtia to community 
succen in getting fnade for projects balls in Queen Charlotte City and 
like thlshelpa Io eetahlkh a very ira. Dense Lake, and television in Atlin and 
•  pla... t an mt  o ,th-ev g, hsvestnd  
.no matterwhere they Hve, are an'd to get the amenities most Canadians 
must be treated as equak when it take for granted, • 
_C. _~_ e#_ t0 8.0vemmont ansistence. Whether it be Post 0fficesin Port 
• " ............ • ............... Qementa and Kitamaat Village, or 
Onaofthequtetsueeesssiorlesofthe CNT telephone servlce along Highway 
past five years has been the many 37, these proJ~ts have benefitted by 
unprovemantsin facilities and services having an effecuve and knowledgeable 
for the small and lsolaled communities • advocate in Ottawa...a Member of 
of Skocna. Parliament wbeknows and w~ks fee 
Reng~ from new federal schools every corner of o~. vast constl tueney 
"The lady has a powerful argument going for her. Sin's tough, a hard 
worker, end she's close to sources of power. You can disagree with her party 
on many issues. But you admire this woman's flinty dedication to her cause 
as she sees it. campagno/o is motivated by concerns beyond self preser. 
• vatien. She enjoys her w~k as a politician, and she's a good at it. She'll be 
tough to beat." 
Northern Times -March 1979 
French}, Lewis and Alan Hall (Preskknts of the Neath Coast and Terrace 
• Dislrict Councils) discuss the UlMffadlNJ d band adminklrative powers 
during a 1978 mceting in Prince Rupert with Indian Affairs Minister Hugh 
Faulimer. , 
KEEP A STRONG VOIOE WORKING FOR SKEENA 
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Iona with granddaughter Kimberly and "W0nderbunny" at the annual Prince 
Rupert easter egg hunt. 
DEDICATED 
AND • 
EFFECTI'VE 
Ions Campagnolo grew up with her sister and two brothers at the North Pacific 
Cannery on the Skeena River and in Prince Rupert. She has lived in the north for 
39 years during which she learned at first hand and shares the interests and 
concerns of our area. 
She first became involved in public affairs out of concern for the education of 
her own two children. She ran and was elected to the Prince Rupert School Board 
m 1966; became chairman in 1968 of the Board of Trustees, and later North Coast 
Zone Chairman for four member boards . . . .  
Since then her dedication to the goal.of creating a batter, and mereequitable 
future for our children has been the cornerstone of her public activities - -as  
school board chairman, alderman, Member of Parliament, "and cabInet minister. 
For her active involvement incommunity affairs, Mrs. Campagnolo was made a 
Member of the Order of Canada in 1977.. 
Prior to her election is> 1|~4, Ions Campagnolo has been employed usa  
shoreworker, breadcast,,r ~nd as sales mdnager for Skeean BroedcastorsLtd. In
1974 she earned the ~ ltie,,f ILC. Broadcast CitiZun of the Year. " . . 
Immediately followini; her election as Member of Parliament for Skeena, Iona 
was appointed Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Indian and Northern 
Affairs. She ~vas mad, Minister of State - Fitness and Amateur Sport/n 
September 1976, becoming the first northerner ever to be appointed to the 
federal cabinet of Canada. 
During her five years in the House of Commons, Iona has established strong 
interests in areas of concern to her riding: transportation, communications, 
fisheries, the environment, and Indian affairs. Since her cabinet appointment-she 
has continued to work effectively to bring the needs of the north to the attention of 
all Canadians. 
She has two daughters and one granddaughter, Kimberley, and owns her home 
in Prince Rupert as well as maintaining an apartment inOttawa. loua has been 
tireless inhelpiag hundredsof individuals in Skeena during the past five years -
regardless of their racial origins, citizenship or political affiliation. She has helen 
a dedicated and effective worker for all areas of Skeena - one of the largest 
constituencies in Canada. 
PENSIONS FOR HOMEMAKERS 
Pension r i~'ts for homemakers are a 
key part of the Liberal party's cam- 
paign pledge to reform Canada's 
pension system. 
Homemakers are an  essential 
category of workers who are not 
presently considered part of the labour 
force. The Liberal Party, which 
brought he Canada Pension Plan into 
existence in 1966, is committed to 
providing adequate retirement income 
to workers, and in proposing that seven 
years worth of C.P.P. benefits will be 
granted to homemakers for each child. 
Other Liberal pension reform 
proposals call for increased portability 
of private pension plans,, greater ac- 
cess to pension plans for Canadians 
who do not now qualify, and flexibility 
in the age of ~etirement, to allow 
Canadians to work past the age of 65 if 
they so desire. 
The proposals have been well 
received by women's groups, and by 
pensione/s' organizations and would be 
a major priority of a re-elected Liberal 
government. .-. 
ON MARITIME BOUNDARIES 
"I think itis important to note that no 
agreement has been reached on 
boundary matters on the west coast. In 
the final intense.round on negotiations 
in the best bargaining posttibn it will 
ever be in on the question of marine 
boundaries. Eventually, we will have to 
come to some sort of mutual 
in Juneau, Alaska in February. that led agreement with the Americans on 
to an agreement on a halibut phase-out, marine boundaries - -  either through 
boundaries were not even discussed, direct alks with them or through third 
"aa v.,, -,=~,n k,,,,,, mo,.o hoe h~.,  party arbitration. My fear is that there 
• - -a  . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . .  will be developments in the in- tremendous pressure from many . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I '~Annd inn  ~ lee ,~ ~ k~n w~,et ofloat" ternau0nm l aw 0 l  me sea unrmg me 
: -" ' -  :--:" . . . .  - : .  - - - ' c  . . . . .  : next few years that will make it more seunOarles exacuy as mey are ac . . . . . . . . . .  . . . _  
present. Any stq~estion that a change s~onnCe~ t. 'Or .~uaoa to mage. 
in the boundary-- no matter how small a u'o.n.g~c poasune..case, we nave 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ae/imtely not "solo out" as some 
- -  Be maae az one pomc m remm zor 
• ,^--.,-.~ . . . .  • ^ ,~.-- .~-,- he, h~,,  parties have charged, and we will not; 
Minted as  a m~l l . ,~ I f  nq  / '~.nnodton In  ,~v~.  , .  w~ .s t ru t  Bu tu  mc sc l JSum Ol  
- o ,o - -  o ..I, . . . . . .  ,. third party arbitration or the World ter~,,.. ,as ~, res.,., -,, v*~,~oo ,~ r,_.., , ,,. ,,_ ,, 
,~.ut at une.~gue. 
being made here. FROM A SPEECH BY IONA CAM. 
• "I  am personally disappointed that PAGNOLO TO THE ANNUAL CON- 
this is-the case - -  because I feel that  'VENTION OF THE NISHGA TRIBAL' 
d .ur[ug the past year Canada has been COUNCIL, APRIL 34, 1979. 
"IF WE TAKE THE TIME TO LISTEN" 
Our pioneers, like Atlin's "Aunt" Roxborough, have forged the shape of this 
country. They have much to teach us ff we take the time to listen. 
Behind lona is the harbour of the City of Prince 
Rupert, home of much of the northern B.C. fishing 
fleet. 
A success story 
FXSHERTES 
In 1~4 Iona Campagnol0 cam. 
~an~tt ted for establishment of a 200 mile 
o protect our fisheries resources 
and an upgrading of 'our west coast 
search and rescue system. 
Since her election, not only have 
these two commitments been met, but 
• our fishin~ industry has seen a number 
of other initiatives which have shot it 
into world prominence. 
In 1978 Canada became the world's 
leading fish exporter, with exports 
valued at $1.1 billion. The value of west 
coast exports totalled ~35.5'million, up 
31 percent from the 1977 flame. 
MORE JOBS 
The result has been Jobs. Jobs for 
fishermen and shoreworkers, and more 
jobs created by increased mount of 
money beln~ spest in coastal towns and 
villages. Last year there were more 
than 14,000 fishermen on the west 
ceas~ compared with 11,000 in 1973. 
There were 4,500 sherewurkm in 1978, 
an increase of SO0 in the past five years. 
"These new Jobs and the biiJber 
wages for fisheries workers are im- 
po~tont in cities like Prince Rupert", 
said Campagnolo, . but they are in- 
valuable in smaller communities like 
Masset or Port Simpson." 
Most observers feel that the federal 
overnment's establishment of a 200 
• limit on January !, 1977 has beam 
the most dramatic stimulus to 
industry. Since that date the number of 
foreign vessels fishing in Canadian, 
waters has shrunk from 1,~00 to fewer 
then 300. 
has not only. increased the catch 
available to Canadian fishermen-- and 
allowed us to enter more fully into the 
~roandfish industry-  but it has also 
forced forei~ nations to buy fish from 
us instead of catching, them off.our 
COaSt. 
. Other important fisheries initiatives 
since 1974 have been the Salmonfd 
Enhancement Presram, deM~ed to 
dopble the catch of the salmon fishery, 
and ammdments o the Fisheries Act 
to ensure better protection of the fish 
haMtat, particularly in estuaries and 
sp~wni~ streams. 11ze lower value of 
the Canad~ dollar has also halped by 
export sales in recent 
months. 
"A lot has Imm dam in the pest five 
years", states Camlm~olo, '~out ther~ 
are still impurt,~ issues to be faead. 
The eatabllMza~mt of he 200 mile limit 
has lo f tus  with disputed marine 
1 ~  with the U.S. We must 
settle this issue - -  either by direct 
negntiatims er thresh third-p~rty 
arbitration - -  and I am detcrmined to 
use my positien as a Cabinet Minister 
to see that our local interests are fully 
protected innegotiation ofthe seaward 
extension of the A-B Lin~." • 
lona discusses the A-B line WI~ Frmce ttupert f lai l-man ~ttl Dickens, amember 
of the West Coast Advisory team to Canada's maritime boundary negnUaier. 
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200 MILES OF PROTECTION 
On: •January. I ,  - 1977 Canada 
established a 200 mile limit to l)rotect. 
i t s  flsh.eries and other off-sfiore 
resources., 
The 200 mile ibn/t has bean a major 
aid to the protection and development 
of our vita] f isbl~ Industry. Since the 
limit was established the number of 
forein~ fisM~ veesels off onrlcoasts 
has dropped, dramat/cally--from over 
1,500 boate beforc 1977to fewer than 300 
in 1978. 
Only ~0 foreign vessels fished off B.C. 
t year; 28 Japanese, 8 Polish, 10 
American, and 8.from the U.S.S.R. 
During 1978, National Defence and 
Fisheries vesselswere on patrol on the 
west coast a total of 344 days; and they 
boarded foreign fishing vessels a total 
of 96 times--an average of two boar. 
din~s'for each foreign boat. 
In addition, National Dofence air- 
craft put in 1,317 hours of sm;velllance 
on the west coast, and Fisheries of. 
ricers spent 74 days aboard forel~ 
vessels...mskins sure that foreisn 
fishermen still in Canadian waters arc 
very well policed. .. 
LOTO-:-CANADA 
...THE FACTS 
Lotteries in Canada are big business. 
.Since I 969 lotteries have grown into: a' 
$900 millionannual business - . ' 
raising funds for valuable purposesat bo'th 
the federal and provincial levels. 
For the past year the provinces have tried 
to force Loto Canada out of the lottery field - 
despite the fact that both federal 
and provincial Iolterles are constitutional. 
.As  Minister Responsible for Loto Canada, 
Iona Campagnolo foughtthe p?ovinces - 
successfully, because Loto Canada funds 
are needed for  national priorities •insport 
and the arts. For the $8,000,000 one-shot" 
cost of cancelling Loto Canada's planned 
• new game she guaranteed a yearly revenue 
of at least'80"million dollars to be used for 
national purposes. 
lone feught the provinces with the same 
tough determination she has shown since 
1974 In working for the people of Skeena. 
. To  keep a strong voice working for Skeena, 
re-elect Iona Campagnolo 
~ : ~ , ~  .~,i~:~,~  ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ , 
L 
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- HARD WORK 
, . . . 
SINCE 197,4 SKEENA HAS HAD A CONCERNED 
AND EFFECTIVE MEMBER OFPARLIAMENT 
leNA CAMPAGNOLO CARES ABOUT PEOPLE 
AND KNOWS THE NORTH. 
SHE HAS BEEN A STRONG VOICE 
FOR SKEENA IN PARLIAMENT 
• AND IN THE FEDERAL CABINET. 
leNA.HAS SPOKEN OUT ON OUR BEHALF 
AND HAS MADE ALL CANADIANS AWARE 
OF OUR NORTHERN HOPES AND NEEDS: 
. . .  , ,~  
. -  , " . 
- . - . - . 
, KEEP A STRONG VOIOE WORKING FOR SKEENA 
E-ELECT IONACAMPAGNOLO 
• ° 
, Tmm,~ May 16t.h, 1979, The Sml(~tere Interior News and 1979. 
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THE PRO ' iii ' RESSIVE CONSERVATIVE 
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HOUSING ';~:~':''* 
Homi~ will be more zt~'dablie wbm.~ 
tams amd mortilaile fma'mt are tu  d~lu~l~ 
. . . ' .  '.. . ~-  ...... _.~: ~:~:.i.!.~,-,.,.. ,... . . . .  : .  
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NATIONAL UNITY/! 
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PARTY PLEDGES: 
I r 
TAXES 
Governmeat spending and taxes must be 
reduced to return inemt/ve to our systan & get 
Ca.,d~ work~l -.pin 
~aL 
• . / . . -  . " ,  . . !. . . . , , ,  
INTEREST 
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+Rod+ ' / +:+ C ou+s in :s  :- +++ +:" '""++:": ' "++pro' + nne''-+ 
+ imu+~.nun~emem 
• v01ved : to the  maximum 
extent poMible to do as much s u b a l d y ~ _  _~.~_  ~_ , ' |  , 
as I can.vereonslly to acs.ur~,, ~ A R Y  ROUSING OBJECTIVE OF | - : 
a chan.ge of government.' PROGBESSIVE ~NSERVATIVE GO~_NT _WILLI' 
With that l~od Cousins, 39 BE TOEN~URAGE AND ASSIST FAMILY UNITS TO] 
HAVE AFFORDABLE SHELTER, AND TO HELP CREATE| . years old,: left the Terrace 
Branch o f  the Federal 
Business Development Bank 
as assistant manager and 
• became the Federal 
Progressive Conservative 
"Candidate'for Skeena. 
Rod has worked for the 
• Federal Business 
Development Bank for, over 
, 13 years and feels that his 
background of working in 
,responsible positions for a 
government  . (crown)  
corporation, ~ovmm~ leans 
and other services to 
business, has made him well. 
suited to deal with the 
present  political realities, 
both nationally and in the 
* Skeena r t~g.  
Rod is married, his wife 
Marie is a prnctieing 
registered nurse and his two 
children aged 14 and 13 at- 
tendschool inTerrace. Born 
in Quebec, Rod had m~t  of 
The Cousins family at home in Terrace. Daughter Stephaele (L) and Son Jamie with the 
family pets. 
his formaleducation there as Business Commerce. Jces and the United Appeal. 
well. Heatte~dedSirGesrge Rndbasbeeaact iveinthe When elected Rod plans to 
Williams University in community affairs cad has continue to reside in 
Montreal and majored in, been a member of the Jay  Terrace. ' 
Transportation 
• In an area as diverse, and Transport , will be program which will ' level ~ s~vico which was 
widespread as Skeena?s,, reorganized to provide" for empbasizetbeimpm'tanceof available before Otto Lang 
tramportation is vital to the' improved ministerial control adequato accessto the North made his~ecutive decialea 
achievement of balanced and accountability . Review the North Coast from Ottawa. 
development, the establish- 
ment of a sound industrial 
base and to keep our people 
together. ' 
The Progressive Con- 
servetive policy on tran- 
sportation is based on a 
number ' of fundamentat 
principles which represent a 
substantial shift from .the 
practices of the present 
administration. 
• Provincial and municipal 
governments, the tran- 
sportation industry and the 
users of transportation 
services w i l l  be more 
directly involved in the 
formulation and im- 
ementaflen of policies and 
ectives. 
Trampertatien policy will 
be used as an instrument of 
national and regional 
economic developmest 
Traml~'tatien policy wi l l  
include the reduction and 
iuation .o f  the 
ry proem. 
Transport policy will 
encourage  increased  
eompaUuca, 
Tee "~p i~ 
! 
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN , 
TO SKEENA? 
• A Western Branch of the 
Canadian Transport Com- 
mission will be established to
reflect the realities and .to 
respond more adequately. 
Skeena will no longer have to 
deal with Ottawa every time 
a new license, a renewal or a 
ruling is ouaht. 
- Expansion of the Prinea 
Rupert grain elevator 
within three months of 
electing a Progresslve 
Conservative government. 
• Immedlat~ funding for 
the improvement of the 
Stewart-Cpsslar ,Highway. 
. Deregulation of the 
Canadian air travel indtmlry 
so .through competition 
Skcerm wi l l  be  served  bet ter .  
• Encouragement of the  
utilization of STOL aircraft. 
- Immediate upgrading of 
our airports and air 
navigational aids and 
systems. 
• UsI~ Yellowbead 1O n 
the second Trans-Canuds 
transportation system with a -Ferry docking facility in 
view to at least provide the Kiflmat. 
bl~..AW~u~ w • . ,e re  so ms .  a l~',~lhtw finding loga at Prince 
.cad to  au, t ,,n u nm.  
. , ' . • 
• i + . . . . . .  ': i: ~ +:  i . . . .  . 
mortgage interest payments and municipal property taxes a 
~eductible xpense from taxable income. 
- M0rtgage-interest payments will be made deductible in 
the calculation d taxable income up to a maximum limit o! 
PS00O per year. 
- The deduction will apply c~y to interent paid ca the first 
zor~age on a principal residence inCanada. In most cases, 
~is will allow the taxpayer to deduct the full annual Interest 
~cets on a mortgage of up to $S0,000. 
- Municipal property taxes will be made deductible up to e 
maximum limit of $1000 per year in the ealulatica of taxable 
~come. 
-The deduction will also apply only to property taxes on 
principal residences in Canada. , 
- To reduce the immedtste impact on federal revenues, the 
9eduction for beth mortgqe interest and, property turn  
sould he phased in over the first four years ot a Pr~ire~ve 
~mervat/ve government. • 
-In the first year, Z per cent of allowable mor~o in- 
Zreat and property taxes would be daduetible; in the ucend 
50 per cent; in the third 76 per enat and in the fom~Ja year 100 
per cent of both (up to the allowable limlte) would be 
kductible . . . .  
-T~ cmtof the progrum to ~kn l  rowm ts mthna~ 
at 1400 mllllon in tbe first yesur, r ts iq  to Sl.e b/ilinn whom 
- - - - _  A    sive,Com.ervative* Sovermmm 
. i  
: i • ..... . . . . . . . .  ... . ! 
E co . omlc : :  We t Coa t:::Fis  . , :  - 
• . ~ : ; ~ to our an~ con. 
: . . . .  . -  ' , ~ over ~00 minim 
ECONOMIC. .  / . . . .  :. : . ,annua l ly  to. our . loea l  
• WNle:themodgag6intCn~.tandmtmicipaltazdedu~iblity emnomy. The potential for 
prepambdolmveaconsiderableimpactonheueinff, theynrn eurftshory in this area has 
offered ~ one.part of an.0venal!Pro[p'mstveCons~'vativ.e inoresaedsubstantiallyktnce 
ecoliomic policy. To get the Canadian _e_c0nemy growing "mplementation f the~z0o 
again and Canadians worktog ap in  thePr~lressive Con.. mi le  limit and we' must 
servative Party has Wope~M a nmnber of maJortax in; rnallse on this petential nd 
contiVeS. • 
TAX.INCENTIVeS ' ' " ' ' 
TO STIMULATE CONSUMER SPENDING, 
PROGRESSIVE: CONSERVATIVE GOVERNMENT 
WOULD: 
- - Cut personal income taxes for middie and 10w middle 
income Canadians by at least ~2 billion; therebY putting an 
average of ~300 ayearinto the hands of people moet likely to 
speed t l~ additin~d moneyon Cunadian goods and services. 
TO INCREASE INVESTMENT AND NEW JOB 0P- 
PORTUNITIES, A PROORESSIVE CONSERVATIVE 
GOVERNMENT WOULD: . - 
- Inereana tax credits for rescareh and development by 
- -Canad ian  o~apanies. 
- Index capital gaim tax against Inflation. 
.Allow for inflation in inventory accounting. 
. Offer a special ~5000 a year small business investment 
credit. 
- Negotiate long-term tax eonUraets with companies 
locating in:slower-growth regions, 
TO INCREASE INVESTMENT IN CANADIAN COM- 
PANIES, A PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE GOVERN- 
MENT WOULD:, 
- Abolish capital ga ins  tax  on publlcy.traded common 
shares of Canedtan-owned companies. 
FINANCING 
A PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE GOVERNMENT WILL 
FINANCE THE COST OF THESE MAJOR TAX IN- 
CE],%PI~/ES r By"  
- Institnt/nK a permanent, purpmeful restraint progrnm. 
- Increasing the tax revenues flowing to the federal 
treasury by achieving Canada's potential inannual economic 
growth  rates. 
RESTRAINT PROORAM PRIORITIES 
1. REDUCE THE COST OF OPERATING THE FEDERAL 
GOVERNMENT BY: 
-Putting a freeze for at least ~.  yeers on virtually all 
new civil service hirings. A savings of $1.9 billion a ysar. 
- Reducing the government budget for eormulting contracts 
by. $250 million a year.. 
- Cutting information and advertising budgek by at least, 
$50 million a year. 
2. GET THE FEDERAL GOVERiqMENT OUT OF A~ 
TIVITIES IN WHICH IT DOESN'T BELONG BY: 
-Selling some crown agencies into private ownership and 
subjecting others that have Outlined their mandate to a 
'sunset law'. 
-Eliminating uanecoss~try federal-provinelal spending 
duplication. 
-ExamininK tax incentives to strengthen the fuming and 
operation of communily.based voluntary ~roupe. 
3. REDUCE CURRENT EXPENDITURES TO GET THE 
ECONOMY GROWING AND CANADIANS WORKING 
AGAIN BY: 
-Changivg theunomployment insurance program so that 
as much as lz~sible of the money now being pare to 
Canadians who are out of work will be diverted to help create 
Jobs and skills for Canadians who want to work. ..If ~d 
unemployment rate could reduced to 5.S percent, ~t worn 
cave the federal treasury ~Z.5 billion this year. 
4. INTRODOCE PERMANENT INSITUTIONAL CON- 
TROKq ON SPENDING: 
-'Sunset laws' to. review the coutinoed need to exist of 
ma~y govmmt ageaelus and pregrams. 
. gem.based bndgeting procedurna. 
eliminate forel~ finh~. 
We must bring ~ decisions 
concernt~ cur flsh#.~y toour 
W~st Ccast in order to do 
t i~ ,  and in order to improve 
re~tinne between fisheries 
and forestry. "Having o~r. 
decisions made by a 
dninter from our east coast 
not accoptablo. 
" I and many other 
Pro[~'easive Conservative 
candidates and Membe~ 
Parliament from B.C. want 
to see creation of a separate 
West" Coast Finheries 
Ministry. We also want to 
see mere input from the 
fishermm .themselves into 
the reguistlons and policies 
of tha M/mtr~. Xt is only in 
thk way that we will.make 
governmont more rcapea- 
sive to our special .West 
year. 
Coast needs. 
A P~ive  - Con- 
servaUve government would 
establish a Fisheries 
Development Fund from 
Indian land claims 
~ne Liberal selntinm k to 
IMmd out. grants and 
giveaways .which pi'ovide 
temporary Jobe and defer the 
problem, not settle it. 
in fact, the 8rnnin and 
giveaways are themselves 
c ~ l t / ~  another problem in 
that pride and initiative are 
lost, and a dependence on 
government is created, 
which grants and loans Improvement Loans Act 
would be made available for would also be increased; 
ship refits and new ship 
construction. The limit on 
loans under the ~lgteriea 
when. pres~!  on the 
claims settlement issue the 
Liberals blame everybody 
• else, incudin~ the provinces, 
• for the lack Of action. 
I want o nee an end to the 
present ridiculous ituation, 
perman~t Jobu developed in
areas where native people 
reside and mttve people 
locking after their own at- 
ALL CHANNELS 
~irS .  - 
A Progrmsive 
asrvative government will 
work on a cooperative basis 
with oH coacamed, Includi~ 
the provinces, to settle the 
claims issue within a two to 
three year time frame. This 
would provide the resources 
for development of per- 
manent jobs. 
Television 
I w.nt to He 
Con- equal as onon as pmibla. 
",'i ~5' "~ ' d 
and Canadian channels, will 
be available. The Liherak 
continue to dony the mr. 
them people the level of 
multi-channel TV ser¢lea 
long available to Southern 
Canada. 
The Minister of Com- 
to~ ~ lrem 
Canadian satellite, Anik B. 
The on ly ,  pregraming 
presently available on Anik 
B is the CBC's Far Northern 
Service and the Libemrs 
seem to have no specific 
plans to add Canadian 
channels. The Minktor of 
muninatioas announced that Communicat ions • has 
earth satelllto receiving epec i f l~  stated that AULk 
statlona could now be Bwi l lnot carry American 
. linonced, but ealy to reeelve channels_ 
Gun Control 
ThOse who visited the -available for the last few 
Trades Fair in Terrane were 
rObsbly very surprised 
they were told that he 
beseball game that th~_y 
were wstchingat one of the 
heeds, was coming direct 
fran Atlanta Geer~a. 
It was that easy. Not what 
you would probably spent. 
MOSt people think that there 
are milas and miins of wires 
involved, •thousand of 
switohes and so an. People 
were amazed that with the 
fikk of a switch they eoakl 
be watohin~ a program from 
T~zto,  Los Auplne or New 
York. ~no age ~ earth 
years to bring us this 
television service, which has 
long been available to 
Southern Canadians, at 
l~,ces comparable to throe 
paid by people in Vancouver. 
Costs d the cartl~ satellite 
receiving system are much 
lower than the present 
system and Terrace, Rithmt 
and Prince Rupert could 
rece ive  ~ or 3 more channels 
over oable for about M per 
month venus the present 
$~.~. Other m could 
have multi channel service 
at affordable crate - Stewart 
for instance, could have 8 - Parlimnentery cantrof over spending 
optttas, cost of upgrading new Cmtrof Bill ~ ulna ParlismonL 
AmaJerrnasonwl~wehavesemuchummploymontlatha Tho Progveasivo Con-  A Prngrvmlve Con- 
~,Ibet~'s high taas.ti~ pellcias, which have reduced In:. as/~atlvas believe that multi ~ andt° iNthlsOne Includeschannel lawsbidingdtisanswhaownthe r ~ and privileges of changethe Bill by amond in l Jas rvat lve  j [o~ont  will 
eonttvca, coupled with their hellef . t~,  .more 8overnmmt channel TV service, in- 8mithem" and tho queen and me gum for lqitinnto it do deal With the 
ChariO~luluds. imrlm~, ltalsegivmlaw umofnstzil~naonly, whilainne 
• anf0renmt dk ink  the Somd~dy ham to Im cresting tbo w~l~ In  ~ loQl~. Amerieen programing, way c t ~ ~  
kw , -  b . .  
" , i , , ,  ' ' / , nmmmmmmz~ "~m" I I u 
rkius . ; mmant will get C u x d a  w o  ~ "' r ' " '  ' " " " " " qd . . . . . . . . .  n = ~ '~:  ~ " d'mp= ~ ' dP  d . '  ' . . . . . .  q ' 
mammi~'"  ~ '  ,, ' I '  I i 
i n  I 
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Trudeau must _M'  . :r 
!.. 
, '  , : ,  . : " 
• , .  , ' ' .  ; 
• .  '.: : Throughout these peges melt. • " i : /  i ~ 'yOu hare. Nen what the , - Iwant to~koSkeema mihtoSand forestrY" We relldeandtotobepartintbe must reduoe our dependence actlvitla tint 8keeus bu  t~ 
'Prolgeulve Conee~vative place where ,more people on imported szoods and of fe~ . . . .  
, , Par~ and m3~elf believe are want to live instead of mrviceabydevelopln~more -When elected I will visit 
needed to got Canada g0/~ maki~ moneyand leaving. opportunitieswhieh are here all areal of ~keeus m a 
again. But there Ire some Th~ means we must create, now. Both ourselves and our routine basis and will be 
A Pro|resiive 0onservative Government is the only alternative, !:: :::: .:: ::: 
otberthlnpUmtlfeelnned moreJobopportunlUmbere, children need more op- available to ail. ., . 
explaining: We must stop exporting portunitiesbere st home. . . . .  
-I m for Capital Punish- p roe~ Jobs in i l~ ,  -Myf.aml~wfl]~a~eto RndCou~m 
A supplement to the Terrae~Cltlmat Daily H er~l  
Tues., May ISth, lSn, The 8mitbers Inh~'i~' Newswsanda lm.  
